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Thesis Abstract 

irfan Ozdabak, "From Gecekondu to Apartmankondu: 

Economic Transformation of the Squatter Settlers of 

Rumeli Hisarlistii from 1960 Onward" 

In this study the primary and secondary transformation of the economic lives of the 

squatter settlers of Rum eli Hisarlistii in line with the building up of 

gecekondu/ gunduzkondu/ apartmankondu from 1960 onwards, the impact of the neo

liberal policies in the world and specifically in Turkey on this transformation 

process, and the modifying role of the Bogazic;i University and its students is 

analyzed utilizing a qualitative research methodology by directing open-ended and 

semi-structured interview questions to the respondents selected through a judgmental 

and purposive sampling from the population of Rum eli Hisariistii as well as through 

participant observation. 

The squatter settlers of Rum eli Hisariistii have gone through a process of 

acculturation with the outcomes of assimilation, integration, marginality and 

separation at different levels. When the primary and secondary economic 

transformation process is viewed and analyzed within a dialectical socio-economic 

and historical continuum, the empirical evidence suggests that, contrary to the 

prevailing understanding on the social exclusion thesis with regard to the squatter 

settlements due to the global neo-liberal policies, Rumeli Hisariistii squatter 

settlement is rather integrated into the system containing the prototype of the neo

liberal economic relations and transformation within itself and at the same time 

giving rise to a minor urban underprivileged class. This economic transformation 

also paved the way for the transformation of Rum eli Hisarlistii squatter settlers' 

economic ideologies, forming a new Rumeli Hisariistii identity. 
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Tez 6zeti 

irfan 6zdabak, "Gecekondu'dan Apartmankondu'ya: 

Rumeli Hisariistii Gecekondululanntn 1960'dan Bugiine Ekonomik Donii~iimii" 

Bu c;ah~mada Rumeli Hisariistii gecekondululanntn 

gecekondu/gunduzkondulapartmankondu yaptmtna paralel olarak 1960'dan bugiine 

kadarki ekonomik hayatlanntn birincil ve ikincil ekonomik donii~iimii, diinyada ve 

ozellikle de Tiirkiye'de uygulanan neo-liberal politikalann bu donii~iim siireci 

iizerindeki etkisi, ve Bogazic;i Universitesi'nin ve ogrencilerinin modifiye edici rolii 

Rumeli Hisariistii popiilasyonundan amaca yonelik orneklem yoluyla sec;ilen 

katthmctlara ac;tk-uc;lu ve yan-kapah miilakat sorulan sorularak ve aynca katthmct 

gozlem yoluyla kalitatifbir ara~ttrma metodolojisi uygulanarak incelenmektedir. 

Rumeli Hisariistii gecekondululan farkh diizeylerde asimilasyon, 

entegrasyon, marjinalle~me ve ayn~ma sonuc;lannt doguran bir kiiltiirel etkile~im 

siirecinden gec;mi~lerdir. Birincil ve ikincil ekonomik donii~iim siireci goz online 

ahntp incelendiginde, ampirik bulgulann, global neo-liberal politikalar sebebiyle 

gecekondululann sosyal olarak dt~landtgt ~eklindeki halen gec;erli olan ve one 

siiriilen tezlerin tersine, Rumeli Hisarfistii gecekondu bolgesinin daha ziyade sisteme 

entegre oldugunu, kendi ic;erisinde neo-liberal ekonomik ili~kilerin ve donii~iimiin 

niivelerini ta~tdtgtnt ve aynt zamanda da imtiyazstz kiic;iik bir ~ehir stntft yarattlgtnt 

onerdigi anla~tlmaktadtr. Bu ekonomik donii~iim aynt zamanda Rumeli Hisarfistii 

gecekondululartntn ekonomik ideolojilerinin donii~iimiine de yol ac;arak yeni bir 

Rumeli Hisariistii kimligi olu~turmu~tur. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

The development of squatter formation is a direct outcome of migration phenomena 

which are triggered by multiple factors around the world. Squatter settlements began 

to develop as uncontrolled settlements in the first half of the twentieth century and 

are mostly encountered in the so-called 'Third World' countries. As capitalism 

became a world system, disintegration of the traditional agrarian socio-political 

structures in the nineteenth century began to accelerate the economic development in 

the form of political independence and industrialization. This. was accompanied by 

low mortality and high birth rates after WW II giving rise to a ·high level of 

movement of rural migrants into the urban areas and the leading city centers of the 

developing nations of Africa, Asia and Latin America. Dogan (1974) suggests that 

Rio de Janeiro had no squatters before 1930, Lima before 1940, Porto Allegre before 

1947 (p. 22). In the case of Turkey the first examples of squatters were seen in 

istanbul in 1940s and were classified as "baraka" (shacks) in the official statistics. 

These temporary dwellings did not 'disturb' the texture of the city but began to 

increase in mass in late 40s and early 50s with uncontrolled industrialization leading 

to the phenomenon of 'gecekondu' 1 (Sen, 1996, p.5). 

1 The term gecekondu literally means "built overnight" or "to land by night" (Ta~ and Lightfoot, 2005, 
p. 265) and itself refers to the building process which is carried out in secrecy at night to avoid the 
legal action of the police. Although the term 'gecekondu' broadly stands for the 'squat', it has its own 
connotation when viewed from an etymologic, linquistic and historical perspective. First of all, the 
'gecekondu' is a squat built 'overnight', secondly 'kondu' means 'erected', 'put', 'landed' and 'built' 
immediately implying that after it is put at night, in the morning it acquires legitimacy. Since it is built 
during the after-work hours, state, municipal, governor and police intervention is evaded, and thus in 
the morning some sort of legitimacy is acquired through clientele relationships. The 'gecekondu' then 
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Squatter settlements that are encountered throughout the world appear under 

different names reflecting the specific circumstances and the local cultures within 

which they emerge:" gecekondu, "built overnight"(Turkey);favela, [a shantytown or 

slum in or at the edge of a city] (Brazil)2
; barriadas, [district, quarter, plural slums] 

(Peru); villas miseria [the rural or suburban residence of misery] (Argentina); 

ciudades asilas [city taken refuge in] or ciudades de refugio [city of the refugees] 

(Colombia); colonias proletarias [proletarian colony] (Mexico); ... poblaciones 

callampas, [mushroom population or settlements] (Chile); ... rancheros [country-

style houses] or conqueros [conquered settlements] (Venezuala); ... and barrios 

piratas [pirate neighborhoods] and arrabales, [slum or outskirts, outlaying area] 

elsewhere in Latin America; bustee [inferior slum] or basti [slum village]" (Kolkata-

Delhi); chawls [buildings of four to five stories composed of all-purpose single 

rooms plus a common kitchen rented by fifteen-twenty different tenants] (Mumbai); 

ahatas [from Hindi, a courtyard; a collection of dwellings in a compound of more 

than four buildings concentrated in the older parts of the city near industrial 

establishments forming congested slum localities, slum] (Kampar); cheris [small 

hamlets] (Madras), sarifa [house] (Baghdad-Iraq); berrake [barrack] and nouala 

[cabin] (Morocco); bidonville [shantytown] (Algeria-Morocco); gourbivilles 

becomes a de facto reality and the first steps of settlement, taking root in the city, and the primary 
economic transformation of the squatter settlers begins. 

2 In the late eighteenth century in Brazil, the first settlements were called bairros aji'icanos (African 
neighborhoods), where former slaves with no land ownership and no options for work lived. Then 
poor blacks were pushed away from downtown into the far suburbs among the hilly terrain of the area 
surrounding Rio forming the qui! ambos (independent settlements of fugitive African slaves) and 
setting the stage for the formation offavelas. Most modemfavelas appeared in the 1970s, due to rural 
exodus to cities. Having no chance to find a place to live, many people ended up in a favela (Espinoza, 
http://www.brazzillog.com/pages/cvrjun97 .htm). English versions in brackets of the Spanish words 
used for squatter settlement in different nations are found by the researcher from various web sites and 
dictionaries. 
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[spontaneous agglomeration] (Tunisia)" (Karpat, 1976, p.11). Squatter settlements 

are such a widespread socio-economic phenomenon that according to United Nations 

researchers' figures as cited by Davis (2007) there were 921 million gecekondu 

dwellers all throughout the world in 2001 (p. 39) and that as of2005, one-sixth of the 

world's population, that is to say one billion people, lived in shanty towns 

(Whitehouse, 2005). 

Squatter settlements are still an important part of the city life around Turkey. 

Squatters are the major means of accommodation of the rural migrants to the cities 

where the housing problem could not be solved through formal methods. The issue 

was analyzed for many times with its different aspects in the literature. 

The main focus on the squatter settlements in the literature, especially in 

Turkey, is on the primary economic transformation within a certain timeframe and 

the impact of overall state polices applied within the context of 

integration/exclusion/marginality debate (Perlman, 1976; Roberts, 1978; Touraine, 

1991), formal vs. informal sectors (I~1k and Pinarcioglu, 2009) and the strategical 

realm of the state vs. the tactical realm of the squatters (Demirta~, 2009). In this 

context, Erman (2001), looking at the politics of squatter (gecekondu) studies in 

Turkey, has summarized the changing representations of rural migrants in the 

academic discourse where the representation of the gecekondu and its people in 

different periods has taken various forms: the 'rural Other' in the 1950s and 1960s, 

the 'disadvantaged Other' in the 1970s and early 1980s, the 'urban poor Other(s)', the 

'undeserving rich Other(s)' and the 'culturally inferior Other(s) as Sub-culture' 

between the mid 1980s and mid 1990s, and finally the 'threatening/varo~lu Other' in 

the late 1990s and that argued that the "academic approaches to the study of the 
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gecekondu people are in[f]luenced by the historical period in which they occur" (p. 

983, 998). Since in general the study on the squatter settlement and the squatter 

settlers is made in a certain time period without analysis of its further transformation, 

the classification is then made from the perspective of the current transformation of 

the squatter settlers at the time of the study rather than evaluating the squatter 

settlement and the settlers in continuum. Thus, the linkages between the earlier and 

the later transformations, and its further transformation are neglected. This gives rise 

to periodization of 'isolated' gecekondu discourse formations without looking at say 

what happened to the 'rural Other' of the 1950s and 1960s at the turn of the twenty 

first century, or what came out of the 'disadvantaged Other' of the 1970s and early 

1980s, or have the 'disadvantaged Other' of the 1970s and early 1980s become 

'advantaged Other' later, or what came out of the 'urban poor Other(s)', the 

'undeserving rich Other(s)' and the 'culturally inferior Other(s) as Sub-culture' 

between the mid 1980s and mid 1990s. This approach, by looking at and evaluating 

the gecekondu somewhat rigidly at a given time period and solely as 'the other', 

misses the dialectics of the squatter settlement and the squatter settlers and its 

organic transformation process together with the transformation of the wider society 

at large of which it is an organic part. 

In the current study the researcher aimed to integrate the primary economic 

transformation with the secondary economic transformation. The building of 

giindiizkondus/ apartmankondus3 in Rumeli Hisarlistli (RHU) in early 90s provided a 

3The tenn giindiizkondu is used by the author to emphasize the change which took place with regard to 
the building process of gecekondus. During the field work it was seen that the RHU squatters use the 
term apartmankondu rather than giindiizkondu. While the giindiizkondu means the gecekondu built 
during the day, apartmankondu means the apartment built iri daytime. In the case of RHU, the 
majority of the apartmankondus were built day-and-night within a few months, again formally built 
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fertile means to trace this secondary transformation in formation. When combined 

with the research on RHU by Karpat in early 70s where he analyzed the primary 

transformation it became possible to trace different phases of the transformation of 

RHU until the present day. The continuum of transformation made it clear that the 

gecekondus have to be analyzed within a continuum in order to reach more accurate 

conclusions and also to understand the transformation of the wider society within the 

course of its transformation within time. Thus the micro analysis of the squatter 

settlement in a continuum will give important clues on the transformation of its 

macro environment such as a certain city or country, and the dialectics of the 

relationship between the specific and the general and their interaction and impact on 

each other will become more evident. 

The objective of the current study is to understand the economic 

transformation of the squatter settlers of RHU through personal narratives, the 

impact of the nee-liberal policies in the world- specifically in Turkey- on this 

transformation and the clientele relationship between the Bogazic;i University (BU) 

and its students as tenants and the gundiizkondulapartmankondu owners ofRHU as 

the landlords as the modifying variable in this transformation process. The 

'illegally', but informally built 'legally' with the complaisance and implicit approval of the mayor of 
the time. The difference between the usage of the terms 'gtindiizkondu' and 'apartmankondu' reveals 
a big difference between the two words and concepts regarding the scale and the purpose of building. 
While the transfer from the 'gecekondu' type of building to the 'gtindtizkondu' type of building 
indicates primary economic transformation, transfer from the 'gtindtizkondu' to 'apartmankondu' 
indicates secondary economic transformation. Thus the process of dialectical economic transformation 
of the RHU squatter settlers begins by 'gecekondu', goes through 'gund.uzkondu' and ends-up with 
'apartmankondu'. However, some of the gecekondus still exist today, some gecekondus are converted 
into giindiizkondus and the majority is apartmankondus. Thus the trio of gecekondu-giindiizkondu
apartmankondu continues their joint-coexistence as of the date this study is carried out. Although not 
all the giindiizkondus built in early '90s are apartmankondus for the sake of usage apartmankondu is 
used for all instead. 
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transcription, decoding and analysis of the data obtained through the interviews also 

aims to reveal a certain pattern of economic transformation of the squatter 

settlements and settlers through the formation of giindiizkondus! apartmankondus as a 

vehicle of integration with the economic system prevalent in Turkey, shedding light 

on the second-stage economic transformation of other squatter settlements in Turkey. 

In chapter two the history of the squatter phenomenon in Turkey is analyzed 

in detail with its economic, social and cultural causes and results in relation to 

changes in the world after WW II and-within the context ofneo-liberalism with 

special emphasis on social exclusion and integration. 

In chapter three methodology of the research is explained. Special emphasis 

is made on the conceptual basis of the study, the amalgamation of the research 

methods utilized, the unique place of participant observation applied in the study 

within the context of the researcher's historical relations with the neighborhood, 

ontological issues regarding the research method, the ethical issues faced and coped 

with during and after the field work, and finally and limitations of the current study. 

The fourth chapter is totally devoted to the primary and the secondary 

economic transformation of the squatter settlers of RHU through which the formation 

of the neighborhood after the second half of 50s with the early migratory flows of 

peasants from the rural areas into the cities, relationship ofRHU with the nearby BU, 

consolidation of the squatter settlement through various popular policies applied by 

the governments until the coup de etat of 12 September 1980, freezing of the 

gecekondu building by the military government, the drastic demolition process of a 

main artery of RHU with the building of the Fatih Sultan Mehmet Bridge - the 

second Bosphorus bridge- in 1985, the impact ofOzal's liberal policies in the 
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formation and development of giindiizkondu building process paving the way to 

Apartmankondu formation, change in the demographic structure ofRHU thereafter, 

urban restructuring policies and the prospects for the future of RHU, the impact of 

the neo-liberal policies in the world and in Turkey, the changing relations ofRHU 

and BU on this entire transformation process and the transformation of the economic 

ideology of the RHU settlers is traced and analyzed. 

The fifth and final chapter discusses the conclusions drawn from the current 

research conducted on RHU with reference to the literature and the previous 

researches conducted on squatter settlements and RHU. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

SQUATTER SETTLEMENTS IN TURKEY IN RELATION TO 
CHANGES IN THE WORLD AFTER WW II 

"Tapulu arsaya ev yapmakla tapusuz arsaya ev yapmak bir mi?'' 
(Isn't it rather different to built a house on a registered land 

than building a house on an unregistered land?) 

(A Second Generation RHU Squatter Settler) 

A Brief History of Squatter Settlements in Turkey 

Squatter (gecekondu) establishment is one of the most important phenomena 

encountered in Turkey after the World War II. Migration to cities and the 

establishment of provisional shacks was a common phenomenon in the entire 'Third 

World' during the same period. Poor migrants all over the world lacked sufficient 

resources and income opportunities to afford the high rents within the cities, and 

instead they started to build their shacks as an alternative solution to the housing 

problem. Almost all of the new dwelling units were built on illegally appropriated 

land and using the cheapest construction materials (Dogan, 197 4, p. 1 0). The term 

gecekondu in English is covered by words like "squat", "shantytown" and 

"uncontrolled settlement" and are defined as "residential communities, formed by 

low income families, in which the houses are constructed in large measure by the 

residents and which are generally, but not exclusively, formed illegally" (Collier, 

1976, p. 18-19 cited in Ta~ and Lightfoot, 2005, p. 265). Gecekondu dwellings are 

illegal since "they: (a) are built on public land usually belonging to the Treasury; (b) 

are constructed on private property not belonging to the homeowner; (c) are built on 
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shared-title land; and/or (d) were constructed without occupancy or construction 

permits" (Leitmann and Baharoglu, 1999, p., 195). 

The Turkish migrants, like their counterparts in other 'Third World' 

countries, also encountered with high rents and found the same alternative solution in 

almost the same manner (Karpat, 2003, p. 105). The distinguishing mark of this 

period in Turkey was the introduction of the new industrialization policies by the 

ruling governments (Sen, 1996, p. 3) creating a massive need for urban labor. The 

result of the industrialization policies was massive migratory movement from the 

rural areas to the urban settlements with the hope of establishing a better life. In this 

period the economic policies in the country were based on protection of the internal 

market through the important substitution economic policies. In this process and also 

thereafter, the neoliberal era, the labor force and the working class was the most 

important element as also expressed by I~1k and P1narc1oglu (2009). 

Migration is not a new phenomenon in Turkey's history; as pointed out by 

Karpat (2003) Ottoman history had witnessed massive migratory movements (p. 91). 

The author even asserts that the history of Turkey and Ottoman Empire can be seen 

as the history of migration. During Ottoman times migration was directed and 

controlled by the state with the major goal of colonizing the conquered lands and 

increasing the tax revenues of the state. To those subjected to enforced migration and 

mandatory settlement irrespective of their religious affinity the Empire even 

provided tax and military service exemption for a certain period and some were even 

given the ownership of the lands they were settled in (Acehan, 2008, pp. 13-14). 

Actually the Ottomans used the policy of controlled migration to benefit from the 

newly conquered lands. 
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Besides its adverse consequences, mandatory and enforced settlement was an 

empire policy for the Ottomans facilitating urbanization. Urbanization within the 

borders of Turkey had actually began in a limited manner during the Ottoman times 

in the nineteenth century as the Ottomans and their economy started to integrate with 

the world economy and trade. The transformation of the settlements towards urban 

centers was most apparent in the case of coastal towns which had more direct 

relations with the world (Tekeli, 1996, p. 9). Thus, some degree of urbanization had 

become the issue, and with it a kind of differentiation with respect to ethnic and 

religious identities and social stratification took place especially apparent in terms of 

housing and settlement formation. During this era, the majority of the buildings in 

the Ottoman territory were made of wooden material. In istanbul around 56 per cent 

of the housing stock was constructed of wooden material in 1927. One of the major 

problems of the Ottoman administration was the establishment of housing units for 

the migrants coming from the land lost in wars and for the families who had lost their 

houses due to fire. Fire insurance began to be implemented in the empire beginning 

with 1870 by the insurance company The Sun, The North and the Northern (Tekeli, 

1996, p. 11 ). An important measure to be taken against the loss of houses and other 

buildings due to fire was to construct houses and buildings out of masonry. But this 

could not be applied sufficiently in reality since masonry was much expensive to 

build. In practice, there was not a developed financial system which could support 

the construction of houses and other buildings to meet the demand for housing. New 

houses for the fire victims were even financed through collecting donations from the 

public as aid (Tekeli, 1996, pp. 11-12). The issue of housing and its construction 

continued to be a problem during the Ottoman times until the demise of the empire; a 
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time when the empire was faced with much inflow of migrants from the lost Ottoman 

lands. 

After the demise of the Ottoman Empire the migration process reversed its 

direction and Muslim and Turkish populations living on lost land began to migrate 

into the lands under control of the newly established Turkish Republic. Karpat 

(2003) shows that there was a huge inflow of Muslim population in the former years 

of the Republic which continued in the form of population exchange agreements 

during the later years (p. 91). But these are not the kind of migration processes that 

led to the formation of gecekondu establishments in Turkey. Rather, they are the 

previous forms of migratory processes in the history of the Republic. At the 

establishment of the Turkish Republic, the majority of the population lived in rural 

areas and there was a shortage of qualified labor in cities (Ta~ and Lightfoot, 2005, p. 

264). There was just one urban center feasible to support the development of the 

country, namely istanbul. Thus the founders of the Republic aimed to establish new 

urban centers in Ankara, Bursa, izmit and Adana, which triggered a profound change 

in the structure of the society in the country. The establishment of new urban centers 

scattered around different regions in the country triggered a kind of migratory 

process (Ta~ and Lightfoot, 2005, p. 265). This new process is called gurbet9ilik 

which is ~ seasonal migratory movement style in which the migrants leave their 

villages to find temporary employment in either close or remote areas or return after 

the end of their employment (Karpat, 2003, p. 101). Gurbet9ilik is the initial form for 

the establishment of ties of rural population with the world around them. Gurbet9ilik 

laid the basis for permanent forms of migration from the villages to the cities which 

provided opportunities of employment and a better life. The process was accelerated 
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through the mechanization of agriculture, use of chemical fertilizers and the 

fragmentation of the land due to population increases all of which diminished the 

economic adequacy of the villages to provide economic output that can support the 

subsistence of the increasing population. The gurbet9ilik phenomenon has had a long 

history within Turkey but was eventually replaced by a more permanent type of 

migration originating from the villages and triggered by the motive of a better life 

that was present in the cities and around other urban settlements. The new type of 

migration movement became dominant mainly after the 1950s as industries began to 

be established in big cities and thus making these centers of attraction providers of 

firmer employment opportunities to migrants and on a permanent basis. The process 

did not occur within the same rate in all regions, and istanbul, Ankara and Izmir 

became the main centers where migrants gathered (~en, 1996, p. 1 ). 

While there appeared only temporary and limited problems of residence 

during the time of gurbet9ilik, the permanent settlement pattern made housing an 

important issue needing to be solved by the migrant individuals and their families. 

The solution was not found by the state and its authorities but directly by migrants 

themselves who began to build houses on the state land around and within the cities 

(~en, 1996, p. 1 ). Actually, cities in Turkey were surrounded by large plots of land 

which did not belong to any private enterprise or individual. The existence of such 

"free" land was made possible by the property regime prevalent during the Ottoman 

times where no private property ownership on land was permitted by the Ottoman 

regime. But during the later periods of the Ottoman Empire some laws permitting 

private ownership of land were issued as ~en (1996) mentions, particularly the period 

after 1858 (p. 5). Thus, it was expected that some be in the possession of private 
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entities or individuals but this was not the case and at the time the migrants from 

rural areas began to flow into the urban regions they encountered with huge areas of 

"free" land in the possession of the state or more precisely the Treasury. This was an 

important point that supported the legitimacy of the gecekondu areas. The gecekondu 

areas were built on land which belonged to no private individual or entity but the 

state itself. Another such point was that there were no existing formal land and 

housing markets in the country, which made the gecekondu a socially legitimate 

solution despite its illegality (~en, 1996, p. 5). People concerned with the 

urbanization and development problems of the country postponed the eventual 

solution of the gecekondu problem to a later imagined period where the inequalities 

in income distribution would be alleviated, hence triggering an improvement in the 

solution of the housing problem of the population. But this imagined period never 

arrived and the gecekondu areas began to spread around the city lands within the 

country. 

In this way the gecekondu establishment has been a dominant pattern in 

urbanization taking place in the country. Dogan (1974) suggests that urbanization is 

mostly associated with "increasing heterogeneity, secondary group relationships, 

segmentary and utilitarian relationships rather than integral and sentimental ones" (p. 

12). But the required degree of heterogeneity and impersonalization for urbanization 

is not certain and behavior in urban spaces resembles that of traditional forms and 

has rural characteristics. This kind of urbanization taking place in the 'Third World' 

was different than the one encountered in the developed world long ago. Slum, 

according to Merriam Webster dictionary, is "a densely populated usually urban area 

marked by crowding, dirty run-down housing, poverty, and social disorganization" 
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("Slum", n.d.). According to certain scholars as cited by Karpat (1976), in the slum 

there is a high rate of crime, isolation, alienation and violence, very low level of 

literacy, detachment from the city people, child neglect, racial discrimination, sexual 

indecency, hatred of police, family disintegration, radicalism, juvenile delinquency 

and economic drain. Slums may even provide gambling, call girl and underworld 

connections to the elites of the cities. Or they may be places of hope, last resort to 

hold onto life after suffering a total defeat (p.24). Although squatter settlements 

resemble slums due to their low income inhabitants, drab~looking houses and lack of 

basic city facilities, few of them exhibit any symptom of moral depravity, 

psychological or social disintegration and crime. There is poverty in the squatter 

settlements, but no culture of poverty. Culture of poverty in its pejorative meaning 

signifies the depravity of culture and lack of basic cultural traits which give rise to all 

sorts of criminal behavior. Regarding Turkey Karpat (1976) states that on the basis 

of his own investigations in Turkey he fully concurs that the squatter settlements are 

"associations of optimistic people aspiring to reach a higher living standard and a 

more satisfactory mode of existence" (p.25). But in the big cities of the developing 

nations there are also lower-class dwellings, usually within the ancient city walls, 

that look like the slums in the developed nations inhabited by migrants/workers 

coming to the city a few generations ago but are alienated from their communities, 

could not form their own communities, and could not integrate themselves into the 

city at all and are sources of concern for law enforcement. In Latin America they are 

known as callejones, corralones,jacals, and tugurios (alleys, shackyards), some of 

the katras and adabids and ahatas in India kaledibi (bottom of fortress) districts in 
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the Turkish cities, cas bas andfondouks in North Africa are among those (Karpat, 

1976, p. 25). 

From the economic and legal perspective the main difference between the 

slum and the squatter settlement lies in the ownership structure and the 

legality/illegality of the land occupied. While in the case of slums in the developed 

countries settlers have the legal right to the title of the land and the dwelling, the 

squatter settlers have no legal right to the land. 

With the development of squatter settlements within and around the cities the 

city itself gained a meaning other than being the cultural and social center of the 

urban population. The city began to represent a place of hope for survival or progress 

in life for the rural populations (Dogan, 1974, p. 20). As occurred during Turkey's 

industrialization, village and small town populations in the underdeveloped world 

began to look for employment within the city along with a simple residence unit 

which would support them within the city and which would make their permanent 

presence in the city possible. The importance of squatter buildings finds its primary 

meaning as a tool in realizing the peasants' hopes for an improved life. A dwelling in 

the form of a shack and built with the least capital investment would suffice the 

peasants who were looking for just a roof which can help them to perform activities 

like sleeping, eating, fulfilling the need for a toilet and bathing facilities, and for 

spending spare time. For most of the time the newly built squatter housing was 

sufficient enough just to fulfill the basic functions for life. More elaborate housing 

units were established later as the migrants secured employment within the city and 

accumulated sufficient capital to .build additions to their initial housing. 
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People living in squatter areas differ from other urban residents economically, 

sociologically and, psychologically. The differences between the squatters and non

squatters are explained by two different hypotheses by Dogan (197 4) which are the 

culture of poverty hypothesis and the identity group hypothesis (p. 23). According to 

the culture of poverty hypothesis, poverty is a culture or subculture that has its 

peculiar structure and rationale and is passed among successive generations. The 

culture of poverty has a transcending character over regional, rural, urban and 

national differences, and poor people from different cultures show similarities in 

terms of family structure, interpersonal relations, time orientation, value systems, and 

patterns of spending (Dogan, 197 4, p. 23 ). Poor people adapt similarly to common 

problems created by poverty. There is an effort to deal with the perceptions of 

hopelessness and despair emanating from the situation of being frustrated in trying to 

achieve the values and goals of the larger society which is developing economically 

and changing socially. 

The identity group hypothesis is based on the group solidarity among squatter 

settlers who have migrated from the same villages. This hypothesis is developed by 

Suzuki (1960) cited in Dogan, 1974) by observing the gecekondu areas in istanbul. 

Group solidarity "is expressed in cooperative labor practices, voluntary associations 

for mutual aid and recreational activities, and endogamy based on village of origin" 

(p. 25). In such a group some traditional village living patterns and practices are 

retained and continued. In such cases separation occurs where people resist the 

culture and lifestyle of the city with more vigor and retain their minority culture. The 

identity groups within the squatter settlements provide its members with security 

through networks of employment, cooperation to construct houses, and means of 
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protecting the property. If a member gets ill or experiences an accident, then the 

other members provide him/her with assistance and charity. This is a kind of social 

continuity that is carried over to city life. Dogan (1974) suggests that achieving 

personal security is an important motivating factor behind the group formation in 

gecekondu areas (p. 26). 

The gecekondu areas are established initially through the pioneers who arrive 

in the city and settle in an empty or unoccupied land which belongs to the state. After 

that the pioneering individuals or groups convey information to their relatives and 

other people in their village about the city and about the opportunities in the city and 

most importantly about the opportunity to build a squatter settlement in the city. 

These pioneers encourage their relatives to immigrate to the city and settle there. 

After this initial movement many people from the same village immigrate to the city 

to build a squatter settlement and seek a better life in the city (~en, 1996, p. 6). In the 

initial stages of the arrival of the newcomers to the city they are hosted by the early 

immigrants who also help them to find jobs, to establish a squatter settlement and 

provide any other assistance as needed. The process is not the same in all cases. In 

other cases the pioneers do not build their gecekondu at the outset but later as their 

relatives also join them in the city and as they form a large group and thus dare to 

occupy the state land and build their gecekondu in cooperation (~en, 1996, p. 6). The 

process is continuous, and migration and gecekondu formation continues until the 

capacity of the settlement reaches its limit. Until that time immigrants from the same 

villages arrive in the city and build their gecekondu where their relatives or 

acquaintances have settled. This provides them access'to the power of the group 

which also holds information on specific job markets within the city. The gecekondu 
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settlers need a group and the power of forming a group since they have to resist the 

actions of the state which from time to time demolishes their buildings, and against 

the actions and pressures of land mafia 4, which also threatens their existence in the 

city. The gecekondu owners usually use political influence and bribery to avoid the 

demolition of their gecekondu (Sen, 1996, p. 7). In this way the gecekondu settlers 

are forced and enabled to establish a network of relations which includes politicians, 

municipality officers, mafia and many other groups that are influential in their lives. 

Such a network of relations is not present in the case of the other social groups or 

strata within the city. 

Gecekondu is a part of the city in all of its social, cultural, political and 

economic relations. Actually gecekondu is beyond a demographic movement of the 

population but involves the differentiation between the urban and the rural areas in 

which the rural population is moved to the city life though the influence of the push 

and pull factors. Eventually the movement is resolved for the advantage of the city to 

a great extent which complements the need for labor for its various industries and 

also benefits from the huge market created by the gecekondu settlers. This leads to 

the economic development and differentiation of the city over the rural areas. 

The solidarity groups within the gecekondu areas played an impot1ant role in 

the integration of the gecekondu settlers to city life and in the process of receiving 

public services from the municipalities. An important formation is the gecekondu 

associations that helped the gecekondu settlers establish relations within their 

settlements and in this way create social ties with the city at large. The associations 

4 By the term "land mafia" is meant a well-organized group of armed people with political 
connections who forcibly occupied land to re-sell at a profit. 
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within gecekondu neighborhoods engaged in activities like fundraising to carry out 

the establishment of some public services within their region. The gecekondu settlers 

had to develop new ways of establishing relations with the municipalities and to 

receive social service for their settlements. This type of struggle helped the formation 

and acquisition of the gecekondulu identity. Besides this the gecekondu settlers made 

I 

their voices heard by the political authorities and established relations with the 

political parties and other groups around them that helped the existence of gecekondu 

be publically legitimized even at the level of the state (~en, 1996, p. 8). 

In time and through continual migration from the rural areas the intensity of 

gecekondu areas increased within the cities; and the gecekondu population came to 

comprise some substantial portion of the city population and thereby their influence 

on the economic, social, cultural and political life of the city increased. Their 

economic position or the role of the gecekondu settlers within the city and their 

increased influence within the city forced the municipalities to provide public 

services to the gecekondu regions. This was an important step toward the 

legitimization of the gecekondu settlements in cities which was followed through the 

gecekondu amnesty issuance by the governments at different times (~en, 1996, p. 8). 

The Political Economy of Squatter Settlements in Turkey from 1950s to 1980s 

Expansion of the cities in Turkey accelerated mainly after the 1950s. There was a 

massive influx of migrants to the cities where a large land market was created with 

its own dynamics. Oncii (1988) suggests that all of the major social groups and 

classes made important gains from this process of land market creation (p. 3 8). 

Actually, the opening of the land market was reinforced by Turkish governments' 
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failure to fulfill their constitutional promises to provide housing for the poor and 

low-income families (Danielson and Kele~, 1985, p. 157). For this reason there was 

a speculative boom in the land market along with unplanned growth of construction 

(Oneil, 1988, p. 38). 

The non-planned and illegal construction of the gecekondu residences has a 

long history in Turkey. After the emergence of these housing units the Turkish 

government defined and described gecekondu in 1966 as "dwellings erected on land 

and lots which do not belong to the builder, without the consent of the owner, and 

without observing the laws and regulations concerning constructions and building" 

(Ozler, 2000, p. 40). The entire process of land market creation was a part of the 

wider urbanization movement in Turkey during the mentioned time period. The basic 

factors that triggered urbanization are cited by Kele~ (1984) as economic, 

technological, political, and psychosocial factors (p. 5). The important point here is 

the relative lateness of the urbanization process within Turkey. Bugra (1998) 

suggests that there is a kind of moral legitimacy of squatter establishment "as a form 

of need satisfaction complementing the deficiencies of formal mechanisms of 

exchange and redistribution" (p. 306). 

Land speculation in cities is nothing new. There are groups who choose to 

invest in land as capital rather than in any other productive means. These people base 

their decision on the expectation and possibility that land would yield better returns 

than other forms of investment. But there is also a risk factor associated with land 

speculation. In Turkey, land speculation in cities has a pervasive character and is not 

an individual phenomenon; this was so especially during the 1960s through the 

1980s. During this time period, land speculation became the most dynamic sector 
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within the economy of the city, as suggested by Oneil (1988, p. 39). With the 

initiation of land speculation the price of the land increased greatly around cities in 

Turkey. Oneil (1988) mentions the three factors that are assumed to have a 

determining impact on land prices as follows: 

1) The location of the land within the physical fabric of the city 

2) The provision of various types of infrastructure and social 

overhead facilities (roads, sewers, water, light, buses, etc.) 

3) Legal controls or restrictions such as zoning ordinances, 

building codes, etc. (p. 3 9). 

The first of these three factors seems at first to be the most durable. The second 

group is usually subject to short-term changes through the involvement of 

municipalities. The third one is the most easily changed. However, some of these 

assumptions have proven to be false within the context of Turkey during the period 

of 1960 to 1980. There was a huge inflow of migrants from rural areas to the cities in 

Turkey during this time period. But the housing provision available within the cities 

was insufficient to meet the demand for housing engendered through these inflows. 

Thus, the land around the cities began to be occupied and sold to the migrants by 

land speculators, and as a result the physical location of lands around the city 

changed in short periods of time (Oneil, 1988, p. 39). These peripheral lands became 

settlements and their relative positioning to the city changed. Within the course of 

time land prices escalated, and inflation rates also contributed to rises in land prices. 

There are various factors affecting the establishment of the land market and the rise 

in the land rents in this period which are analyzed separately by Oneil (1988). These 

factors can be given as: 
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1) Massive migratory flows; 

2) Inflationary pressures in the larger economy; 

3) A very weak and undifferentiated financial sector; 

4) The clientelistic nature of electoral politics at the grass-roots 

level (p. 40-43). 

There was a massive migratory flow to the cities in the mentioned time period, 

pushing the land prices up considerably. The migratory flows were triggered by three 

important factors which are thought to complement each other: the mechanization 

and commercialization of agdculture in a way to reduce the dependence of 

manpower, the industrial growth in urban centers, and the intense growth of the 

population (Oneil, 1988, p. 40). Within the agricultural sector many improvements 

had been made and the crop yield increased which in turn triggered other 

developments in the industry of manufacturing. In this way demand for labor force 

was created mostly around the cities in the country. This process was a major factor 

causing migration to the cities in search of better opportunities and urban 

employment (Senyaplll, 2004, p.173). During the time period of interest, namely 

between 1950 and 1980, Turkey's population increased from 20 million to around 45 

million and at the same time the population, the urban population, grew from 3 .9 

million to 20.3 million (Oneil, 1988, p. 40). Senyap1h (2004) also verifies that there 

was a huge population pressure within the cities in this period (p. 17 4 ). The 

population growth for large, medium and small-sized urban centers within Turkey 

was highest between 1955 and 1975, after which it tended to decline (Gedik, 2003, p. 

14). For the peasant population arriving at the cities during this time period, life in 

the city, though at the periphery, was much better than in villages, and at first the 
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migrants established settlements which were in essence modeled on their village 

lives with co-villagers staying together for most of the time (Keyder, 1987, p. 136). 

The author suggests that "one out of every ten villagers migrated to an urban area 

during the 1950s."(p. 137). If it is considered that this process continued at 

increasing rates during the succeeding decades, one can notice the process of 

"excess", "rapid", "unbalanced", "fake" urbanization which is the case for the 

underdeveloped countries as suggested by Kele~ (1984, p. 11): The process was 

directed toward the bigger cities in Turkey and mainly concentrated around istanbul 

most intensely creating a "Single Large City" within Turkey. Actually, Kele~ (1984) 

also mentions istanbul among the "Single Large Cities" around the world (p. 17). 

Land had proven to be one of the most inflation-resistant forms of investment 

and thereby the demand for it increased (Oncii, 1988, p. 41). The land around 

istanbul as the largest city of Turkey was so much exploited that Kele~ (1984) 

suggests considering the area beginning with Tekirdag, including istanbul and then 

stretching to Izmit and Adapazan as just one single metropolis (p. 28). This shows 

the extent of the demand for land around istanbul and the cities adjacent to it. 

During the time period of interest the banks did not deal with giving credit for 

home mortgages. Thus, there was not much differentiation within the financial 

sector. Only one state-owned bank lent credit for housing finance. This was the EKB 

(Emlak ve Kredi Bankas1/Real Estate and Credit Bank) which only supported high 

cost housing projects (Senyaplll, 2004, p. 182). But the author suggests that 

residences built by this bank were far from the concept of social residence or 

people's residence (p. 182). Most of the credits provided by the bank were directed 

to high income groups. Thus the bank did not function for the purpose for which it 
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was established as also suggested by I~1k and Ptnarctoglu (2009, p.111 ). During the 

urbanization around the 50s and 60s the state withdrew itself from the housing 

market and let the "free market" establish itself with its own dynamism and the state 

got involved only to make minor interferences to the issues and problems occurring 

in this market. The same authors suggest that" in the early phases of urbanization the 

state did not allocate any financial means for the urbanization problem and hesitated 

to regulate the process (p. 121). The Workers Social Security Fund (SSK) was 

another institution providing housing credits but only to workers who were covered 

by the SSK for at least five years. The credits supplied by this institution were 

restricted to apartment blocks. For this reason, the house building was financed 

through private savings as well as short-term commercial and suppliers' credit at 

"comparatively high costs" (Oneil, 1988, p. 42). Oneil (1988) also suggests that a 

kind of building miracle was encountered in this period triggered by the flow of 

private savings into house building (p. 43). An important point to mention is that the 

migrant peasants "did not arrive in the cities destitute and without any belonging" (p. 

159). Rather, a significant portion of the migrants have had agricultural lands in their 

villages which had been either "rented out or left to a family member in exchange for 

some compensation" (p. 159). For this reason the migrants, for the most part, had 

some capital with them to initiate a squatter housing project on the city periphery. 

The "clientelistic nature of urban politics" also influenced the dynamics 

within the land market. After the 1950s Turkey passed to a multi-party rule along 

with military intervention that lasted for short periods of time. Though there was a 

Turkish democracy, the military was still influential in politics. The party system is 

based on the support by the clientelistic networks and this had their impact on the 
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"outcome of distributive processes in the urban arena" (Oneil, 1988, p. 43). Parties 

usually based their electoral strategies on the use of governmental resources. 

Electoral votes were exchanged for short-term benefits. Several of the state sources 

used for these purposes are agricultural price supports, liberal credit policies, 

electrification of villages and other such programs. In the urban arena the local 

governments used their regulatory powers to benefit the landless masses through the 

issuance of constructing licenses, and by not implementing the enforcement of 

zoning and building codes. Besides this, several services such as roads, electricity, 

sewerage, water, etc., were provided to the masses. Non-exercise of the legal controls 

was also a widely applied form of patronage. This created a kind of urban anarchy 

along with expectations that "land use and building controls would sooner or later be 

relaxed, modified or diluted" (Oneil, 1988, p. 45). Keyder (1987) suggests that 

politicians had the habit of promising the needed civic amenities and municipal 

services. After this process the titles to the land were delivered in most of the illegal 

settlements (p. 136). As a result of this new migrants were encouraged and the 

process of confiscating the state land accelerated and permanent housings began to 

be built on the invaded lands. But the process was not an easy one. The support of 

the local and central governments for the illegal land users in the cities actually 

began in a rather reluctant way. At first the authorities were not willing to provide 

civic services to the illegal settlers within and around the cities. But in time these 

people amassed huge political power pushing for their demands. Thus, the politicians 

had no alternative but to provide the civic services to illegal settlements (Danielson 

and Kele~, 1985, p. 137). Another important factor was the expansion of the urban 

market by the newcomers. The state applied strategies of industrialization, and the 
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newcomers to the cities provided a huge basis for the market of prospective national 

industries. The technology needed to establish the industries and their capital basis 

were expensive elements, and a cheap source of labor was needed to minimize the 

expenses of the industrialization process and the idle peasants in the villages who had 

no opportunity but migrate to the cities, providing a huge resource of cheap labor 

(Senyaplh, 1981, p. 45). The author further clarifies that the cheapness of labor did 

not solely refer to the price of the labor but also its ability to solve its problems 

without creating extra expenses for the employers and the state (p. 45). This included 

the solution of the housing problems through building squats. With all of this in mind 

a kind of policy of inclusion was implemented towards the newcomers due to the 

need of benefiting from their market-creating potential (Keyder, 1987, p. 162). 

Services were also provided with this logic in mind. Keyder (1987) also suggests that 

the economic conditions of the squatter settlers did improve in time and each 

household in the squatter settlements was able to buy a television set, a refrigerator 

and a washing machine (p. 186). Considering the fact that the migrants had become 

the majority of the urban population during those times, it becomes apparent that the 

state policies of reinforcing the creation of a domestic market through the inclusion 

of the migrant peasants to the urban spaces were fruitful in the short-term. Other than 

this, Bolen (1991) mentions that building of the squats had multiplier effects on the 

economy through the huge demand creation in the construction sector (p. A014). 

This is the other side of the coin; and suggests that the politicians and the local 

governments could not counter the squatter boom, due to its positive impact on the 

market for construction materials and other items and in its fulfillment of the need 
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for cheap labor in the cities. All of these were reasons to include the migrants within 

the economic- if not social and cultural- fabric of the city. 

To summarize, the expansion of the city spaces provided most of the social 

and economic groups with significant benefits throughout three decades of time. 

During this time period the short-term benefits of the city expansion process and its 

by-product of social consensus establishments were continued. But the mechanism 

came to its end during the end ofthe 1970s. To understand the boom of the urban 

land market in a detailed manner one should also look closely at the involved groups 

and their relationship to urban land and land markets. 

Finding Land 

The squatter settlers used diverse relationships in reaching the land and the housing 

market in the city. Erder (1996) suggests that for this aim the squatter settlers used 

channels dependent upon origin and other channels equally frequently. Other 

channels include cooperatives, newspapers, announcements and advertisements, real 

estate agencies, and other relationships. Especially in relatively formalized squatter 

settlements, newcomers mostly used relations other than the channels dependent on 

the origin. On the other hand, newcomers settling in informal squatter settlements 

mostly used relations which were origin-dependent (p. 261). In regions where 

apartments had already been built, channels which were not dependent on the origin 

of the migrants carried more importance. These formal mechanisms were established 

recently and were about to replace the origin-dependent relations. The settlers who 

arrived relatively lately had the opportunity to benefit from the formal and informal 
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markets and channels within the established squatter settlement. Relations that were 

built on village/town of origin made the immigrants establish web of relations in the 

city by connecting ties with the migrants from other regions of the country. Such 

relations provided an internal environment of security for the migrants as they 

arrived in the city. It is suggested that creating such relations helped them to 

overcome their isolation within the city and to eliminate being wiped out in the city. 

Through their relations the migrants had access to land and the labor market within 

the city and found an opportunity to earn money that would enable them climb 

upwards in the ladder of the social classes. The same idea is expressed in different 

ways: the facilitating element for the urbanization in the country was the informal 

mechanisms that were established within and among the different social groups who 

arrived in the cities. These mechanisms were much dynamic and intricate and 

rendered the immigrants powerful; and generated hope for the future. 

Relations which were dependent on origin were realized through different 

means. Firstly, origin-dependent relations were used to obtain information about the 

land and housing market. For example, the settlers heard the news regarding land 

sales in a squatter region through their relations and thereby purchased the land on 

which they built their squats. The benefit of using origin-dependent relations was the 

reliability of these relations to get help before and through the squatter construction 

period on issues like keeping land (Erder, 1996, p. 264), and building houses. 

Actually, land speculators mainly sold the land under their control to individuals who 

had access to large groups based on kinship. 

Oneil (1988) also suggests that a kind of secondary or informal market was 

developed for the invaded state lands. The development of this market owes its 
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existence to the legalization by the governments of the squatter settlements built on 

invaded state land in short times. Thus, some group of people either occupied and 

sold the land or built houses on it with the aim of renting and selling. Migrants who 

arrived in the city earlier and who had established economically sustainable 

standards for themselves began to build proper housing for their families and rented 

their old huts to newcomers. Others shifted to middle-class apartments within the city 

and either sold or rented their squatter houses (Senyap1h, 2004, p. 187). In his earlier 

work on squatter settlements Senyap1h (1981) states that squatter settlers began land 

speculation during the period of 1970 to 1980 (p. 48). This fact changed the 

characteristics of the squatter settlers and diverse typologies appeared. Tekeli (1982) 

differentiates between the following types of squatter settlers: those owning one 

squatter house, those owning more than one squat through the opportunities provided 

by the system, squatting tenants who do not own a squat but hope to build one in the 

future (p. 208). Other than these groups there were the squatter speculators, and 

through the activity of all these people a kind of real estate market without titles was 

established. During the 1950s the proportion of the illegal houses was 4.8%, and it 

reached 21.1% by 1980s. In the 1980s, for the first time the majority of the urban 

population was living in these illegal squatter settlements (Oneil, 1988, p. 4 7). The 

local governments attempted to end the illegal housing activities of the migrant 

peasants, but the number of municipal police was not sufficient to deal with all the 

cases which were numerous and scattered around the city. Besides this, the Turkish 

legal code did not allow for the restriction of the travel of the peasants which was 

included among their basic freedoms. Thus, neither their arrival to the city nor their 

occupation of the state land could be effectively stopped (Senyaplh, 2004, p. 179). 
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Access to the state land around the cities became a source of both security and 

accumulation for the migrants during 1950s and 1980s and thereafter. Within the 

course of a few elections the squatter housing began to turn into multi-storey 

apartment buildings as suggested by Keyder (2005, p. 126). But this is a way of 

commercializing the gecekondu which is a factor that undermined the moral basis of 

the establishments (Bugra, 1998, p. 306). The migrants as well as outside investors 

and developers benefitted from the process of the invasion of state land. These 

people began to buy large areas of land on the city periphery and then sold it at 

higher prices to new immigrants. But this phenomenon changed the issue of 

squatting since most of the land on the city periphery was owned by private entities. 

A group of landlords emerged within the cities, and new immigrants had to buy land 

from them, paying high amounts of money. Still, many migrants were corning to the 

city since there were not many job opportunities in local settlements around the 

country. 

The second group of urban settlers who were affected by the process of land 

market formation was the middle classes which included the urban professionals, 

military and civilian bureaucrats, middle and upper level employees of big modern 

organizations such as marketing firms, banks, industrial concerns and others. Within 

the land market attached to the city, these groups of people were tied to the formal 

housing sector. These people carried the burdens of an inflationary economy through 

its impact on wages and salaries. Thus, land and house ownership became an 

important security mechanism for this group against inflationary erosion of their 

earnings. Land around the city had had crucial importance for these groups of people. 

As suggested above, land around the cities in Turkey has been a promising 
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investment that might bring good profits. For this reason, Oncu (1988) suggests that 

land or arsa "connotes a pattern of savings, embodies future hopes and aspirations, 

symbolizes a whole way of life" for the middle class residing within cities (p. 48). 

The ownership of a piece of land within or around the city was a way of securing the 

lifestyles of the middle class and of reproducing this lifestyle for the coming 

generations. These group of people traditionally resided in one- or two- storey 

housing through early decades of the Republic but in time and through the pressures 

of population growth multi -storey apartment blocks took the place of these 

traditional housing patterns. Thus, by the 1980s almost the entire middle class lived 

in multi-storey apartment blocks which were built near the city center. These 

residential areas were surrounded by the squatter type of housing that was reserved 

for lower income groups (Oncu, 1988, p. 50). 

There was a unique phenomenon that took shape almost exclusively in 

Turkey which is called build-and-sell contractorship. As it has became obvious to the 

early residents and migrants to the city that migration would be accelerating, some 

smart people among the earlier migrants occupied the land to sell it to the newly

coming migrants for a profit. Then some speculators built squats for the newly

coming migrants. Actually the "build-and-sell" phenomenon has become an 

impotiant driving force to spontaneously and temporarily solve the housing problem 

of the peasants who arrived in the city and this has become a good source of revenue 

for an emergent sub-contractor interest group (I~tk and Ptnarctoglu, 2009, p. 1 07). 

But the process took place differently in different regions. The solution of "build

and-sell" is deemed to be the first "licensed" mass housing construction process. This 

solution also brought together different social classes around the cities e.g. peasants 
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who arrived in the city and who aimed to find a solution to their housing problems, 

the bourgeois class who would employ these peasant migrants, and other groups in 

touch with the city all of whom benefitted from the economic dynamism made 

possible through the arrival of the migrants. The broadly-defined consensus model 

created a hybrid of formal and informal mixture in the economic realm. The cement 

of this formal-informal integration was the build-and-sell model which was based on 

a constant flow of money which was rendered possible by a lively and dynamic 

housing market where the need and demand for houses or residential units were met. 

As suggested by I~1k and P1narc1oglu (2009) the build-and-sell model is based on a 

web of relations which included the land owners both private and public, the mafia 

having an interest on land, migrants in need of a piece of land to build their squats 

on, the capital holders who had ties to the economy such as small and large 

enterprises and other kinds of productive units who traded the construction materials 

in and around the city, shortly all those who have had a stake in the development of 

the market within the city (p.l 09). 

In time relations between the landowners or occupants and the newcomers 

changed and the land around and within the city was revaluated. The social web of 

relations formed among the interest groups cited above changed and the landowners 

became more powerful (I~1k and Pinarctoglu, 2009, p. 1 09) since land prices rose 

above the standard levels and began to compete with very famous cities in the world. 

Entrepreneurs and contractors were the other groups who were influenced by 

the boom in the land market around cities. During the analyzed period of time a 

considerable proportion of all the investment done by state and private actors was 

concentrated in the construction sector. The state made investments mainly in public 
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works, and private investors concentrated in dwellings. During this era 

manufacturing of home furnishings like ceramic tiles, piping and installation to 

kitchen and bathroom fittings was an attractive area. The construction sector was 

occupied and shared by large and technologically advanced enterprises and by larger 

number of small firms. Large firms mainly focused on public works such as cement 

mills, irrigation projects, dams, power plants, etc. which were financed by the state. 

These large firms also found the opportunity to enter into the booming Arabian Gulf 

construction market. But they were not involved in the house building sector since 

there were no state subsidies in this field. Thus, the construction industry around 

cities was dominated by the small-scale and competitive construction firms. The 

prevalent style of projects was acquiring the land in return for a few flats from the 

land owners (Oneil, 1988, p. 53). Thus during this period many land owners within 

and around the city found the opportunity to make gains from their lands or housings. 

This method was especially profitable for the squatter settlers who confiscated a 

large area of land and built only one-storey buildings on it. By exchanging land for 

two or more flats, the squatter settlers found the opportunity to make large profit in 

more than one dimension. First, they acquired a more properly built and safer 

housing for themselves and second they retained the ownership of one or more their 

flats which they could rent. Actually, build-and-sell is a model that targeted the 

middle classes and gecekondu the migrants and the poor. But as the former or early 

gecekondu settlers found the opportunity to accumulate wealth and obtain some 

additional land in-and-around the city they began to leave their houses and operate 

the build-and-sell system to fulfill the housing needs of other and more middle class

oriented people in the city (I~nk and Pinarc1oglu, 2009, p. 121). 
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The last group within the movement in the land markets in the cities was the 

local politicians and city administrators. Actually there is a strong emphasis on 

centrality and the powers of the central government in Turkey, and due to this local 

governments have always been rather weak and in need of resources. But during the 

urban expansion mentioned here the local governments and politicians have also had 

their significant influences. The local governments used the construction licenses and 

zoning and building codes as their most important resource. These tools were 

selectively applied by the local governments as a means to support their clientelistic 

powers within the different districts of the cities. The local governments also had the 

tool of physical services including sanitation and utility provision under their control. 

But due to the scarcity of the resources these services were provided upon the choice 

of local authorities which were based on clientelistic relations with the local groups 

(Oncu, 1988, p. 54-55). The local authorities provided patronage to selected groups 

of settlers through free resources such as the selective application of building, zoning 

and planning codes. Thus, delivering deeds to the squatter settlers was a major form 

of patronage in return for votes in the elections. In this way, the governments were 

able to maintain a clientelistic consensus within the cities. Actually, patronage 

provided by local governments to selected groups is not something that creates 

discontent among the population. The case is also valid today as shown by Adaman 

and c;arkoglu (2000) in their study (p. 166). The authors show that the patronage 

system is internalized by people and for this reason it is not easy to change this 

established system through reformatory action. In one or another way people benefit 

from the system of patronage. On the other hand, neither the political parties in 

government nor those in the opposition have the will to change this system. Both use 
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and benefit from the patronage system and for this reason cannot make a decision to 

reestablish relations with the public (p. 167). 

Finding Employment , 

In the spatial distribution and development of the squatter regions, the industrial and 

service sectors and the development of labor markets and their assortment was 

determinative. There is a close relationship between the industrial places chosen by 

the businesses and the squatter areas, especially in the case of istanbul. The first 

squatter areas of istanbul were Zeytinburnu-Kazh<;e§me where there were leather and 

weaving industries. In the area from Ayvansaray to Eytip there was the weaving, 

tobacco-alcohol, and tyre industry for cars, in Mecidiyekoy, Bomonti-Ferikoy there 

were beer, weaving and chocolate factories, in Beykoz-Pa§abahc;e there were 

Stimerbank Kundura(Shoe) and ~i§e Cam (Glass) factories, in istinye there was the 

Dockyard and factories established by the Ko<; family and near these places were the 

squatter settlements. The squatter settlements in these regions were either supplying 

a cheap labor force to the industries there or those employed in these factories were 

building their gecekondus in the nearby regions. It was a sort of mutually beneficial 
I 

relationship. While the employers did not have to be concerned about the problem of 

transportation for their workers, which also decreased their cost of labor, the 

employees were able to solve their accommodation problems cheaply. With the rapid 

pace of industrialization in 1960s and 70s, the industrial centers of 1950s in Sirkeci-

Eminonti-Karakoy and around Hali<; (Golden Horn) began to move to the 

surrounding areas to overcome the limitations in their development plans 
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encouraging gecekondu settlements around these new industrial centers. In these new 

industrial regions the title deed offices began to engage in allotment and parceling 

against the prevalent parceling rules. It is estimated that the number of such parcels 

created was over 700 thousand in 1961 (~en, 1996, p. 12). It was a similar story in 

Ankara, izmir, Bursa and Kocaeli, Adana, Antalya and elsewhere. 

The economic pursuits of some of the urban people living in the squatter 

settlements were marginal within the economy of the city. ~enyap1h (2004) 

mentions that the newcomers to the cities lacked the skills and talents needed in 

manufacturing industries and for this reason most of them were pushed into the 

marginal sectors and have engaged in fierce competition among themselves to get the 

jobs in these sectors (p.174). ~enyap1h (1981) developed the concepts of"core" and 

"peripheral" employment and suggests that the newcomers settled in squats around 

the city found employment opportunities mostly in the latter group (p. 19). The 

peripheral employment opportunities were of smaller-scale when compared to the 

core jobs. They were mostly involved in activities like running a family grocery, 

working as restaurateur, hawker, whitewasher, glazier, dessert seller, plasterer, spice 

seller, scrap dealer, shoe repairer, fruit and vegetable seller, quilt maker, electrician, 

or occupied themselves as vendors of different varieties (~enyap1h, 1981, p. 18; 

Oneil, 1988, p. 46). These people constituted a kind of secondary workforce within 

the labor force in cities, and they comprised around one quarter to one third of the 

working population. Their skills and talents did not provide them with the necessary 

security within the labor market and in the urban area in which they had settled 

recently (~enyap1h, 1981, p. 19). 
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The relations and channels used in finding employment within the city also 

became important for the settlers. Erder (1996) classified these employment channels 

under three headings: the first channel was the use of origin and kinship relations; the 

second was the formal channels such as Public Employment Office (i~ ve i~<;i Bulma 

Kurumu) examinations, newspaper advertisements, and assignment. The third 

channel involved employment found through personal relations and personal 

achievement (p. 267). Erder (1996) suggests that the share of employment found 

through formal channels was around 22 per cent and that even the proportion of self

employment and finding employment purely on personal relationships was more 

prevalent than finding employment through formal channels. Erder (1996) also 

makes an analysis of employment through channels based on origin of migration. 

She suggests that these can be divided into two groups. The first group of 

relationships involves communication among relatives or migrants from the same 

village or region. This is the most prevalent way of finding employment and is a 

form of mutual aid and solidarity which does not rely on money relations. But the 

quality of the job might have been dependent upon the closeness of the relation and 

provided access mostly to low-wage jobs which require fewer qualifications. For this 

reason, it is mostly utilized by newcomers who arrived to the city without any capital 

or qualifications. These people mostly found job opportunities in areas where their 

relatives and villagers concentrated. Thus, there were jobs which were mainly carried 

out by migrants coming from a specific region. Another form of information 

conveyed resulted in relatively scarce but more secure and permanent jobs like small 

officer cadres, or being employed in a small business as a worker (Erder, 1996, p. 

269). Such information was mostly provided by closer relatives since those jobs 
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required giving references for newcomers, and a reference to a workplace was only 

given if the information provider trusted the newcomer and could know him/her 

more intimately. Actually, people who found employment in state services benefited 

from such a channel most of the time. Information providers or the intermediaries 

reserved such scarce and relatively secure jobs for their close relatives and 

acquaintances. The second group involves relations between individuals who were 

working together. In this relationship there is a money relationship between the 

involved parties and such relations were prevalent among small entrepreneurs. This 

is a relationship relying on "trust", involving inequality and allowing the use of 

cheap labor. The most prevalent forms of such relationships were father-son and 

senior-junior siblings. In such employment relationships there is always a dominant 

party which is either the initiator of the employment or the one putting through more 

capital or someone having a senior status in the relationship. 

The group finding employment purely on personal effort and relationships is 

a heterogeneous group. Within this group there are individuals who have no kinship 

relations in the city but arrived in the city at an early age and established their own 

personal network in the labor market. Erder (1996) mentions individuals who were 

employed in small business or in the construction sector and travelled between 

different cities. Another way of employment was through the announcement made by 

factories. Thus, there were people who followed the announcements made by the 

factories and these claimed that they have found their jobs on their own. But this 

required that they have a basic knowledge on the location of the factories, their hiring 

process, and qualifications for the work in these factories. There is also a group who 

came to the city in their early teens and who found jobs through friendships 
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established in school or with neighbors. These people obtained information through 

the network or mediation of their friends. Formal mechanisms of employment were 

relevant mostly for those who either had learned occupation through education or for 

those who had migrated to the city individually. 

The public employees of lower degrees were another group within the larger 

population of squatter settlers. They were employed in work areas such as garbage 

collection, public transport, and maintenance. But their occupations did not provide 

sufficient material benefits, although they were stable and secure positions. There 

was also another section of squatters who were employed by the large and medium

sized enterprises in the manufacturing industry. Their jobs provided them with the 

opportunity to be covered by the Social Security System active within the country 

and this was an important privilege for them since only a small fraction of the total 

work force was covered by the system (Oncii, 1988, p. 46). An important and related 

fact was the increase in the employment of the women. This shows that there had 

been a change in the work ethics within the cities as to include women in the labor 

force. On the other hand, when looking at the occupation of the male squatter 

settlers, it is seen that most of them were employed in very low-paid and unskilled 

jobs. This is an important fact supporting the "fake", "unhealthy", "excess" 

urbanization hypothesis as mentioned by Kele~ (1984, p. 35). Unemployment also 

reached its highest levels among the squatter settler populations around the country 

as mentioned by the same author (p. 36). He also suggests that, in all their unskilled 

and disadvantageous conditions the squatter settlers provided the new capitalists of 

the county with a labor force lacking negotiation powers and therefore more 

vulnerable to exploitation (p. 39). 
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From the point of view of social mobility the squatter settlers were not in an 

advantageous position when considering their occupations. Their employment status 

was privileged in the eyes of the poor living in rural areas but their wages did not 

provide any security against the high inflation prevalent in the country in those years. 

But their access to land market in cities provided them with the opportunity to make 

accumulations over time (Oneil, 1988, p. 46). 

Nee-liberalism and Squatter Settletnents 

Squatter settlements in the 'Third World' are the results of rapid, unplanned 

industrialization, change in agriculture with mechanization and shortage of housing 

in the urban areas to accommodate the migrants, leading to illegal settlements with 

the invasion and illegal occupation of the lands. 

In some Asian countries there was an emergent over-urbanization that was 

characterized by the relatively higher growth rates of urbanization than the industrial 

growth taking place within these countries. This has had several economic and non

economic causes. Dogan (1974) divided these factors as push and pull factors. Push 

factors include the high birth rates in rural areas along with decreased death rates, 

which increased the pressure on land. Individuals living in rural areas could not find 

employment opportunities within the villages since arable land was scarce and 

mechanization reduced the dependence on human labor. Pull factors include the 

attractiveness of the big cities due to the presence of higher pay rates, the availability 

of radios, buses, electricity, medical, educational, and other important services as 

well as a variety of experiences and the opportunity to move up the social ladder (p. 
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18). All of these contributed to the over-urbanization phenomenon encountered in 

some 'Third World' countries. 

Before 1980 the gecekondu regions were formed through village and relative 

solidarity, and the city rents were not that important. Different rent mechanisms 

began to take shape at different stages in the gecekondu regions. In the first stage the 

land is generated. At this stage, rather than the users, as was the case in most of the 

gecekondu areas before 80s, the land mafia and the capital groups of various sizes or 

groups formed and together become effective forces. Thus the urban lands generated 

by these groups were transferred to the individuals/families or marketed to the users 

from different sections. The second stage is the construction stage where the 

gecekondus are built either by the urban poor to solve their housing problems and/or 

to obtain rents in the future with such an expectation or illegal structures are built 

with the sake of luxurious consumption. In the third and the last stage the gecekondu 

areas are developed and apartmankondus are erected. Here either the build-and-sell 

contractors step in with small or moderate capital stock or the gecekondu owners 

build tnulti-storeys and obtain rents (~en, 1996, p. 20). 

After the 1980s the appearance of the squatter settlements began to change 

significantly. As suggested above, almost all of the squatter housings were built as 

one-storey buildings to meet the most basic needs of the migrant families. Actually, 

this was determined by the facts that the migrants lacked the necessary resources to 

build multi-storey buildings since the fate of the squatter settlers in the city were 

indeterminate. Thus, it was not possible and logical to built multi-storey housings 

though people had this in their minds. Today most of the squatter settlement regions 

of istanbul are filled with substandard multi -storey apartments, which lack even a 
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final plastering as suggested by l(eyder (p. 127). Hence most of the earlier one-storey 

squatters were demolished and replaced with these apartment buildings. Keyder 

(2005) further suggests that these apartment buildings are occupied by relatives for 

most of the time (p. 127). The owners also earn a considerable amount of rent out of 

the apartments. Thus, the apartments provided extra income and security against 

poverty in times of unemployment. Actually, building apartments is the final step of 

the economic development of the migrant families and it reveals a stage where the 

housing activity is commercialized by the squatter settler who had a disadvantaged 

status in the past. Bugra (1998), as also mentioned earlier, suggests that the 

commercialization of the gecekondu is an important factor that undermines the moral 

dimension of the housing. 

The residential dynamics encountered in the squatter settlements were a kind 

of substitution and compensation for the squatter settlers against insufficient wages 

and lack of social security (Keyder, 2005, p. 127). From a wider perspective it should 

be stated that the import substitution model applied by Turkey came to a halt with the 

coup de etat of 1980 and the execution of the economic decisions of24 January 1980 

referred to Ozal de facto ended the import substitution. The aim was to narrow down 

the domestic market and direct the resources for an export-oriented growth. This 

brought a radical change in terms of the relations between the state and the society. 

After 1980 the state gradually drew back from its role of acting as the arbitrator and 

privatizations were paving the way for this. This ended the wide class alliances 

which was the basic feature of the import substitution model. Thus the working 

masses were excluded from the equilibrium giving rise to more tensions between the 

classes. This in turn led to income polarizations. I~1k and PinarCioglu (2009) state 
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that the rules of the game changed when the state gave up its arbitrator role and the 

changing conditions after 1980 made the application of aggressive entrepreneurial 

strategies possible and opened new avenues for the informal sector. This also meant 

that the strategies adopted by the urban poor would be more aggressive. Thus the 

dominant migrant figure of the new period was not someone who was obedient and 

desiring to integrate with the city, but rather someone who would do anything to 

climb up the social ladder and ready to act legally or illegally as deemed necessary 

in order to cope with exclusion (pp. 123-127). This was the beginning of"poverty in 

rotation" in the squatter areas of the big cities as also suggested by the authors. 

Hence, in a system lacking welfare and having weak distributionary mechanisms, 

migrants, who mostly were not covered by the social security system in the country, 

found the solution in establishing social networks in their settlements. In order to 

benefit from the social networks the migrants had to have roots. For this reason, 

building houses had an important function to create belonging to a social network 

which benefitted them through mutuality and cooperation (Keyder, 2005, p. 127). 

Actually, those who had come earlier to the cities were the ones who found the 

opportunity to build squats for themselves and through this advantage to accumulate 

some significant amount of capital to transform these early squatters into multi

storey apartments. On the other hand, migrants who arrived in the city later, 

especially after the 1980s, were the most unfortunate since they encountered land 

scarcity because most of the land around the cities had already been sold to land 

speculators. These people also experienced high rates of unemployment within the 

cities and also had to face with the economic outcomes of the neo-liberal policies 

which will be elaborated below. 
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According to some scholars with the implementation of global neo-liberal 

policies an era of social exclusion has also began. For instance, Keyder (2005) 

suggests that "social exclusion refers to a failure of social integration at economic, 

political and cultural levels- a market phenomenon reinforced by failures in the 

welfare regime and by lack of cultural integration" (p. 128). The author argues that 

the "spatial segregation and consistent inequality in the experience of space" are the 

appearances of social exclusion within the urban area (p. 128). The economic 

consequence of liberalization and export-oriented production policies meant the loss 

of the subsidies for import-substitution economies and industries, leading to cuts in 

their employment levels. Besides this, the new fiscal discipline at the level of the 

state caused the state to withdraw itself from public employment. Privatization 

policies began to be implemented by selling the most efficient state-owned 

enterprises such as <;ITOSAN (Tiirkiye <;imento ve Toprak San T.A.~./Turkish 

Cement and Soil Ind. Inc.) and Eregli Demir-<;elik Iron Industry (Cam, 2002, p. 94). 

The author suggests that the outcome of the privatization for labor was very serious. 

All of these were accompanied by the shift of the employment for working class 

from secure jobs to temporary and insecure employment (Cam, 2002, p. 94). Besides 

this, the government began to apply the model of contract working, initially to the 

white-collar and then the blue-collar employees working for it (p. 95). Another 

temporary employment solution was the implementation of the tacheron (sub 

contracting) system where, when appropriate, workers are hired without any 

contracts and the employees are given less chance "to describe themselves as 

employees in legal terms" (Cam, 2002, p. 95) although some tacheron firms abided 

by the social security rules. Even though social security is mandatory in Turkey, a 
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significant portion of the workers under the tacheron system are deprived of such 

rights and are thrown into deepest insecurity. As the author further suggests, the 

tacheron system paid below the mandatory minimum wage applied in Turkey in its 

early days. But in time the tacheron system has become more systematic, paying 

more than the minimum wage (~etiner and Erdal, 2009). This shows how the neo

liberalist work codes were designed mainly to benefit the employers and to 

disadvantage the workers. Actually, a kind of severely exploitive system was created 

in the country. 

Within the big cities like istanbul new policies began to be applied that would 

further worsen the conditions of the workers and especially the unskilled and non

qualified ones. Keyder (2005) mentions the policies of cleansing istanbul from the 

manufacturing industry and its negative impacts on the environment to make a more 

attractive and touristic city where the service sector is dominant (p. 128). But these 

new service economies were not fit for the employment purposes of the unskilled 

migrants. Thus, new migrants were left behind and had to suffer the burdens of 

unemployment. Besides this, neo-liberal globalization also ended the opportunity of 

the self-employment through discarding the grocers, vendors, carpenters, plumbers, 

and others. The new establishments such as hypermarkets and big hardware 

providers dominated the market. 

The government supported increased mechanization of agriculture, opened up 

the rural areas to trade and engaged in trading of several types of products such as 

tobacco which triggered further migration to the cities. But due to the liberal reforms 

many people got excluded from the work life, with women more adversely affected 

than men. Besides this, according to Cam, the earnings of those who could find an 
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employment opportunity began to decline (Cam, 2002, pp. 101, 103). The overall 

picture ofneo-liberal policies initiated in Turkey after the coup of 1980 suggests that 

the interests of the working poor were "severely undermined" (Cam, 2002, p. 104). 

The cities were already overfilled with migrants who had arrived at various dates. 

Employment opportunities got scarcer, and many people fell into the unemployment 

trap and were thereby prone to miserable conditions. At this point the forced 

Kurdish migration from the rural areas of Eastern and Southeastern Anatolia in the 

second half of 90s provided the cheap labor for· the Turkish urbanization and this 

massive migration has created the losers of the system (I~1k and P1narc1oglu, 2009, 

pp. 173-74). These late migrants had to carry the burden of the co1nrnercialized 

squatter market which was directed by early migrants in the cities. Thus, unlike early 

migrants, they lacked the opportunity to benefit from satisfying their need for 

housing through establishing a house of their own. Instead, they became tenants in 

old squatter quarters thereby lacking the opportunity to accumulate some wealth to 

secure their lives. That made it worse for these late forced migrants was that this 

wave of migration also coincided with neoliberal transformation and various 

international financial crises. 

Social Exclusion, Integration and the Gecekondu 

Every person lives within a certain set of socio-cultural norms. While the individual 

is shaped by those social norms taught to him/her through his/her family, close 

relatives and acquaintances, school, work, etc., s/he also changes these norms. 

However, socio-cultural organization is a historical construct and covers the various 
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norms inherited from the previous generations, given shape by the institutions 

leading to a certain set of norms. These norms are encountered in different spheres of 

the life. Those attitudes, lifestyles and norms which are the representatives of the 

minorities are subordinated to the prevailing norms assimilated and accepted by the 

majority. The hegemonic norms, traditions, ideology-ridden rituals and 

understandings become the judging criteria on what is acceptable and what is not. 

Hence, we are faced with social isolation and exclusion which paves the way for the 

hegemony of the dominant ideology regarding what social exclusion is and what 

should be excluded, especially with regard to the economic situations and status of a 

certain section of the population within a given society. With the advent of the 

capitalist society, commodity relations become more and more complex and almost 

everything is expressed through monetary relations, wealth and status and new forms 

of social exclusion emerge. 

As a socio-historical and socio-economic norm, we shall initially investigate 

the emergence of the concept of social exclusion and its function. Since social 

exclusion is a situation of disadvantage due to exclusion from the labor markets, 

exclusion from the system of social citizenship with certain institutional 

discriminations is created to make the socially excluded people visible and to 

advocate for their right to participate into the social space in all respects. We shall 

mention the differentiating characteristics of social exclusion. Barnes and colleagues 

(2002) cite the five key factors that characterize social exclusion as follows: 

1) social exclusion is multi -dimensional - not about income alone but a wide 

range of indicators of living standards; 
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2) social exclusion is dynamic- analyzing social exclusion means 

understanding a process and identifying the factors which can trigger entry or 

exit; 

3) social exclusion has a neighborhood dimension- deprivation is caused not 

only by lack of personal resources but also by insufficient or unsatisfactory 

community facilities, such as run-down schools, remotely-sited shops, poor 

public transport networks and so on; 

4) social exclusion is relational- the notion of poverty is primarily focused 

upon distributional issues, the lack of resources at the disposal of an 

individual or a household. In contrast, social exclusion focuses more on 

relational issues: in other words, inadequate social participation, the lack of 

social integration and the lack of power; 

5) social exclusion implies a major discontinuity in relationships with the rest of 

society (p. 5). 

From the beginning of its emergence, social exclusion became an important issue, 

initially in the welfare states of the developed world, and policies began to be 

implemented to solve this important problem. At first look, it seems that the concept 

has given way to the policies to find solutions indicating the importance of ideas in 

shaping the world. But a concept is only a one-sided mapping of the reality and while 

opening up possibilities for the solution of a problem, it also hides many dimensions 

of the reality in its pure state. The following expresses this concern: 

Ideas are weapons and, like other weapons, their value lies in the use to 
which they are put. An "exclusion" discourse is possible from many 
political perspectives. It can be a call for radical restructuring of society, 
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but it can also be a way of rendering major social problems innocuous by 
breaking them down (Rodgers, 1995, p. 53). 

Different aspects of the conceptual relations and underpinnings of social exclusion 

are analyzed by Silver (1994) who mentions the three paradigms of solidarity, 

specialization and monopoly (cited in Saraceno, 2001, p. 6). Some French thinkers 

such as Touraine emphasize social and collective ties and their importance in 

understanding social exclusion. According to this view, the socially excluded lack 

certain social relations and are rootless. Touraine ( 1991) suggests that social 

exclusion is a characteristic of postmodern societies in which exclusion is based on 

horizontal segregation and the refusal to include. Thus, societies and individuals 

exclude each other or do not exist for each other. It is thus suggested that the truly 

excluded are those who are characteristically people that are deprived of social ties 

and are in a disadvantageous position (Saraceno, 2001, p. 6). It can be argued that to 

be excluded, one should be in a position of not being able to create one's own web of 

social relation, solidarity, and social existence within an organically functioning 

social whole. If one is rootless and his/her actions are not recognized by those around 

him/her and/or if s/he has a totally different social existence, then it becomes easier 

for the rest of the society or those around him/her to exclude him/her. Again, 

regarding a certain social group where the socio-economic organization of a sub-

stratum does not comply with the prevailing socio-economic organization and 

relations, then it is highly likely that this sub-stratum will be isolated. 

From an economic perspective, it seems that there is a relationship between 

exclusion and unemployment, but the two do not automatically coincide. We must 
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also mention the idea of full employment, its conditions as well as the real situation 

in the capitalist market system. Byrne (1997) suggests that the power relations 

between the capitalist classes and labor was first established in the UK through the 

combined application of macro-economic policies and legal intervention into the 

union capacities as well as an ideological attack on all forms of collectivism which 

would undermine any possible union and solidarity that would resist the will of the 

capitalist classes (p. 30). As Polanyi (2001) states, social history in the nineteenth 

century was the result of a double movement. On the one hand, markets spread all 

over the world and the varieties and amounts of goods subject to exchange grew to 

unbelievable dimensions and on the other hand "a network of measures and policies 

was integrated into powerful institutions designed to check the action of the market 

relative to labor, land, and money" (p. 79, 136) and this process of double movement 

together with class struggle became deeper and more complex until the present day. 

Exclusion comes into being in relation with the kind of regulation of the 

capitalist society and the power relations within it. Those excluded were even 

excluded from the reserve army and this was a disabling intellectual attack of the 

system and its ideologists. The system makes all kinds of ideological attacks on 

individuals to weaken their ties and creates a kind of rivalry and even hostility 

among them to prevent any formation of solidarity ties that would undermine the 

market economy based on competition, the isolation of the individuals from each 

other, the creation of atomized individuals who only think oftheir individual benefits 

and the maximum realization of the self without any allowance for the other. There 

also lies the moral weakness of the system that botches all kinds of human relations 

and transforms the society into a violent arena where all fight against all in a war 
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with no long-term winner. This ware even leads to irreversible damages on the 

environment, and the human relations. The popular and recognized concepts on 

which the system is based are individuality, selfishness, maximization of interest and 

gain, competition which has ambiguous meanings where only its positive influence 

on improvement is stressed and the other and negative side is never mentioned. 

In the age of globalization, we are witnessing unprecedented changes in 

technological innovations that lead to major changes in the economy. Day by day, an 

economic environment is created that intensifies the gaps between the workers as 

well as the unemployed majority and the capital owning minority, where the 

neoliberallogic of the system "allow[s] public wealth and incom~ to be appropriated 

and concentrated on an unprecedented scale" and thereby creating a great mass of 

marginalized people as suggested by Schmidt and Hersch (2000, p. 50). On the one 

hand, there is wealth accumulation and wealthy neighborhoods and on the other hand 

and near them there are neighborhoods living in poverty and these are integrated with 

each other in close proximity. This is an unhealthy situation in terms of public 

welfare as the system continuously attacks the welfare regimes attempting to restrict 

or completely eliminate the welfare regime claiming that it is not a viable and 

sustainable system that puts extra burden on society and working people. However, 

there is no n1ention of the huge accumulation of wealth in the hands of the few 

beyond any reasonable and meaningful logic. At the same time, the media and all 

other communications tools are controlled by the wealthy few through which they 

promote the flawed logic of globalization and influence the minds of the public. 

Politics is not innocent in this game and tends to embrace the values of the system in 

return for holding power. Thus, there is only a few, or in fact, no political party that 
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would oppose the propagation of the logic of globalization that undermines all moral 

and humanitarian principles. The system is also transforming the quality of work and 

the general life of people where work is becoming more and more demanding and 

stressful and laborious and the general quality of life deteriorating as real wages and 

incomes decline and citizens are impoverished of their 'basic citizenship rights 

(Schmidt and Hersh, 2000). This process leads to the decomposition of social 

cohesion and to political instability. It is actually within this context that the term or 

the fact of social exclusion should be considered. Globalization intensifies the 

division in society and leads to a general competition for survival in an 

unprecedented manner, even though in an IT age, 've live in a world with high levels 

of production. The system is enforcing social exclusion as a norm which is used as a 

threat against any demands coming from working people. They are threatened to be 

completely excluded from social life. There is no chance that social exclusion will 

begin to be discussed more intensely in recent times. Actually, social exclusion is a 

general threat directed against the basic morals of the society. The term "social 

exclusion" may be a weapon to be applied in this broad social (class) struggle fought 

against the destructive forces of globalization by calling for the protection of public 

welfare. 

At this point, however, we must refer to Polanyi who explained and 

interpreted the logic of capitalism and of free market economy on the basis of a 

conflict that cannot be ever relieved. Polanyi begins by describing the self-regulating 

market system and its establishment where the economy is "controlled, regulated and 

directed by markets alone; order in the production and distribution of goods is 

entrusted to this self-regulating mechanism." (Bugra, 2007, p. 173). But this is "a 
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stark utopia which could not exist for any extended period without annihilating the 

human and natural essence of society" (p. 173). The capitalist economy is 

distinguished from the former economic systems by the "disembedded" characteristic 

of the economy from society. Such a situation, however, is not compatible with the 

reality of social life. With the concept of "double movement", Polanyi refers to the 

"parallel attempts to eliminate the barriers to the functioning of the market economy 

and resist, at the same time, the latter's consequences for human beings, nature, and 

industrial activity" (Bugra, 2007, p. 174). This countermovement is seen as vital for 

protecting the nature and society, but is not compatible with the logic of the self

regulating market system. 

Against all of the drawbacks, the concept is still in wide use and provides an 

understanding of the disadvantage experienced by different groups, but at the same 

time there are endeavors to shape a new discourse that would expand the 

understanding regarding disadvantage and improve the quality of public debate 

(Marsh and Mullins, 1998). It also must be mentioned where the disadvantage is at 

its deepest level. Marsh and Mullins (1998) speak of the housing system which can 

function as a key to social and spatial stratification. Housing is a neglected 

dimension of analysis in social research as well as in policy issues. The informal land 

and housing market that became active after the start of the urbanization process was 

a solution to the socially excluded groups, and gave birth to the "build-sell" model 

which offered cheap housing to these socially excluded groups. This market was 

controlled both by social groups within the cities and those that have seen a profit 

making opportunity in the construction of cheap housing units. The state did not 

intend to solve the housing problem but to generate an affluent class that controlled 
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wealth of the country. I~1k and P1narc1oglu (2009) suggest that there were groups 

which were excluded by the state and the housing problem of these groups were 

solved through informal ways providing a non-market solution. The same authors 

suggest that the function of the build-sell model was to fill the gap between the state 

and the market (p. 112). In this respect, it is suggested that gecekondu has a special 

function and place for those who migrated to big cities and were excluded from the 

market. At initial phases, the gecekondu units were produced solely for purposes of 

usage and the process of construction almost did not include money relations. 

Actually, the concept of social exclusion refers to a wide range of issues not 

limited to housing problems. These major issues are: exclusion from the labor 

markets e.g. lacking the opportunity of long-term employment, and exclusion from 

the system of social citizenship which establishes a basis for "stigmatization, 

restrictive or oppressive legislation and law enforcement, and form of institutional 

discrimination" (Somerville, 1998, p. 762). The first dimension, integration in the 

labor market, may be a key for a wider inclusion into society as suggested by Levitas 

(1996). The exclusion, in terms of the first dimension, can be broken down into two 

groups: exclusion from the labor market or exclusion from secure paid employment 

(Morris, 1994). 

The second meaning also bears multiple connotations within the context of 

social citizenship: beginning from the right to a minimum income to the right to a 

decent standard of living involving access to education, health care, and housing and 

various other public services. The best or the ideal situation is that all humans should 

have the same opportunities without any exclusion on the basis of class, race, sex, 
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age, sexuality, disabilities regarding the basic human rights. But the list is not ever 

all-encompassing and there are other possible exclusions on other grounds. The 

division is made on the basis of the 'deserving' and 'undeserving' individuals where 

only the latter can be deemed to be excluded from the system and the society as 

suggested by Somerville (1998). 

The problem of the integration of the socially excluded is a crucial one and 

has been discussed for a long time since the start of the social exclusion discourse 

and the activities to ameliorate the excluding condition within the context of the 

globalization and the application of neoliberal policies. Integration may take various 

forms depending on the policies applied. In developed counties, the socially excluded 

or disadvantaged are integrated into capitalist system through the welfare regime 

which seems to be weakening in the recent years. In Turkey, there are different and 

less institutionalized forms of integration. As stated by I~1k and P1narc1oglu (2009, 

pp. 102-122) the primary economic integration of the squatter settlers into the socio

economic system is first realized through the build-sell contracting system 

widespread in the formal and informal land sectors all over Turkey, especially before 

1980s and then through "poverty in rotation" in the transformed gecekondu 

neighborhoods with apartmankondus. The process is also realized through mass 

housing built by TOKI (Toplu Konut Idaresi/Mass Housing Administration) as a 

legal and formal alternative to the informal apartmankondu formation. The period 

after 1980 is characterized by the further commercialization of the gecekondu space 

as an informal solution to the problem of integration (Demirta~, 2009, pp. 82-91 ). 

After the 1980s, there has been a re-distribution of wealth in Turkish society 

and a new type of business person called the entrepreneur became one of the building 
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blocks of the new economy. At this point n1oral issues began to be discussed since 

social and collective ties began to weaken and to be replaced by selfishness and 

individuality. The idea of selfishness laid the basis for the division of society and 

individuals. All of the processes were related to the kind of economic model being 

applied in the country. Since Turkey is not a developed country in terms of the 

welfare system and sound policies that rely on rights of individuals, the process was 

very painful. As every citizen wished to secure his/her survival and those close to 

him/her and at the same time to secure wealthy life standards, there began a race, a 

highly competitive race among the citizens. Although such a race increases 

productivity and production, one cannot confidently suggest that this was a healthy 

process in terms of social harmony and integration since the social production and 

distribution processes and mechanisms are at least as important as competition and 

increases in productivity and production. 

Social Integration through Mass Housing under Neoliberal Polices of 
Ozal and Thereafter 

Turgut Ozal has been a crucial figure in Turkey's transition from the import-oriented 

and closed economic policies to the neoliberal developmental model that took place 

after the 1980s. Ozal's model ofneoliberalism has had its own characteristics which 

distinguished it from other transition models that took place around the world. Ozal 

established continuity in leadership during the 1980s which rendered the continuity 

in the policy and its rooting in the country in short time periods. Ozal's leadership 

was crucial in persuading the electorate to give approval to the neoliberal policies 
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against all odds encountered such as the rising inequality in the distribution of 

wealth, and others. 

With the introduction of the neoliberal policies after the 80s, the economic 

environment within the country changed abruptly and became very competitive. 

istanbul was, as usual, the city around which the majority of economic activity was 

collected and for this reason this city also received a huge portion of the state funds 

' which made it possible to engage in urban renewal 'projects as well as infrastructural 

investments (Keyder and Oncii, 1993, p. 23). Urban re-organization was carried out 

through the funds provided by the Mass Housing Administration which also 

encouraged the development of a private market for housing. The major aim of the 

governments was to reorganize the city to facilitate the needs of neoliberal capitalism 

which was newly introduced. The increased economic dynamism in cities influenced 

also the prices of land some of which were occupied by squatter settlements. At the 

same time, due to increased migration to big cities, there occurred a kind of housing 

shortage, particularly around istanbul where the high inflation and the increasing 

land prices almost excluded middle and low income people from the housing market 

(Pulat, 1992, p. 49; Kele~, 1990, p. 13 cited in Burkay, 2006, p. 62). 

In line with the neoliberal argument and Ozal' s populism in return for votes 

and securing his terms in the office, his government initiated the enactment of "imar 

1slah planlan" (Master Development Plans) to provide amnesties to illegally built 

squatters. Land occupied by the squatter settlers was revalorized and some 

significant portion of the squatter settlers benefited from these plans to transfer their 

land to land developers. It was a strategic move to avoid any upheaval against the 
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neoliberal policies through giving some crucial share to the squatter settlers which 

comprised a group that could not be neglected in different cities around the country. 

Ozal also provided other compensatory mechanisms for the middle-classes, too, and 

these people were able to receive subsidized housing credits from the mass housing 

authority. This was the start of a new kind of urban populism after the coup of 1980. 

The succeeding governments never lost their ties with this urban populism in order to 

appeal to the majority of the voters scattered around different cities and who were the 

"oy depolan" (vote pools) for the governments determining the destiny of both the 

general and the local elections. 

The Mass Housing Fund was founded by Turgut Ozal with the aim of 

providing cheap credit to be used by individuals for housing purposes in order to 

trigger the development of a formal housing market. In its early five years funds 

were provided for approximately 550 thousand houses. During these years the fund 

remained autonomous but then in 1993 the fund was transferred to the central budget 

and its name was changed to Mass Housing Administration (Tafolar, 2007, pp. 96-

115 cited by Yagc1, 2009, p. 92). The fund was totally abolished in 2001 while its 

credit providing power declined until the present day. As of2009, the fund was 

transformed into T.C. Ba~bakanhk Toplu Konut Dairesi (TOKi) (The T.R. Prime 

Ministry Mass Housing Department /Mass Housing Administration). 

The idea of the current AKP government and the Prime Minister Erdogan is 

completely different on mass housing. Erdogan, during his term as the mayor of 

istanbul, met the cheap housing demand of the city through an early project designed 

in 1980s, namely the KOPTA~. The municipality had the techno-legal capacity and 
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provided the land and permissions and private capital was directed to to the 

construction of houses for the lower-middle classes. This was a kind of public

private enterprise for housing that proved to be fruitful and Erdogan, after winning 

the elections and obtaining the title of Prime Minister, transformed TOKi into a 

similar establishment. Thus, TOKi was empowered to produce and develop land, 

engaged in urban planning as well as confiscating the land invaded by gecekondus 

around the city. The assets of the former Emlak Bank were also transferred to TOKi. 

At the same time Urban Land Office was abolished and its powers were transferred 

to TOKi. In this way TOKi became the sole authority dealing with and directing all 

kinds of land development, planning, and construction activities that are to be carried 

out by the state. TOKi was empowered further as the institution was given the power 

of receiving land of the Treasury freely on the condition of receiving the approval of 

the Prime Minister. TOKi began to engage in major housing projects around the 

country. During the initial years of the early fund, some 43 thousand houses were 

constructed between 1984 and 2003 and after the empowerment, TOKi built some 

367 thousand houses in only 6 years. TOKi is no longer providing credit but building 

houses and in this way provides 10% of the housing supply (2000-201 0 Tiirkiye 

Konut ihtiyac1 Ara~t1rmas1 cited in Yagc1, 2009, p. 94). 

The houses built by TOKi are sold without much profit margin to the urban 

lower and middle classes with the aim of avoiding any further occurrence of a 

squatter boom around the country and the formation of an unregulated mortgage 

market. Since the 1960s, there have been no governmental subsidies or regulation in 

the housing market which has been the reason of illegal squatter settlements around 

the country. 
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Reflection of the Globalized Consumer Culture 
in the Lifestyles of the Squatter Settlers 

Neo-liberal policies increased their pace with globalization leading to significant 

changes in the lifestyles and consumption cultures all over the world and within 

different social groups. Consumer culture is described through "the cultural 

dimension of the economy, the symbolization and use of material good as 

'communicators' not just utilities" and "the economy of cultural goods, the market 

principles of supply, demand, capital accumulation, competition, and monopolization 

which operate within the sphere of lifestyles, cultural goods and commodities" 

(Featherstone, 1987, p. 57). According to another definition consumer culture is a 

"social arrangement in which the relations between the [lived cultural experience of 

everyday life] and social resources, between meaningful [valued] ways of life and the 

symbolic and material resources on which they depend, is mediated through 

markets." (Sheth and Maholtra, n.d., p. 1). The same authors also cite the four crucial 

aspects of consumer culture as follows: 

1. The pervasive and rapid circulation of commercial products, that is, things 

produced for exchange within a capitalist market, takes priority over and 

above things redistributed by governmental means through the welfare state 

or exchanged among social groups through gift giving. 

2. The relative independence of consumption activities from those related to 

production and the growing power and authority this gives to some 

consumers over market dynamics. 

3. Changes in the relationships between different systems of production and 

valuation in the society where these changes are all increasingly interlinked 
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and mediated by market values, i.e. how much does it cost? How much will 

someone pay? 

4. The special importance given to the use of consumer goods in the allocation 

of individual status, prestige, perceived well-being and quality of life (Lury, 

1996, p. 4 cited Sheth and Maholtra, n.d., p. 1). 

Within the new consumer culture carried by the tide of globalization, classes also 

changed their basic elements and lifestyles. Especially the middle class is on the rise 

while adopting a progressive world view. Through economic and social 

transformation processes, some of the early squatter settlers shifted their class 

identities from the working class to the middle classes while others and especially the 

late comers become tenants of the early settlers and the new workers, and even 

become the unemployed in the city. This shift is accompanied by a change in their 

tastes and consumption culture and lifestyles. Actually the migrants arriving in the 

city and forming a life in the squatter settlement around it begin to adapt themselves 

to the lifestyles prevalent in the city. The process of adaption is a form acculturation. 

Sand1k91 et al. (2006) cite Berry's (1980) conceptualization of"acculturation as a 

linear process with four possible outcomes of assimilation, integration, marginality 

and separation" (p. 429). The description of these four possible outcomes are: 

adoption of the dominant culture and seeking to get rid of the minority culture is 

named assimilation, rejection of the dominant culture to retain the minority culture is 

named separation, combination of the two cultures in a hybrid is named integration, 

and distancing from both cultures is named as marginalization (Osttiner and Holt, 

2007' p. 42). 
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The Changing Discourse Regarding Squatter Settlements 

Squatter Settlements: A Critical Evaluation 

In their early periods the squats were treated like regions that involved the 

"threatening Other" who were not in compliance with the values of the city, its social 

order and its secular ideology or culture in general. An important issue is the way 

how gecekondu and varo~5 are represented in the media. Both of these concepts are 

the different names used for squatter settlements in Turkey. These two terms refer to 

different types of squatter environments regarding their relation to the city and their 

perception by others in the city. The concept ofvaro~ is more recently coined and 

used in the agenda. The term varo~ is rather a label that denotes a low income 

settlement which tends to be excluded by other city dwellers. Originally the term 

gecekondu involved negative connotations and a kind of othering process by the 

dominant discourse since the first emergence of the gecekondus around the late 40s 

and early 50s. But with the introduction of the term ofvaro~ the othering process 

took a new form and impetus. In the initial years of the Republic, with the influx of 

migrants into the cities, either some shelters were established or very desperate 

rooms were rented within the low income neighborhoods in the big cities. Afterwards 

the process of gecekondu construction began to produce some uneasiness among the 

Republican elites and caused some kind of degrading discourse which worsened in 

5 The word varo$ comes from the Hungarian word vciros which has the meaning of city. (Wiktionary, 

http:// en. wiktionary .org/wiki/v%C3 %A 1 ros ). 
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the following years parallel to the intensification of the squatter construction process. 

But there were expectations that the migration process was transitory and reversible. 

The second period, namely the years between 1950 and 1966, was the term of 

the Democrat Party, and populist policies were applied. During this time the relations 

between the land owners and the peasants became more antagonistic, and the 

peasants who were reduced to farm laborers had no choice but to migrate to the city. 

Actually this was the breaking point in the history of the gecekondu in Turkey. It is 

during this period that the squatter settlements around the cities tended to transform 

from scattered houses into permanent and established neighborhoods. In line with the 

construction of the gecekondu settlements around the cities, public and academic 

attention began to focus on the issue. This involved "astonishment, uneasiness, and 

an optimistic belief in the transitory character of these settlements" (Demirta~ and 

~en, 2007, p. 88). The elitists of the Republic who had posts in the academy or in 

bureaucracy were very critical of the squatters and the lifestyles in these settlements. 

They claimed that the gecekondu was a deviant and ugly space that had to be 

contained and eliminated from the sphere of beautiful cities. 

The third period involves the entrance of the gecekondu issue and the term 

into the legal documents with the law number 77 5. The period runs between 1966 

and 1980. During this period there was much politicization and polarization among 

the public which also influenced the gecekondu regions through violence and the 

struggle between different extreme political groups. The period saw the enactment of 

an Amnesty Law in 1976 which brought the demolition of gecekondus to a halt. The 

government was unable to apply urban planning projects due to lack of financial 

resources. The gecekondu space was much politicized in this period and obtained 
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some degree of power to confront the demolition policies of the state and the local 

governments. The era also marked the beginning of the commercialization of the 

gecekondu space. The commercialization of the gecekondus took place due to the 

heavy and continuous flow of migrants fro1n rural to urban areas. The early 

gecekondu settlers found the opportunity to use their houses as a source of income. 

In early periods the gecekondu settlers were perceived by the urban population and 

elites as the rural others which had had a homogenized impact on them. This 

homogenization, however, began to change in this period since the gecekondu 

settlers began to differentiate along ethnic, sectarian and origin lines. The differences 

also began to trigger some serious conflicts among the gecekondu settlers. The 

situation was worsened through the unequal treatment of the gecekondu settlers 

according to their political affiliation. Also, the gecekondu settlers began to 

differentiate and separate from each other along their sectarian identity. As a result 

the perception of the gecekondu settlers as 'rural others' began to fade as the social 

difference among the gecekondu settlers becan1e more visible. These differences 

related to political point of view, economic status, timing of migration or 

occupational roles within the city, and culture-related sectarian or origin differences. 

In general the prevalent discourse between the years 1940 and 1980 involved the 

integration of the gecekondu settlers to the city life. However, after the 1980s the 

discourse on the gecekondu in the academia and in media began to differentiate from 

each other. While academia adopted an in-depth approach to the lives of the 

gecekondu settlers, the media continued to treat the gecekondu and its settlers in a 

pejorative and exclusionary way (Demirta~ and ~en, 2007, p. 90). 
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What is missing in the discourse on the squatter settlements is the lack of 

evaluation of the squatter settlement as a living and transforming social organism in a 

continuum. Since the analyses are mainly limited to ten to fifteen-year time 

intervals, it is rather difficult to trace and understand the transformation of the 

squatter settlements as well as the transformation of their conceptualization by the 

society at large and especially by academia and the media. Hence it becomes quite 

difficult to put it in place within the entire social organization and the socio-historical 

picture. In the following pages I will thus approach the issue from a rather different 

and encompassing perspective and categorization of mine and will explain the 

process of economic transformation of the squatter settlements and the settlers from a 

historical and socio-economic perspective. 

Economic Transformation of the Squatter Settlements 

Using the metaphor of the emergence of a river and its flow into and mixing with the 

sea water, the formation and transformation of the squatter settlements can be seen as 

a two-stage economic transformation within a continuum both at the micro as well as 

the macro level where at the first stage squatter settlers take root and ensure their 

sustained existence in the city, and in the second stage they become a part of the city. 

In this section this transformation process is analyzed with reference to the 

legalization of gecekondu settlements paving the way to Apartmankondus. 
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Primary Economic Transformation of the Squatter Settlements 

The first wave of migration from the rural areas to the outskirts of the urban areas of 

the cities marks the beginning of the primary socio-econon1ic transformation of the 

migrants. Thus the primary economic transformation begins with migration to the 

outskirts of the cities, continues through the creation of a settled life in the squatter 

settlements and gives rise to the secondary economic transformation with the 

building up of multi-storey apartments in the settled areas. 

It would be misleading to see migration from the rural areas into the cities 

only as a result of poverty and economic change. It should also be seen as a search 

for a new and a "better life" associated with 'modern' life and expectations. In the 

first instance, this migration is reflected as a problem of accommodation, namely a 

housing problem in the cities. Since there was no solution provided by the 

government, the spontaneous solution was found by the squatter settlers by building 

illegal houses on Treasury lands. 

As the spatial distribution of the population changed, the urban population 

began to surpass the rural population.6 Although the 'Municipality Law' (No. 1580) 

which was passed in 193 9 and was still in effect at the time with certain 

modifications specifying that the "municipalities are responsible for solid waste 

management, construction and repair of streets, and installation and operation of 

water, electricity, gas, and light rail services (Leitmann and Baharoglu, 1999, pp. 

6 According to ~en (1996) one third of the city population lived in the squats (p.3) in 1996 and this 
figure reached 50 per cent of the urban population in 1999, with 4 million dwellings built on 227 
million m2 of Treasury land in Turkey valued at nearly $1.5 billion in 1996 dollars and around 60 per 
cent of the gecekondu dwellers were underserved and to an extent served by the basic urban 
infi:astructure and services (Leitmann and Baharoglu, 1999, pp. 196-98). 
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196-98), the gecekondu dwellers developed their own means to solve their basic 

infrastructure problems which is characteristic of the primary stage of economic 

transformation. The flowchart in Figure 1 below describes the process by informal 

actors for producing infrastructure and services for gecekondu residents all 

throughout the primary stage of economic transformation. 

Informal access to 
urban seNices at 
early stages of a 
gecekondu settlement 

Water: illegal 
connections to 
city network; 
using public taps; 
buying from 
priva1e sellers 

Garbage collection: 
people collect 
themselves and dump 
in an empty lot 

- ---··-

Intra-city transportation]: · 

G
. either none or minibuses 

un by private sector 
-··- -- ------

Figure 1. Sequence of informal infrastructure provision. 

Source: JosefLeitmann & Deniz Baharoglu, "Reaching Turkey's Spontaneous 
Settlements: The Institutional Dimension of Infrastructure Provision", 
International Planning Studies, Vol. 4, No.2, 1999, p. 203). 

As the squatter settlements take root; muhtars (neighborhood-level elected officials) 

and to an extent the district mayors begin to play a role in conveying gecekondu 

demands for infrastructure to service providers. However, regarding the sequence of 

service provision priorities of the gecekondu dwellers and the public authorities are 
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different. While the gecekondu dwellers insist on the provision of services regarding 

their basic needs for water, electricity and waste disposal, roads become the key issue 

for authorities to provide the other services. 

Thus, at the primary stage of economic transformation, gecekondus are 

situated at the key intersection points between the urban and the rural areas and 

become 'transitional areas' and 'interphases' in spatial, economic, social and cultural 

senses. 

Legalization of Gecekondu Settlements and the Path to Apartmankondus 

As the settlements became more consolidated, gecekondu settlers began to establish 

their neighborhood associations (mahalle dernekleri). The first example is 

Kazhc;e~me Zeytinburnu Havalisi Gecekondulan Gtizelle~tirme ve Te~kilatlandtrma 

Dernegi (Embellishment and Organization of the Squatters of Kazhc;e~me 

Zeytinburnu District) which was established in 1948 (Sen, 1996, p. 8). Such 

associations established in 1960s and 1970s in large numbers played a crucial role in 

·finding solutions to the infrastructural problems like electricity, water, sewage and 

road by collecting money from the settlers and using it for this purpose. They also 

played an important role in acting as mediators between the settlers and the 

municipality and pressuring the municipality to bring services to the squatter areas 

and acting as a catalyst in the formation of gecekonduculuk7 identity. 

With amnesties the squatter regions began to become more secure in terms of 

development and have their status legalized. The first squatter amnesty is enacted by 

7 Adapting the lifestyle of, thinking and acting with a squatter settler mentality. 
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the government of Hasan Saka in 1948 which only included the squatter settlements 

in Ankara. It authorized the municipality to distribute the Treasury lands on which 

the gecekondus were erected to the squatter settlers and to give them the title deeds. 

The first amnesty law legalizing the squatter settlements was enacted in 1949. This 

was followed by the gecekondu amnesty laws or law amendments of 1953, 1963, 

1966, 1976, 1983, 1984 and 1986 (~en, 1996, p. 8). In the 1960s, gecekondus began 

to be seen as an inevitable consequence of Turkey's rapid and unplanned 

development and urbanization. In the first 'Five-Year Development Plan' prepared 

by DPT (Devlet Planlama Te§kilati/ State Planning Organization) in 1963 options 

other than demolition of the gecekondus were considered. For the low-income 

housing, 'redevelopment' of the existing gecekondus together with the development 

of site and services programs was put as a prime objective and paved the way for 

their legalization (Leitmann and Baharoglu, 1999, p. 197). 

The gecekondu laws before law number 2981 of 1984 aimed to provide basic 

guarantees for the urban poor living in the cities. But this law laid the ground for the 

gecekondu owners to get a share from the city rents and to turn their gecekondus into 

zoned buildings through the subcontracting builders and sellers. The other change 

brought by the law was the development-improvement plan which made it possible 

for the provincial municipalities to escape from the inspections of the metropolitan 

municipalities and to open up the illegal settlement zones into settlements (~en, 

1996, p. 9). So each gecekondu amnesty created a sort of legal guarantee to the 

previous gecekondus and led to the spreading of gecekondu regions. Thus 

municipalities were formed in the gecekondu areas pulling more population from the 

rural areas as well as the poorer sections of the city encouraging the development of 
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the gecekondu regions and their spread to other regions of the city. For example, in 

istanbul the gecekondu regions where municipalities were established after 1966 

were the following: A vcllar (1966), Giingoren (1966), Y akactk (1966), Sefakoy 

(1967), Alibeykoy (1967), Hadtmkoy (1969), Celaliye (1969), Soganhk (1969), 

Esenler (1970), Kemerburgaz (1971), Selimpa~a (1971), Yenibosna (1971), 

Dolayoba (1971), ~1narc1k (1972), Ye~ilbag(1975), Kocasinan (1976), Halkah 

(1976) and Yahyalar (1977) (Sen, 1996, pp. 9-10). 

Among the amnesty laws Gecekondu Law No. 775 issued in 1966 and the 

Law numbered 2805 issued in 1983 and enacted in 1984 by the ANAP (Anavatan 

Partisi/Motherland Party) government before the local elections of 1984 had different 

approaches then the other gecekondu laws. The Law No. 775 used the term 

gecekondu for the first time and seeked "to: improve existing inhabited gecekondus 

while clearing out the uninhabitable ones; prepare sites and develop low-cost 

housing, and prevent new gecekondu settlements" (Leitmann and Baharoglu, 1999, 

p. 197). While the law aimed to improve the existing sites it also established a 

gecekondu fund to prevent further gecekondu formations. With the other gecekondu 

law, law number 2805, all the gecekondus built up to June 1981 were forgiven. 

However, gecekondus on the Bosphorus were outside the scope of this law. Then 

with law number 2980 issued in the same year, gecekondus on the Bosphorus were 

included in the amnesty. With the new law numbered 2981 and issued in 1984, 

problems and conflicts in execution were removed. This law made it possible for the 

gecekondu owners to build up to four story buildings on their own parcels (Sen, 

1996, p. 9) by permitting the distribution of title deeds to the gecekondulus who built 

their squats on the lands of foundations, on state owned lands or the municipal lands 
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provided that they would pay for the land they have appropriated (Demirta~, 2009, 

pp. 87-88). With this law the primary economic transformation of the squatter 

settlers was endorsed and legalized by the state, opening the way for the second

stage of economic transformation. 

Secondary Economic Transformation of the Squatter Settlements 

Throughout 70s and thereafter the squatter settlements began to experience radical 

changes. While new squatter areas were being formed and continued their building 

until the turn of the century, the late-comers began to face many more restrictions. 

The first serious legal obstacle to the spread of squatter settlements was with the 

enactment of Public Works Law (No. 3194) of 1985 where the service providers 

were limited to serve areas within structure plans indicating that water, sewage, and 

electricity connections should only be provided to formal areas (Leitmann and 

Baharoglu, 1999, pp. 197-98). On the other hand, in the squatter areas which 

completed their primary transformation process with basic infrastructure problem 

solved, multi-storey apartments began to be erected in the previously established 

squatter settlements with new municipal services. With the new amnesty laws and 

with the improvement of the municipal services, squatter areas began to have 

infrastructural services and this created the opportunity for the build-and-sell 

contractors to turn these settlements into apartments. Thus an avenue was created to 

get a share from the city land and building rents. 

Building of apartmankondu was a turning point for the squatter settlers' 

secondary economic transformation. First of all, the relationship of the settler to the 
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land and the dwelling changed drastically. In the gecekondu times the settler lived a 

kind of village life with a gecekondu built within the garden; he planted vegetables, 

gathered fruits from the planted trees, raised cattle and chicken and obtained wheat, 

barley and other grains from her/his village and led a village-like life on the outskirts 

of the city. With the apartmankondu s/he began to live in a 'modern dwelling' which 

changed her/his lifestyle which began to look more like that of the then-middle class 

city people. In this context and with regard to the fact of apartment formation, I~1k 

and P1narc1oglu (2009) emphasize the basic role apartments played in the emergence 

of the city middle classes and their efforts to increase their welfare levels (p. 103). 

Secondly, the subsistence economy all throughout the primary economic 

transformation process was gradually replaced with a higher income economy with 

the increase in income from money obtained from the new flats rented, income 

obtained from savings and various investments, and being employed in better paying 

and higher quality jobs. Thirdly, the family solidarity of the gecekondu times created 

a better web of family and relative solidarity under better conditions since the new 

generation and the later coming relatives would be accommodated in the newly built 

apartmankondu flats creating an economic and competitive advantage when 

compared with other city dwellers paying rents. This opened the way for the 

accumulation of capital for the family's future investments. This monetary power of 

the family could then be directed to different areas of investments. 

In the transformed squatter settlements apartmankondu formation was 

realized in two different forms. In the first form, build-and-sell and squatter building 

went hand in hand. Without getting permission from the public works low quality 

and cheap apartments were erected on the shared-land titles or on treasury lands by 
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the contractors. In the second form the gecekondu owner, rather than building a 

I 

make-shift cheap gecekondu by using cheap and very low quality materials to finish 

the gecekondu as soon as possible, began to build the foundation and the first floor of 

the apartment with strong materials and in a planned manner thinking of her/his 

future needs and by directing all of her/his savings into the newly erected proto-

apartment. With the expectations of new gecekondu or amnesty laws or amnesty for 

buildings/he began to add new storeys in line with her/his economic power. While 

the earlier squatter settlements were one-storey, made of cheap and non-durable 

material with the settler's and his relatives labor, the new apartmankondus were built 

as multi-storeys, with high quality material, through the use of professional workers, 

with rational calculations and plans according to the dictates of the market and with 

the expectation of serious rents from them. The dynamic development of the city 

economy and significant savings made by the squatters was an important factor in the 

apartmankondu formation. Thus the squatter settler jumped to the second stage of 

economic transformation with the apartmankondus and began to see the city as 

her/his main habitus, transforming the gecekondu. Now the gecekondu regions have 

become places where the second and the third generations are born and socialized, 

changing the way the squatter settlers integrate themselves to the city. 

The flowchart in Figure 2 below describes the process by formal actors for 

producing infrastructure and services for squatter residents through the muhtars 

(neighborhood-level elected officials) and the district mayors playing the most 

important role in conveying giindiizkondu/apartmankondu demands for infrastructure 

to service providers. In the squatter settlements which have already gone through 

their primary transformation and are going through their secondary transformation 
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priorities of the authorities and the apartmankondu dwellers concerning sequence for 

urban service provision now .coincide with each other to a great extent. 

Official provision 
of services 

Electricity 

Water 

Garbage 
collection 

Sewerage 

Road pavement 

Telecom 
service 

Bus service 

or 

Road 
stabilization 

Electricity 

Water 

Garbage 
collection 

Sewerage 

Telecom 
service 

Road pavement 

Figure 2. Sequence of formal infrastructure provision. 

Source: JosefLeitmann & Deniz Baharoglu, "Reaching Turkey's Spontaneous 
Settlements: The Institutional Dimension of Infrastructure Provision". 
International Planning Studies, Vol. 4, No.2, 1999, p. 204). 

While through the primary economic transformation squatter settlers take root and 

ensure their sustained existence in the city, with the process of secondary economic 

transformation they now change their economic status in the city. Besides ensuring 

their sustained existence, during the primary economic transformation process; they 

accumulated some wealth and capital and looked for ways of investing this capital. 

The main avenue in front of them was to invest the amounts they saved over years in 
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a family solidarity into their gecekondu. But since they could not extend the lands 

they occupied and could not built new gecekondus nearby, this time they turned their 

gecekondus into apartmankondus. In this type of gecekondu the squatter settlers first 

lay a solid foundation as in the case of the multi-storey apartments and build one 

storey on it and then add new floors over time. By this way it becomes possible to 

make an apartmankondu out of a gecekondu. This is the main mechanism where 

gecekondus become new apartmankondu owners with multi-storey buildings. The 

strategy here is two-fold; first to guarantee a dwelling for their family and relatives 

including their growing/grown-up children and then to use the extra floors they built 

through the clientele relationships and bribery as a source of income. The family, 

relative and village-oriented solidarity within the squatter settlement and in the 

gecekondu now takes a new form. As the family takes deeper root within the squatter 

settlement and the city and as the family expands in size with the new generation of 

married sons and daughters, the gecekondu solidarity now becomes apartmankondu 

solidarity. The main problem of paying rents is again taken care of, but this time for 

the entire extended family. For some it becomes possible to rent the extra floors to 

the new tenants coming to work in the city like they did a few decades ago. This 

creates the opportunity to save more money and with a wider web of family 

solidarity. The economic power of the squatter settlers increases, and they begin to 

build new and modern villas in their villages, buy fashionable cars, summer cottages, 

the second generation begin sending their children to private colleges and 

dershanes8
, invest the money in new businesses and finally engage in conspicuous 

consumption. This goes hand in hand with the increased pace ofneo-liberal policies 

8 private establishment preparing students for various exams 
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with globalization in the world and with Turkey's integration with the global system. 

New lifestyles e1nerge, consumption patterns change, individualism develops, older 

solidarity oriented social relations now give their way to the egotistic relations with 

aspirations to show their richness through what they own. On the other hand, those 

squatter settlers who were not able to turn their gecekondus into apartmankondus lost 

their economic advantage and became poorer, leading to a rather different secondary 

economic transformation and a different place in the economic life. Since they lost 

their web of solidarity and could not become rent earners either. As the squatter 

settlen1ent is integrated deeper with its vicinity and the city at large the settlers also 

become part of the city life and a similar pattern of econon1ic organization is seen in 

the squatter settlement. 

Contrary to the prevailing understanding on the social exclusion thesis with 

regard to the squatter settlements due to the global neo-liberal policies, squatter 

settletnents are continually being integrated into the system containing the prototype 

of the neo-liberal economic relations and transformation within itself and at the same 

time giving rise to a minor urban underprivileged class. Through the process of 

primary and secondary economic transformation the squatter settlers transform their 

pre-capitalist and agrarian socio-economic lifestyles into an urban and modern city 

lifestyle and the neo-liberal policies act as catalysts in this transformation and 

integration process with the overall system. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY 

"No theory ever agrees with all the facts in its domain, yet it is not always the theory 
that is to blame. Facts are constituted by older ideologies, and a clash between facts 
and theories may be proof of progress. It is also a first step in our attempt to find the 

principles implicit in familiar observational notions." 

(Paul Feyerabend) 

In the current study the transformation of the economic lives of the settlers ofRHU 

in line with the building up of gecekondul gunduzkondu/ apartmankondu from 1960 

onwards, the impact of the neo-liberal policies in the world and specifically in 

Turkey on this transformation, and the modifying role of the BU and its students as 

the major component of the tenants of gecekondu/gunduzkondu/apartmankondu 

owners ofRHU as the landlords is analyzed utilizing a qualitative research 

methodology by directing open-ended and semi-structured interview questions to the 

respondents selected through a judgmental and purposive sampling from the 

population of RHU as well as through participant observation. 

Conceptual Basis 

One of the important issues is to establish the conceptual basis of the study. The first 

basic concept is migration which means social dynamism at individual or social 

levels as suggested by Erder (1996, p. 15). Those who have migrated to the city have 

to use the structures and the channels of social dynamism. The second set of basic 

concepts is related to the economic ideology; collectivistic and solidarity-oriented 
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economic ideology vs. individualistic and self-interest centered economic ideology. 

Other related concepts are work and land markets in the city along with city, 

urbanization, and poverty, rent-seeking and primary and secondary economic 

transformation. At the primary stage of economic transformation the squatter settlers 

aim to take root and become an integral part of the city, whereas in the second stage 

of economic transformation they aim to get a share from the urban rent by becoming 

a sine qua non element of the city. Urban rent is an important phenomenon that is 

crucial to the understanding of the land invasion and its distribution in the black 

market. Urban struggles of the immigrants were shaped around the invasion and 

settlement in the primary economic transformation stage and distribution of land rent 

in the secondary economic transformation stage. Neighborhood or mahalle is an 

important concept which is an Arabic word that is transmitted to Turkish with the 

meaning of the smallest local settlement having its unique social communication, 

organization, control and order. In order to become, a mahalle such a unit should go 

through the official procedures and get the necessary permits from the proper 

institutions (Erder, 1996, p. 27). 

Research Questions 

Interviewees are directed to respond to open-ended and semi-structured questions 

(See Appendix A and B). 

Answers are sought; 

Primarily to the following research questions: 
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• How did the economic ideology of the RHU settlers change from a 

collectivist and solidarity-oriented ideology into an individualistic and self-interest 

centered economic ideology and what was the impact of the neoliberal policies on 

the transformation of their economic ideology? 

• What is the situation of the RHU settlers in terms of integration vs. exclusion 

paradigm with regard to the global neo-liberal socio-economic system and Turkey's 

integration with it? 

And secondarily to the following questions: 

• Why did the squatter settlers choose to build the gecekondus, giindiizkondus 

and apartmankondus in the early 60s and 90s respectively? 

• What was the role played by the state, the governments, local authorities, 

municipalities, and the various gecekondu amnesty laws enacted in general and 

specifically with regard to RHU throughout the economic transformation process? 

• How did the economic lives, motives and status of the squatter settlers of 

RHU change after the building of the gecekondus in the early 60s onward and the 

building of apartmankondus in the early 90s and how did this affect RHU and the 

new generations living there? 

• How did the primary and secondary economic transformation of the squatter 

settlers of RHU take place and what were the differences between them? 

• How was the relationship between BU and RHU all throughout the economic 

transformation process of RHU from 1960s onward and how did the BU contribute 

to this process? 

• How did the relationship between RHU and BU change after building of 

apartmankondus in the early 90s? 
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• What was the impact of the neo-liberal policies in the world and specifically 

in Turkey on this transformation and how did it affect this economic transformation? 

Qualitative Research 

Qualitative research refers to different approaches and methods rather than a single, 

unifying and static set of approaches and/or tools of research. Snape and Spencer 

~ 

(2003) suggest that methods to be used in qualitative research depend on a set of 

circumstances such as the researcher's beliefs about the nature of the social world 

and about what can be known in this world (ontology), the natUre of knowledge and 

tools of acquisition of this knowledge (epistemology), the particular purposes and 

goals set for the research, the different attributes of the research participants, the 

audience to whom the research will be presented, and the environment in which the 

research will be carried out (p. 1 ). Another issue also mentioned by Snape and 

Spencer (2003) is the duty of the researcher "to be aware of the philosophical debates 

and the methodological developments arising from them in order to secure the 

quality of the research produced." (p. 1 ). 

In qualitative research designs the research questions revolve around the 

questions of "why" and "how" but in a specific way as to increase the understanding 

of the issue being examined (Maylor and Blackmon, 2005, p. 220). An important 

dimension in qualitative research is that the researcher usually presents her/his 

interpretations about the issue too. Thus, rather than analyzing the matter 

'objectively' from a distance, s/he also adds her/his subjective interpretations to it. At 
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this point it is appropriate to present a definition of qualitative research. Snape and 

Spencer (2003) cite the following definition given by Denzin and Lincoln (2000): 

Qualitative research is a situated activity that locates the observer in the 
world. It consists of a set of interpretive, material practices that makes 
the world visible. These practices ... turn the world into a series of 
representations including field notes, interviews, conversations, 
photographs, recordings and memos to the self. At this level, qualitative 
research involves an interpretive, naturalistic approach to the world. This 
means that qualitative researchers study things in their natural settings, 
attempting to make sense of, or to interpret, phenomena in terms of the 
meanings people bring to them. (p. 3). 

Ontology and Epistemology 

Ontology and ontological questions regarding social research become decisive when 

making assumptions, conceptualizations and deductions on "what there is to know 

about the world" (Snape and Spencer, 2003, p. 11; Maylor and Blackmon, 2005, p. 

155) and how to know it from an epistemological point of view. The problem that 

ontology deals with is whether there is a social reality independent of human 

conception and interpretation, since the people in general and the researcher in 

particular conceives the social and the natural world around her/him from a human-

centered and pragmatic perspective. The answers to these questions mainly help to 

differentiate between three distinct positions which are realism, materialism and 

idealism (Snape and Spencer, 2003, p. 11). On the other hand, Morrow and Brown 

( 1994) suggest that there are two distinct and different answers espoused by the 

objectivists and the subjectivists (p. 53). Realism claims that there is a reality of facts 

independent of our consciousness and our perceptions regarding them. This is a 

rather na1ve conception of the essence of reality. The objectivists are closely 
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associated with realism. On the other hand, the subjectivists adopted the view of 

nominalism or constructivism "that argues there is fundamental gulf between our 

concepts and empirical reality." (Morrow and Brown, 1994, p. 54). The argument of 

the subjectivist is that we cannot really know reality directly since "our 

understanding of it is mediated by the constructs of our consciousness." (Morrow and 

Brown, 1994, p. 54). There is, on the other hand, a different method of explanation 

and approach beyond these two, called critical theory (Morrow and Brown, 1994, p. 

35). But before explaining critical theory it will be appropriate to explain the 

epistemological stance of the above mentioned two theories in more detail. 

Morrow and Brown (1994) suggest that "ontologies are linked closely to 

epistemologies because it is necessary to have a conception of the nature of reality 

before one proposes to justify a scientific analysis of it." (p. 54). Realism is in 

accordance with positivist epistemology in that it claims that science is performed to 

discover the invariant laws that determine the relations of the facts and these 

invariant and universal laws exist and can be discovered beyond consciousness. 

There are the anti-positivists who include the excluded dimensions of the meaning 

and consciousness of social actors in to the play. This refers to the split between 

subjectivism and objectivism and found its expression in the famous and traditional 

opposition between idealism and materialism (Morrow and Brown, 1994, p. 55). 

Critical theory refers to the theory that seeks the liberation of humans or as suggested 

by Horkheimer (1982) "to liberate human beings from the circumstances that enslave 

them" (p. 244). Rasmussen (2004) states that critical theory "owes its origin to Kant, 

Hegel and Marx, its systematization to Horkheimer and his associates at the Institute 

for Social Research in Frankfurt, and its development to successors, particularly to 
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the group led by Jiirgen Habermas, who have sustained it under various redefinitions 

to the present day." (p. 3). Critical theory is usually associated with changing society 

and this claim finds its purest expression in Marx's famous eleventh thesis which is 

as follows: "Philosophers have always interpreted the world, but the point is to 

change it."9 (Marx and Engels, 1979, p. 70). Marx emphasized the unity of theory 

and practice and this was the approach of critical theory adherents towards empirical 

research. But since the times of Marx critical theory has undergone substantial 

changes, and, as suggested by Morrow and Brown (1994 ), eventually critical 

theorists have decided on a revised research program. This stance of critical theory is 

explained in the following quotation from Giddens: "In being stripped of historical 

guarantees, critical theory enters the universe of contingency and has to adopt a logic 

that no longer insists upon the necessary unity of theory and practice." (Morrow and 

Brown, 1994, p. 303). 

Morrow and Brown (1994) differentiate between three types of research 

approaches which are defined and described as follows: 

The relatively autonomous inquiries located in universities and other 
locations that encourage fundamental or relatively autonomous research 
oriented to relevant scientific communities; the interventions of social 
criticism- that is, forms of inquiry and advocacy primarily directed 
toward the public sphere, though also often involved in professional 
training associated with policy and social problems analysis; and critical 
action research directed toward informing the social praxis actually 
carried out by social agents. (p. 305). 

We shall also discuss social change as it takes place in the social realm. The social 

realm constitutes social structures and human subjects each different than the other 

and engage in different activities. We shall be thinking about social change within 

9 "Filozoflar dtinyayt yalmzca c;e~itli bic;imlerde yorumlamz~lardzr; oysa sorun onu degi~tirmektir." 
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this framework. The social structure and the institutions are the outcomes of the 

process of reproduction and transformation. This process includes also change which 

is an essential part of it. The social structures are actively reproduced rather than 

being fixed in time. This is the transformational model of social activity. The 

transformation process encompasses all of the subjects involved in the social system. 

Actually it is the practice of humans that change and transform the social structure. 

This is a mutual process in which both the subjects and social structure change 

(Lawson, 2003, p. 184). 

The current study is based on the amalgamation of various methodologies to 

minimize subjectivity with emphasis on critical theory stated above. However, its 

basic tenets are based on the analysis of the concrete social reality from an economic 

perspective to draw the framework of the methodology of the current research. Its 

departure point is the concrete. Before formulating his main hypothesis and arriving 

at the main research questions the researcher has carried out both theoretical and 

practical research in order to feel, experience and explore the essence of the issue at 

hand. Thus, the questions and hypothesis formulated in the mind of the participant

observer researcher after an adequate theoretical and practical research were revised 

after the research, leading to the final form. 

Data Collection 

Methodology was the first section written. Then the researcher went through the 

research data obtained through in-depth interviews, participant observations in the 

meetings of Rumelihisan Mahallesi Sosyal Dayan1~ma ve Kultiir Demegi" 
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(HiSARDER) (Association of Social Solidarity and Culture for Rumelihisan 

Neighborhood). Other associations of Sanyer province and the "Associations 

Platform" of the squatter settlers of Sanyer in order to determine the relevant 

literature as well as the basic parameters of the field work. The literature review was 

written simultaneously with the basic field work writing. Then the conclusion was 

written and finally the introduction, arriving at the draft form of the thesis. It was 

thought that this method was much more appropriate and useful for a 'scientific' 

approach in formulating the research agenda and the questions to search answers for. 

In carrying out the current study, both secondary and primary data are used. 

In the theoretical and literature review, secondary data are utilized to prepare the 

groundwork for a theoretical setting and background of the study. In accordance with 

the topic of the current study about squatter settlements in RHU it is proper to 

include the issue of squatter settlements in the analysis. A preliminary literature 

survey indicated that there is a substantial amount of academic literature on squatter 

settlements and squatter settlers regarding Turkey and the world for the development 

of the theoretical framework of the current study. In the current study secondary data 

is obtained from the libraries, especially the Turkish University libraries, 

Yiiksekogretim Kurulu (YOK) (Higher Education Board) database, University of 

Michigan digital dissertations, data from the municipalities and muhtarllk*, and 

Tiirkiye istatistik Kurumu (TUiK) (Turkish Statistical Institute). 

Secondary data has its disadvantages too. Churchill (1996) mentions two 

important disadvantages of secondary data as problems of fit and accuracy (p. 194). 

* the office of the elected head of a neighborhood 
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Problems of fit refer to mismatch between secondary data and the issue currently 

being analyzed. For the current research it was not easy to find secondary sources 

that completely match the aims of the current study, namely primary and secondary 

economic transformation of the squatter settlers. Thus, even though valuable 

secondary sources are identified for the current research they mainly dealt with 

different aspects of squatter settlements and for different time periods. Another 

serious problem is related to the accuracy of secondary data. In the current research 

the researcher was careful and selective in utilizing the secondary data, especially for 

the period after 1976, and cross-checked it with the findings of the field work, and 

through participant observation. 

Obtaining primary data is at the heart of all research. Secondary data, 

especially when it is associated with and based on the earlier time frames regarding 

the issue at hand, give clues on the relationships between the categories studied as 

they existed in an earlier period. It does not provide the researcher information on the 

changing relationships, new trends emerging and the new formations. Thus primary 

data provides information and links the past to the present, paving the way for the 

continuity. This is especially important for the current study. Through the collection 

of primary data some disadvantages in secondary data such as the subjectivity of the 

research, the problem of fit and accuracy may be overcome as well. Since primary 

data is collected specifically on the research questions being analyzed, there occurs 

no or fewer problems of :fit, and it also serves as checks and balances tool. But the 

process of collecting primary data is time consuming and expensive. Still it is an 

indispensable part of any research as well as the current one. Primary data is also 

important for contributing to the literature and opening up new avenues for future 
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researchers. In the current research primary data is collected in RHU with the aid of 

Hisarder from the residents of the squatter settlements. 

Data Collection Method 

As a qualitative study, in-depth and semi-structured interviews and participant-

observation are used as the data collection tool in the current research. Legard, 

Keegan and Ward (2003) refer to classical ethnographers such as Malinkowski who 

stress the importance of talking to people to grasp their point of view and besides this 

"personal accounts are seen as having central importance in social research because 

of the power of language to illuminate meaning" (p. 138). In-depth interview is a 

kind of conversation taking place between the researcher and the respondents, and 

the conversation is managed and directed by the researcher through purposeful 

questions. In the current research the researcher directed the respondents so that they 

would answer the questions in the form of stories and narratives. In accordance with 

the logic of the current research, the temporal and logical narrative styles are 

preferred. Coffey and Atkinson (1996) refer to Denzin (1992) who suggests that 

narratives are temporal and logical in the following way: 

A story ... tells a sequence of events that are significant for the narrator 
[the respondent/social actor] and his or her audience. A narrative as a 
story has a plot, a beginning, a middle and an end. It has internal logic 
that makes sense to the narrator. A narrative relates events in a temporal, 
causal sequence. Every narrative describes a sequence of events that have 
happened. Hence narratives are temporal productions. (p. 55) 

In the current research, respondents who are chosen fron1 mnongst the RHU squatter 

residents are interviewed on their personal and family stories with special emphasis 
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on their economic histories, especially after the building of the gunduzkondus and 

apartmankondus in the early 90s. This sequential story-telling helped the researcher 

to understand the economic story of the transformation of the squatter settlement and 

the settlers in a meaningful and integrative way. The life stories of the respondents 

helped the history of the transformation of the squatter settlements to make sense and 

be meaningful. 

A standard set of questions was prepared in order to ensure that information 

was collected in a consistent and comprehensive maimer. The standard questions 

formed the basis of semi -structured interviews which were flexible so that details and 

unanticipated questions could be pursued during the course of the interview. Most 

interviews were taped (with the interviewee's permission), transcribed and then 

translated into English. Around 1,500 pages of raw data were obtained from the 

respondents during the course of interviews. Anonymity was assured so no 

respondent is mentioned by name in this study. 

Participant Observation 

Participant observation is a qualitative research method that aims to help the 

researchers to get information about the perspectives of the populations they study. 

Communities involve multiple perspectives that belong to its members and it is 

important to find and decipher these perspectives and to understand the interaction 

between them. In qualitative research there are two ways of achieving this aim; one 

by observation and the other through a combination of observation and participation. 

The researcher should observe and participate into the daily activities of the 
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community studied in the community settings and locations that are relevant to the 

research questions. Thus, instead of waiting for the participants to come, the 

researcher goes to the participants and visits them in their daily settings. The 

researcher remains an outsider but observes the daily life of the participants from the 

inside ("Participant Observation", n.d., p. 13; Morrow and Brown, 1994). 

Through the observation and participation process, the researchers engage in 

informal conversations and interaction with the participants. The data obtained is 

then used as a check against the subjective views of the participants and especially 

against the gap between what they believe in and what they do. Besides this, 

participant observation is useful to gain an understanding of the physical, social, 

cultural, and economic contexts of the lives of the participants, their relationships, 

ideas, norms, and the events in their lives. Participant observation gives the 

researcher the opportunity to gain nuanced understanding that could be obtained only 

through personal experience. Through observation the researcher becomes able to 

gain an understanding of the depth and breadth of diverse human experience 

("Participant Observation", n.d., p. 14; Morrow and Brown, 1994). 

There are several disadvantages related to participant observation. Participant 

observation is time-consuming. Observation and participation activities require as 

much as one year to complete. But in applied research shorter time periods are 

acceptable. It is proper to use a data collection team who are native to the region in 

which observation is carried out. They would "possess a solid base of cultural 

awareness" and this would help them to concentrate on the research question. In 

participant observation there is difficulty in documenting data since the process of 

observing and participating does not allow for any written record. Thus, memory and 
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personal notes are the main methods of recording data. But one can rely on memory 

only to some extent. In order for the notes to be useful the researcher should be 

diligent in note taking and in expanding them. Observation is subjective, but research 

requires 'objectivity'. There is a difference between reporting observations and the 

interpretations. The former is a more or less objective process while the latter is 

subjective. The researcher needs to filter out the personal biases ("Participant 

Observation", n.d, p. 15; Morrow and Brown, 1994). 

Major strengths and weaknesses of participant observation are: 

Strengths 

• Allows for insight into contexts, relationship, and behavior. 

• Can provide information previously unknown to the 

researchers that are crucial for project design, data collection, and 

interpretation of other data. 

Weaknesses 

• Time-consuming. 

• Documentation relies on memory, personal discipline, and 

diligence of researcher. 

• Requires conscious effort at objectivity because the method is 

inherently subjective ("Participant Observation", n.d, p. 15; Morrow and 

Brown, 1994). 

Participant observation data may take many forms including text, maps, pictures, 

diagrams and kinship and organizational charts and even some quantitative data in 

the form of numerical data ("Participant Observation", n.d., p. 15; Morrow and 

Brown, 1994). 
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Participant observation is always used along with other qualitative methods 

including interviews and focus groups. It belongs to an iterative process that works 

back and forth. The first task of participant observation is to facilitate the 

establishment of positive relationships among the researcher and the key participants 

in the study. \Vithout their assistance and confirmation the study cannot be realized. 

Initially the necessary permits should be received from the appropriate authorities 

and officials ("Participant Observation", n.d., p. 16; Morrow and Brown, 1994). 

Participant observation should yield questions that are relevant and 

appropriate to be used in interviews and focus groups. Observation team members 

should be able to discern the subtleties within the responses through cultural cues 

("Participant Observation", n.d., p. 16; Morrow and Brown, 1994). 

There are concerns about the identity and aims of the researcher and their 

disclosure to the respondents. In various situations the researcher and the observer 

team should hide their identities and their aims to obtain data easily. However, in 

others it is better that the identification of the aims of the researcher and the team be 

stated openly. The researcher ought never to be secretive and misleading about the 

project and about the roles of the related persons. Therefore, if respondents would 

like to know about the identity and the aims of the researcher and the team, they 

should be provided with adequate information ("Participant Observation", n.d., p. 17; 

Morrow and Brown, 1994 ). 

The researcher had the opportunity to take advantage of the benefits of 

participant observation since he was a part of the neighborhood since the late 60s. He 

was the son of shoe-maker family from ~ebinkarahisar, Giresun in Anatolia/Black 

Sea. Upon his father's death and due to lack of enough agricultural lands his family 
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first migrated to Adana near his uncle where his mother worked as a janitor at a 

primary school for two years. Later the family migrated to istanbul near his uncle's 

residence in Kastmpa~a who was the pioneer migrant of the relatives coming to 

istanbul. The uncle had performed his military service in istanbul in the early 1950s 

and created a life of his own in the city by marrying here, working in various 

factories, and finally settling there. He acted as the stationing post for the further 

migrants including those going to Germany as guest workers and the family of the 

researcher who stayed with them for less than a year until they moved to Bebek when 

he was seven years old. He began his primary school education there and became a 

part of the struggle to build a squatter settlement in late 60s together with his mother 

who worked as a domesticate worker in other's houses in Bebek. He used to come to 

a Nafibaba tomb which is now near the helicoport at BU early in the mornings at 

sun-rise with his mother, his mother prayed there, he accompanied her and then they 

came to the newly bought land in RHU under today' s Tiirkan ~oray Primary School. 

Later the researcher and his family took care of their land by regularly watering the 

trees they plants which they bought from Sanyer nursery garden. Even at that age he 

carried water with omuzluk10from the stream down the hill and watered the trees and 

the plants. The researcher's family built their gecekondu on this land, albeit with 

much difficulty. Since the stone foundation of their gecekondu was demolished a few 

times. Military pasha living in an apartment in Uc;aksavar overlooking the 

gecekondus of RHU had called the zabztas11 a few times to demolish their newly 

built gecekondu. To evade further demolition the new stone foundation of the 

gecekondu was built at the lower end of the land since it could not be seen from afar 

10 a shoulder yoke for carrying goods and water. 
11 the city police 
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and a gecekondu was erected in one night with the organized work of around ten 

gecekondu builders. The researcher witnessed the struggles to control the land 

against the invaders claiming ownership of the land and the fights among the 

neighbors regarding the borders of the lands. The land owners literally fought with 

each other for an inch of the land and regarding border disputes. Communities were 

involved in these fights and the struggles to protect 'their'lands'. This situation 

continued until the squatter settlement at RHU became settled and safe enough to be 

lived in, and the researcher won the high school exams in 1971 to study at a private 

boarding school for the orphans, where he could come to his home and the squatter 

settlement in the weekends and then in the vacation times. He now became a 

'participant observer' which continued when he won the university entrance exams 

to first study math at BU and then undergraduate in management upon winning the 

university exams again and masters in economics in the same university while he 

was a full time auditor. He lived in the neighborhood between 1980 and 1988, and 

experienced the struggles before the coup de etat of 12 September 1980, the coup 

process, the later period and then the beginning of the secondary economic 

transformation when the apartmankondu building process began. He then left to 

study in the US, earning a Master's degree in economics from Eastern Michigan 

University, living in Ann Arbor Michigan and also auditing courses in economics 

and sociology at the University of Michigan and then movingto upstate New York 

for a PhD study in History at SUNY Binghamton, where he received a master's 

degree in history. He came back almost at the end of the apartmankondu building 

process and again became a part of the neighborhood and continued his studies at BU 

through the amnesties in the academic years of 1991-92, 2000-2001 and 2009-2010. 
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He went back to the US to Chicago and Washington DC to study economics and 

math and to work there. In the meantime he came back and forth and made his own 

research regarding his own history, the neighborhood and about the gecekondu. With 

the final amnesty he began to work on his thesis to write on the current subject as his 

MA thesis in economics. All throughout this period he was both a local and live

participant and inhabitant of the neighborhood, and this helped him considerably 

during his research on the issue. Besides, for the fieldwork, the researcher had 

established a team of squatter settlers of different ages and professions including a 

BU graduate and RHU inhabitant to help him in carrying out his research and 

obtaining data and information on the primary and secondary economic 

transformation process of the squatter settlers. In the middle of the research project 

Rumelihisan Mahallesi Sosyal Dayan1~ma ve Kiiltiir Demegi" (HiSARDER) 

(Association of Social Solidarity and Culture for Rumelihisan Neighborhood) is 

founded and was of c~onsiderably help to the researcher all throughout the fieldwork 

supplying him all kinds of information regarding the research subject with the 

expectation and the hope that the research will be utilized for the benefit of the 

squatter settlers ofRHU in a probable urban transformation' project. 

The researcher himself is a gecekondu/giindiizkondulsemi-apartmandondu 

co-owner together with his family, lived as a tenant in the central apartmankondus of 

RHU since 2000 and is currently the tenant of a car dealer from the same village of 

origin. The basement floor of his semi-apartmankondu is rented by various "esnafs", 

new migrants from Eastern Anatolia, BU students, RHU inhabitants and tenants. The 

second floor which was a giindiizkondu is rented by BU students and graduates and 

the newly finished roof floor is a family dwelling. Researcher's mother has a squat 
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resi~ence (the original gecekondu) rented by a "gatekeeper" family working in an 

apartment in Bebek. 

In his home-office of translation and consultancy services in RHU he 

employs an early RHU settler's son whom he has known since his elementary school 

years and who is also a BU graduate. They provide translation and Consultancy 

services to the nearby Notary Publics in Etiler and Bebek and the companies in these 

neighborhoods. One of the research's sisters had not ever been involved in the 

squatter settlement process and lives a middle-class life in the Kurtulu~ area in 

istanbul. His other sister- who lives and works in the US since late 80s as a 

registered nurse - has been a part of the squatter settlement life since her n1iddle 

school years upon building their squatter settlement in RHU five years after 

migrating to Bebek. She is a graduate of istanbul University Florence Nightingale 

Nursing College. After working a few years in various departments of Cerrahpa~a 

Medical Faculty she was employed first as a nurse at BU infirmary and then later at 

the Kindergarten before she left for the United States. The researcher's family has 

gone through a very similar process of primary and secondary economic 

transformation and this serves as a typical example for the respondents selected for 

data collection. 

Except a few cases, the researcher did not face serious problems regarding the 

field work, the questions directed, etc. since the respondents were confident enough 

about him and his ethical stance. This reminded the researcher of an anecdote: in the 

middle of 1980s; field work was conducted by an American anthropology PhD 

candidate in RHU who faced serious problems including mistrust of the squatter 

settlers concerning the purpose and the 'hidden agenda' of the research. On the other 
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hand, the researcher was trying her best to abide by the ethical standards of the 

research and even later wrote an article on the research and her ethical stance and 

concern entitled: "An anthropologist trying to be ethical, but still getting the job 

done" which was never forgotten by the current researcher and is used as a guideline. 

Sampling 

The population of the current study from which the sample of respondents is chosen 

is the overall population ofRHU who have lived through the transformation of the 

settlement during the 1990s. Thus, these people probably have firsthand, personal, 

accurate and complete lmowledge on the former condition of the settlement as it was 

completely a squatter settlement and on its new form after building the 

giindiizkondus. While choosing the sample of respondents to be interviewed those 

who are thought to best fulfill the purposes of this study were handpicked. This kind 

of a sampling is called judgmental sampling or purposive sampling as suggested by 

Churchill (1996, p. 483). As stated by Churchill (1996) "the sample elements are 

selected because it is believed that they are representative of the population of 

interest" which is the population of RHU in our case. 

The sample for this study consisted of 84 respondents chosen from among the 

population of RHU and BU (See Appendix C). Whenever need arose new 

respondents are found from among the population and the respondents are selected 

upon going through the deciphering of 1 ,500 pages of in-depth interviews and 

participant observation conducted for a period of six months all throughout the 

neighborhood. The interviews were conducted at two or three stages, each interview 
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taking at least four hours, some even taking eight to ten hours. Some respondents are 

interviewed a few times to obtain reliable data and to fill in the missing information 

as far as the research subject is considered. 

The sample has a widespread demographic variety consisting of males, 

females, young, middle aged, elderly, single, married, divorced, representatives of 

four generations ofRHU settlers, the urban poor, the lower, middle and higher 

income groups, different professions, various BU students and graduates both living 

in and outside of RHU, BU lecturers, tenants, early and later settlers of RHU still 

living in the gecekondus and from the poorest sections of the neighborhood, new 

migrants, BU employees in different parts of the university including the library 

employees and the gate keepers of the university. 

Data Analysis 

Data analysis is an important part of the research that has the power of determining 

the outcome. For this reason special attention should be paid and care be shown for 

this separate step. The data that is obtained through the field study period consists of 

tape-recorded interviews with the sample of respondents. So, at first the tape

recorded interviews are transcribed to be used more easily. Afterwards the data 

analysis tool or method is determined. Kolb's learning cycle is found to be a widely 

used and reliable method of data analysis that can be used with qualitative data. The 

method is explained by May lor and Blackmon (2005) and consists of several steps. 

The first step is the concrete experience of the researcher and this, for the current 

study, consists of the transcribed interviews. The second step is named reflective 
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observation and consists of three separate activities. The first activity is 

familiarization with the data and involves "becoming intimately familiar with" the 

data (Maylor and Blackmon, 2005, p. 348). In the second activity the researcher 

spends enough time with the issues and the data and reflects on the important events 

and facts. The third step, named reordering, the researcher summarizes the data to 

decipher the patterns explored within the data (Maylor and Blackmon, 2005, p. 349). 

The stage just before the final one is named abstract conceptualization where the 

researcher extracts the key concepts from the data. During the final stage of active 

experimentation the researcher evaluates the data for recurring concepts and patterns 

and checks whether or not these concepts and patterns fit with the model, theories 

and concepts suggested in the literature (Maylor and Blackmon, 2005, p. 349). In the 

current study the research followed these stages and made use of Kolb' s learning 

cycle for data analysis regarding the data obtained from RHU respondents. 

Reliability of the Data 

Reliability refers to obtaining similar results with other and independent 

measurements (Churchill, 196, p. 405). Thus, the results of the study should be 

replicated with other measurements carried out by different researchers. In order to 

ensure reliability the sample population is chosen through a judgmental and 

purposive sampling from the population of RHU so that they adequately represent 

RHU and that they give true information on the history of the settlement and on the 

transformation process after the 1990s. To increase reliability, similar questions are 

directed in different phases of the interview, cross-checked with the information 
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given by other respondents having a similar situation. Since reliability is an 

important concern for any researcher, in this study the respondents within the sample 

are chosen with utmost care taking their trust in the researcher, their trustworthiness 

in a purposive way so that they fully represent the settlement and provide the 

researcher with true, accurate, and hence reliable information. Since the researcher is 

a member of the RHU community, living in the neighborhood since late 1960s, 

having personal acquaintance with the issue at hand, having had experienced a 

similar economic transformation process, !mowing the issues and the basic relevant 

economic indicators, increased the reliability of the sample selected and the research 

process. 

Validity of the Data 

Validity refers to the accuracy with which the research is conducted. The issue 

determined at the start of the study, not another issue or concept that has some 

relation with it, should be distinctly and fully analyzed. In this study the issue to be 

analyzed is determined as the economic transformation within RHU from 1960 

onwards after which it became a settled neighborhood. Thus, the questions in the 

interviews are chosen as to assess the issue at hand. The respondents are questioned 

and directed so that they would give a complete account of the economic 

transformation. 

For validity and reliability purposes some interviews were conducted again 

after a few months in a shorter form to check the earlier responses and data provided 

by the respondents. 
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Limitations to the Study and the Ethical Issues 

The first limitation of the study is related to the sample selected. The sample is 

selected purposefully on a judgmental basis and is based on the knowledge of the 

researcher regarding the economic life histories of the representative respondents 

from their primary economic transformations onward. This selection method brings 

with it the risk of excluding certain respondents who have built similar 

giindiizkondus, albeit from different economic sources and including others coming 

from similar economic backgrounds, but having made different economic choices. 

Besides, the sample is chosen on acquaintance basis in order to obtain reliable and 

adequate data as it is rather difficult to convince the squatter settlers to be 

interviewed regarding their economic situation which is a private issue for them. 

They only reveal such information if and when they trust the researcher and his aims. 

It was even difficult to have the respondents tell their personal economic history 

narratives to see the change in their economic livelihood. The other related difficulty 

was the lack of recorded, official and/or published data regarding the respondents' 

profession, the rents they obtained, their earnings, investments, etc. as most of the 

economic activity in the region is unrecorded. This made it difficult to make 

generalizations from the sample selected. The other difficulty which was closely 

related to the first limitation is how to generalize the data obtained from this 

judgmental sample to the whole population ofRHU. 

Trust in the researcher and privacy of information posed another limitation to 

the study by inhibiting the interviewees to comfortably explain their economic 
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transformations, concealing information regarding their sources of income, etc., and 

the researcher had to devise indirect ways of obtaining the basic economic 

information. This has also led to ethical dilemmas on the part of the researcher to 

protect the respondents' privacy while getting the job done. In one instance where 

the researcher conducted an interview with one of the earlier hoc as (prayer) of RHU 

whom he personally knew for more than 30 years, even though the respondent 

agreed to be interviewed believing in and trusting the researcher; he declined to 

participate because tape recording and note taking during the interview went against 

his personal, religious and political beliefs. He suggested that the researcher was 

familiar with the issues and that he could later put the pieces together and write the 

basic facts in general. There were other similar situations and problems with some 

other respondents as well. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATION OF THE 
SQUATTER SETTLERS OF RUMELi HiSARUSTU 

"Ben kendi devrimimi yaptlm sua sizde" 
(I made my own revolution, now it is your turn) 

(An Early RHU Settler) 

Rumeli Hisartistti overlooks both Rumeli Hisan and Bebek and owes its existence to 

these two historical and well-off neighborhoods. Its major source of income during 

the primary stage and a significant portion of it during the secondary stage of 

economic transformation came from these neighborho'ods and today some portion of 

its income still comes from these neighborhoods as will be explained in the coming 

pages. Thus, it will be proper to provide a general framework and information 

regarding both Rumeli Hisar and Bebek. 

Rumeli Hisar is an old settlement located in between Baltaliman1 and Bebek. 

Actually the neighborhood was the first Turkish village in Bogazi<;i where a mosque 

was built and the location of the cemetery is determined. Owing to the fact that it was 

the first Turkish village in Bogazi<;i the borders of the neighborhood were kept large 

initially, and these borders were protected until1940. Afterwards they were 

narrowed to allow space for newer settlements and neighborhoods. The name of the 

neighborhood was Hermanion in antiquity and was modified to Lemokopion during 

the Byzantine period. After the construction of the Hisar fortress by the Ottomans the 

region began to be called as Rumelihisari and occasionally Bogazkesen, Bogazkesen 

Hisan, Yenicehisar and Yenihisar. It is the narrowest point ofBogazi<;i. Actually the 

fortress is the most important historical monument within the borders of Sanyer 
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municipality. Within the neighborhood there is the famous Turkish cemetery, A~iyan 

Mezarhg1. There is also an Armenian cemetery in the region which now belongs to 

Rumeli Hisariistli (RHU), although there are no Greek or Jewish cemeteries in the 

neighborhood. During its history there have been new arrivals to the region and the 

population became more mixed including Bosnian, Albanian, Macedonian, and 

others. The population of the region changed its characteristics further after the 

second wave of migration in 1970s with fresh arrivals from Anatolia. After this time 

the region began to be crowded and its surrounding regions also developed. N afibaba 

or RHU continued to develop further and besides this, fresh settlements were 

established in Kiic;iikarmutlu. Thereafter Rumeli Hisar neighborhood has become the 

most populous neighborhood within the Sanyer municipality. Thus, there appeared 

the need to divide the neighborhood and separate Fatih Sultan Mehmet and 

Baltaliman1 as new neighborhoods. The region was a popular countryside in Istanbul. 

The majority of the population was employed in occupations like fisherman, small 

shop-owner, and state officer. The fortress is a major tourist attraction point, and in 

recent years some concerts began to be held in the fortress. Robert College was the 

most important educational institution in the region and was transferred to the 

Ministry of Education in 1971. Its name was changed to Bogazic;i University (BU), 

which is the most prestigious university in the country where education is being 

conducted in English. The dormitories of the university are also built in the region. 

There was an Armenian elementary school in Rumeli Hisar which is currently 

closed. There are two associations in the neighborhood. One of them is the 

Rumelihisan Spar Kulilbil (RSK) (Rumelihisan Sports Club) and the other 

Rumelihisarlzlar Dernegi (RD) (Association ofRumelihisar Residents). According to 
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the 1997 census, the population of the neighborhood was 10,420 and it is estimated 

that it has reached 20.000 (Kesedar, n. d.). 

Bebek on the other hand is also a neighborhood on the shores of Rum eli 

situated between Arnavutkoy and Rumelihisar. The campus of BU is located 

between Bebek and Rumeli Hisan. Bebek is a neighborhood attracting the affluent 

people of istanbul. Throughout history, it hosted many sea-side residences which 

were owned by statesmen and members of the Ottoman dynasty or other affluent and 

influential people. Once upon a time there was a pier on the shore, but not operated 

today. Bebek is also a sightseeing place, but some part of the neighborhood is 

wooded and uninhabited (Sarac;, 2003; Kayra, 1993). The Park on the shore is 

rearranged and is in operation today. The historical wooden structures in Bebek have 

been almost completely demolished and replaced by apartments. Some of the early 

settlers of RHU were employed in and were residents of Bebek in 1960s but then 

seeing the opportunity of owning a squat in RHU they left the neighborhood. 

Background 

It is proper to provide some information on the physical characteristics of the 

neighborhood. The area, according to Heper's account, is around 34 hectares and of 

this 21 percent consists of streets, and walkways, and 1 percent consists of open 

spaces, schools and community facilities. The remaining land is occupied by 

dwelling units, shops, and lots. As of 1965, 1974, and 1975 there were 400, 1500 and 

1700 dwellings respectively. The majority has used wood, masonry and concrete as 

building material and most of the dwellings are one-storey m:asonry and detached 
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units. The construction material was purchased from the dealers in the neighboring 

areas. Some housing units were based on the model of Black Sea Houses and had 

long triangular roofs and large attics. Instead of the whitewash finish seen in Black 

Sea Houses, cement was used as the outer surface of the dwellings due to'the humid 

air of istanbul (Heper, 1978, p. 46). The construction process took a gradual form 

where basic dwelling units with one room and toilet are built initially and then other 

rooms added over time. Heper (1978) suggests that most of the residents ofRHU, 

around 90 percent, built their own houses. The average area of the houses varied 

between 60 to 80 square meters with the smallest at 20 and largest 120 square 

meters. The reason for keeping the area of the houses below 100 square meters is the 

building tax exemption provided for houses below 100 square meters. On the other 

hand, Karp at (2003) in his detailed account regarding the physical conditions and 

sizes of the squats in RHU suggests that only 17 percent were composed of a single 

room, with 53 percent having two and 30 percent three and more rooms. Most of the 

houses had a toilet but most were outside the house (p. 153). The heating of the 

houses was provided through wood and coal, more specifically 75 percent of the 

houses used wood only and 25 percent a combination of wood and coal. Making a 

comparison of the physical conditions of the squatter houses in RHU with houses in 

other squatter settlements around Turkey, Heper suggest that RHU squatter houses 

seemed to be better off(p. 47). Around 5 to 10 percent ofthe squatter settlers lived in 

rental houses. Some of the rental houses were only used on a seasonal basis and 

others permanently. The owners of the latter houses were almost wholly employed 

and lived in Germany. 
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The early settlers of RHU were the early construction workers and manual 

laborers in the nearby factories and in the wealthy neighborhoods of Etiler, Hisar and 

Bebek. After making a small gecekondu they brought in their families and relatives. 

Hence, their journey for the primary transformation process began. In the squatter 

settlement although they still lived as a community and those coming from the same 

villages lived nearby each other, they became a part of the city life in RHU. Their 

aim was to be able to create a life and to sustain their life in the city. The men 

worked in the factories, as laborers in the business of the rich families, at the then 

Robert College and then as BU employees, etc., and their wives worked as day 

laborers in the houses of well-off families. Although they became a part of the city 

life, they continued their relationship with their villages, i.e. they sent money to their 

villages, received goods from their relatives from the villages, they also raised 

chicken and cows nearby their squatter settlements, they grew plants like tomatoes, 

beans, cucumber, cabbage, zucchini, etc. in their gardens. Thus, the early squatter 

settlers continued their village life in RHU with certain modifications. While they 

worked for the university and for the families and factories in the vicinity to earn 

their basic income, they continued their village life in their gecekondu communities 

in RHU. Within Berry's (1980) classification of their adaptation to the urban 

environment this was also the beginning of their integrative acculturation. 

BU was officially founded in 10 September 1971. In the first academic year 

there were 94 faculty members exclusive of the ELD (English Language Prepatory 

Division). During the years the physical space of the university was expanded. 

Besides this, one new faculty and six institutes were added. The original campus of 

the university came to be known as the South Campus. North Campus was added on 
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the hilltop with the construction of the library, the Science and Engineering 

Laboratories Building, the Faculty of Education Building, the Men's Residence Hall 

II, the Women's Residence Hall II, the Educational Technology Building and the 

School of Foreign Languages (Freely, 2000, pp. 557-560). There is also the 

U <;aksavar Campus towards the direction of Etiler which is used as a residence and 

sport center. Lastly there is the Hisar Campus in the other direction and at the end of 

RHU where the School of Applied Disciplines and the Institute of Environmental 

Sciences and Men's Residence Hall VI are situated. There are also other campuses of 

the university out ofRHU, the first one being located in Kandilli and called the 

Kandilli Campus which houses Kandilli Observatory and Emihquake Center. The 

last campus is located in Kilyos and is called Santepe Campus. 

At this first stage a hybrid lifestyle is formed at RHU; on the one hand, the 

early settlers' life resembled the life in their villages, and on the other hand, they 

were acclimated to the city life through employment relationships. As their 

settlement was secured, as they solved their infrastructural problems like electricity 

and water they became a part of the city, and their economic life began to transform. 

They were no longer villagers or peasants, but they were not actual city dwellers 

either. This was the first phase of their integration with the urban environment. This 

primary transformation process increased its pace as they became more a part of the 

city, as their children were born or grew up at RHU, were educated in the nearby 

primary and secondary schools by studying with the children of the city dwellers of 

the nearby neighborhoods. 

The settlement received water supply which in earlier times was limited in 

scope but increased later. The squatter settlers had also built their own sewage 
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system and connected it illegally to the city system. Prior to 1972 there were no 

street lamps in the neighborhood but were erected that year. One of our respondents 

suggests the following: 

We had no electricity in the beginning. We studied by the gas lamp. In 
the primary school, between 1967-1972, we were studying with the gas 
lamp, the street lamps were erected after '72, initially we were getting 
electricity illegally, then the electrometers were received, and then 
everything turned into formality ... then fountains were built in each 
neighborhood, but long queues were formed in front of the fountains, ... 
if the water was cut off the queues were still formed, ... even in 197 6 
water cuts occurred, ... then we were obtaining water from wells. 
(Interview; male, married, age 49, RHU settler). 12 

At street intersections lighting was placed and the houses also have electricity. But 

the electricity infrastructure was not adequate. There is a primary school in the 

neighborhood which was donated by the famous Turkish actress Tiirkan ~oray and 

still carries her name. The construction of the school began 'in 1972 and was made 

ready for education in 1973 with the name 50111 Year Tiirkan ~oray Primary School 

(Tiirkan ~oray ilkokulu web site, http://turkansoray.k12.tr/). 

On both ends of the neighborhood there is a mosque in operation today. 

Around mid 1970s there were no medical facilities in the region and only one 

pharmacy (Heper, 1978, p. 48). There were around 35 stores in th,e settlement and 

Heper (1978) suggests that around 85 percent of all food purchases were carried out 

within the neighborhood. The stores consisted of 5 hardware stores, 20 grocery 

stores, 4 household goods stores, 1 pharmacy, 6 coffee houses or ktraathane, 1 

butcher, 1 iron-work shop, 1 electrician, 3 barbers, and 1 restaurant (Heper, 1978, p. 

49). 

12 The original texts of the quotations from the interviewees are presented in Appendix D. 
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The basic unit in the neighborhood was nuclear family with the tnale 

dominating the decisions made in the family. The nuclear family and relations 

revolving around it were emphasized over relations with distant relatives. Thus there 

was a weakening of kinship relations in RHU but the closer ones were preserved. 

The majority of the squatters also preserved relations with their villages. The 

squatters got used to and adapted to the urban life in a gradual manner. People had a 

tendency to emphasize self-reliance and achievement over communal relations and 

solidarity. Still there was a feeling of community, and people acted for the common 

interest of the community. In this way they had been able to install their own sanitary 

sewerage network, improve the roads within and surrounding the area and bring 

utility services such as water and electricity to the area. They did this despite the 

weakening of the community ties and the growing importance of money relations 

(Heper, 1978, p. 50). One of our respondents narrated the construction of the main 

road ofRHU as follows: 

There was a bulldozer operator. He was working frotn early morning 
until midnight. We have also built the main road. From Etiler to 
Hisariistii. We have built that road with the help of the neighborhood 
association and with the help of the members of the association for the 
development of the countryside and the BU. (Interview; male, married, 
age 75, early settler ofRHU). 

At the time of their arrival squatters had close relationships with one another and 

with their villagers. Actually, relationships were important then since it was these 

relationships that triggered migration and settlement to RHU. The migrants and new 

settlers of RHU were very dependent on their relatives and villagers for getting basic 

information regarding the city and the job market within the city. Relatives and 

villagers facilitated and mediated the access of migrants to the job market by 
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providing information regarding available jobs in different sectors. However, Karpat 

(2003) suggests that the majority of the squatters preferred to hide the fact that they 

had received help from their relatives and villagers in accessing jobs due to feelings 

of embarrassment (p. 14 7). This was how the migrants established their initial 

contact with the job market. After this they adapted themselves to the conditions and 

lifestyle within the city and tended to develop feelings and activities of self-reliance 

rather than always relying on group solidarity. Solidarity ties were also established 

with the nearby BU members and employees. The first mass transportation was also 

secured through the activity of the BU members and the RHU settlers as explained 

by one of our respondents: 

When something happened the squatter settlers informed us and we 
accompanied them in resisting against the authorities. We were the 
members of the student association and helped to the process of inclusion 
of the region within the mass transportation network of the city and first 
buses with numbers 43 and 53 arrived in this way. (Interview; female, 
married, age 57, former BU lecturer). 

From Early Settlement to Land Titles 

The lands of the Treasury (hazine arazisi) on which the RHU gecekondus were built 

extended to the hills of Rumelihisar and Bebek in the west and was transferred to the 

municipality by the government. Before its invasion by the squatter settlers some of 

these lands belonged to a retired official. Lack of roads and its undetectability from 

the main road along the Bosphorus made the place inaccessible and provided good 

security for the original usurper. According to Karpat (1976), a group of low-waged 

Robert College employees and their friends and relatives began to set up their own 

dwellings due to the high rents in Rumelihisan. In the interviews Karpat conducted 
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with the original founders it was stated that "all the people in the group were from 

the same region and had lmown each other for years" and that they had been living in 

the city for several years. Interestingly enough, the new settlers found out that the 

original usurper who occupied this big area of land did not have any legal title. These 

people had "persuaded" this "owner" to sell them the land at a low price after 

ambushing and beating the man one night in the dark. In the coming days, they 

divided this big land into several lots and erected the first 20 to 30 dwellings in 

around 1958 (p. 79). 

Since the majority of the lands belonged to the government, to guarantee the 

continued existence of the gecekondu, the early squatters were well aware that "the 

survival of the settlement depended on their actual numerical strength and the 

resulting ability to defend it against authorities, since their action violated every 

building code and property law" (Karpat, 1976, pp. 79-80). As one of the early 

settlers ismail also brought some of his relatives to the new squatter settlement he 

built. He had occupied enough land for distribution to his relatives. He also thought 

that this would also create a social solidarity web. On the other hand, some early 

settlers divided the land and sold it to other persons, most of the time from the same 

village of origin so that a socio-economic web of relations would be built and 

developed (Aged 51, male, married, born and living in RHU). 

The settlers had founded an Association for Settlement Ilnprovement in 1964, 

and later re-founded it in 1973. The most important issue for association members 

was securing the titles to the land. Actually this was an important step for the 

squatters since most of them migrated to the city with the aim of owning property 

and thereby securing their lives as suggested by Karpat (2003, p. 148). Getting the 
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property in a squatter area within the city meant reaching the level of affluence for 

most of them or at least the primary step toward it. When compared with their 

economic and social conditions in the villages gecekondu was a very important 

opportunity for squatters. With such 1notivations and feelings the RHU settlers 

attached much importance to their settlements and this forced them to establish group 

solidarity against the government and the possibility of their houses being 

demolished by the state forces. One of our respondents suggests the following about 

the process of obtaining the titles from istanbul Teknik Universitesi (iTU) (Istanbul 

Technical University): 

Then ITU had assigned lawyers to solve this issue; Mr. Erciiment and 
Mrs. Beyza. They asked me, how we can get the money from people for 
their titles. Then I was working in a store in Osmanbey. I called him from 
Osmanbey. Mr. Lawyer said how are you going to do for the people? 
You, I said, will open an account in Ziraat Bankas1, and those who have 
paid their debts will bring the receipts and you will give them their titles. 
Oh really, he said, it is a very good idea, let's do it thatway. Then we 
opened an account in Ziraat Bankas1 through the automatic password, 
and [showing the documents to the researcher] see these are the receipts, 
the bank seals showing that the money is deposited. Those who finish 
their debts go to the bank, get their receipts, take it to the lawyer, and the 
lawyer writes the title paper, and sends it in a file. Then you go to the 
bank and receive the title one week later. (Interview; male, married, age 
67, early RHU settler). 

RHU was a very political and left-wing-oriented squatter settlement area before the 

coup de etat in 1980, providing a safe haven to various marginal groups as well. But 

for the basic infrastructural needs of the area such political affiliation was not taken 

into consideration since the settlers had a common cause of creating a decent 

neighborhood to live in with basic infrastructure. The political ideology prevalent 

within their region created a kind of solidarity among the people of RHU which is 

narrated by one of our respondents as follows: "It was intense. When a house was 
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built in Hisarilstil, when a squatter was built, ... it was built in one night but, you just 

look in a moment, 3 0 people, and they finish everything in one night." (Interview; 

male, married, age 50, RHU settler). 

This was achieved by the time of late 70s. With the military coup of 1980 the 

squatter settlement activities and building new settlements almost came to a halt. The 

military administration did not even give permission for the operation of some newly 

established groceries in the area. In one account, one of the early settlers of RHU and 

our respondent had a grocery shop established and in operation with a tax number 

but without a license in Cami Sokak before the 1980 coup de etat where today there 

is a photocopy shop, ilhan Copy, operated by his son. After the coup, a new 

municipal police branch director, a retired army officer, was appointed as the Sanyer 

branch director by the incumbent military administration. During the times of martial 

law he began to investigate the 3 5 grocery shops in Sanyer whose official 

documentation was not complete since they had been established recently and he 

came to RHU to investigate the grocery shop of the respondent as well. After 

investigating, the officers wrote a report. After a month they came again, stating that 

the grocery shop had to be closed down since it did not have any license and that 

giving licenses was stopped. These 35 shop owners went to the branch directorate to 

have their groceries opened. Then a court case was opened by our respondent and the 

other representatives. The branch director stated that in Article 18 of the law, a 

squatter settlement could not be a business place and that it had to be closed down. 

But the complainants stated that the people living in the squatter settlement had to do 

their shopping. 
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The court case took one-and-a-half years, and the court decided to close down 

the grocery shop. Until the elections and resumption of the multi-party system in 

1983 there was intense control over the squatter areas. There was also demolition 

activity against the squatter settlements as one of our respondents witnessed: 

"Hisarlistli was the region just opposite of the school downwards. It was fully in 

green. When authorities came to demolish the houses we resisted against demolition 

together with the squatter settlers."13 (Interview, female, married, age 57, former BU 

employee). 

According to the figures given by Karpat (1976) the price of the land lots still 

available in the squatter settlements surveyed in 1968 valued between $80 to $222 

which was about 10 to 50 times less than the price of the legal building lots of the 

same quality and size'in the other parts of the city. By time agecekondu land market 

was formed which had its own rules, new "gecekondu entrepreneurs" emerged who 

sold the building materials of briquettes, bricks, cement and construction sand and in 

some cases built and sold the gecekondus. The total price of the gecekondu houses 

including the land value ranged between $400 and $600 in the period of 1966-68. 

The formation and development of this gecekondu land and house market indicated 

that if the title to the land could be obtained owning land and gecekondu in such a 

place would be very profitable for the inhabitants. At this point socio-economic 

solidarity became important to legalize the settlements and to create a socio-political 

power base. Then in 1964 the settlement expanded through further invasion even to 

the privately owned land. In a case that Karpat states, the person owning the land had 

13 "Hisarlistli tam okulun kar§Ismda a§agi dogru olan yerdi. Tamamen ye§illikti. Belediyeciler evleri 
ylkmaya gelince gecekodulularla birlikte y1k1ma kar§I direnirdik." 
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to agree to sell the land to the settlers at a relatively cheap price of 121ira per square 

meter, but the squatters, believing the false rumors that the land could be obtained 

free, breached the agreement and had to buy the lands again from the same owner 

when the case was brought to court and the court decided that it was a private 

property and that they had to pay. However, the squatters paid rather low prices to 

that person. While the population ofRHU (then Nafi Baba) was dominantly 

composed' of migrants from the villages of Y enikoy, Ktrtntl and Kayactk of 

Giimii~hane and ~ebinkarahisar of Giresun and there were around 1900 people in 

1968, as more migrants came from other provinces RHU become more 

heterogeneous and more densely populated. On the Baltalitnant front, the settlements 

behind Beh9et Kemal <;aglar Lisesi today were inhabited by the workers employed 

in a quarry owned by a non-Turkish citizen. There was government land next to the 

quarry and it was occupied by Niyazi Altlnta~ and Hasan Bahar, migrants from the 

provinces of Trabzon and Ordu on the Black Sea. They brought their relatives and 

friends as well. By time this settlement expanded south up the hill and merged with 

the N afi Baba settlement and formed one single unit in 1971-72 which became RHU. 

Some parts ofRHU squatter settlement were assigned to the Technical University of 

istanbul for its new campus and to tum this neighborhood into a zoological park 

(Karpat, 1976, pp. 80-82). 

Sources of Income 

RHU today is a very specific university town with its own features. The early s~ttlers 

and the first generation of the RHU squatter settlers had their origins in their villages 
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in Anatolia. One of our respondents, a former BU employee, explains this fact as 

follows: 

None of them were from Trachia. Early settlers were from 
~ebinkarahisan and then those from Giimli~hane, ~iran had arrived ... 
then there were very few from Sivas ... but the first comers were from 
~ebinkarahisar. We had a friend who shot a short time documentary titled 
'From ~ebinkarahisar to Hisarlistli' The film was completed both in 
~ebinkarahisar and Hisarlistli. (Interview; female, married, age 57, 
former BU employee). 

The qualifications of the first generation were limited to their masonry skills and 

construction experience. Some even worked as gate keepers, neighborhood security 

officers and night shift factory keepers. From the beginning of its formation until the 

present day BU and RHU have been integrated with each other as two sides of the 

same coin. After Robert College was transformed into BU in 1971 and as RHU 

became the squatters' settled neighborhood, the relationship between BU and RHU 

began to take an organic form. The workforce and the personnel needs ofBU from 

the cooks and dishwashers of Kennedy Lodge to the employees at the library, from 

the nurses and cleaners of the infirmary to the low level administrators in the various 

university departments are supplied by the squatter settlers of RHU. In the same 

manner women of RHU began to perform housework in the affluent neighborhoods 

of Bebek, Etiler and Emirgan. Their husbands also began to work as drivers, work in 

the factories, as gardeners and in other workplaces of the affluent people. One of the 

respondents tells the story of his parents as follows: 

He goes to work outside the village and earns his money as unqualified 
laborer. After coming to istanbul my mother begins working. My mother 
works as a domestic and father as a construction worker. Then as my 
mother was employed in Etiler the woman of the house asks about my 
mother's spouse and whether he can work or not. Her employees were 
working at the Ottoman Bank. Afterwards my father enters the Ottoman 
Bank as a driver. (Interview; male, married, age44, RHU settler). 
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The internal economy of RHU was limited to the basic needs of the squatter settlers 

since a few students were renting houses at RHU. Until the beginning of the 

secondary economic transformation with the building of the 'gilndilzkondu' 

apartments (apartmankondus) in early 1990s RHU was a workforce reservoir ofBU 

as well as the nearby wealthy neighborhoods. 

An important source of income for the squatter settlers was the money being 

sent from the early migrants of RHU to Germany that began in the middle of 1960s. 

Early squatter settlers, especially ones from ~iran, had gone to Germany as guest 

workers and in a few years they began to send money to their relatives still living in 

RHU. One of the respondents suggested that: "There were those who went to 

Germany directly from the village. In that sense we are like a crowded tribe in 

Germany. There are many of our villagers in Germany. They have urbanized in 

Germany and live in the same neighborhood and the same system continues."14 

(Interview, male, married, aged 44). 

The third major source of income was the taxi license plates and the 

secondhand car dealing sectors in istanbul which were mainly carried out by the 

~ebinkarahisar originated RHU settlers. The leaders of this sector were from RHU 

and they had accumulated significant amounts of capital, which was later invested in 

the main gilndilzkondu apartments in RHU. With the building of the apartmankondu 

in the early 1990s and after accumulating wealth through family solidarity, the 

process of secondary economic transformation of the squatter settlers of RHU began. 

14 "Koyden dogrudan Almanya'ya gidenler vard1. Boyle bakarsak biz Almanya'da kalabahk bir a§iret 
gibiyiz. Almanya'da 90k koyllimliz var. Almanya'da §ehirlile§tiler ve aym mahallede oturuyolar ve 
aym system devam ediyor." 
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Regarding the sources of income; taxi ownership and renting taxi plates has a 

special place in RHU. As stated earlier, the taxi sector in istanbul came into being 

with the organized efforts of a few Sebinkarahisarlz families in RHU in early 70s. As 

wealth accumulated in the hand of these few families they have invested the money 

accumulated from the sale of taxis and rental of taxi plates into titled real estate in 

Arnavutkoy, Bebekiistii, Ulus, Kurw;e~me, Emirgan, shortly in the nearby affluent 

neighborhoods. Another significant portion of their accumulated capital was invested 

into the newly built apartmankondus in RHU which are among the few outstanding 

apartments with their elevators and planned designs in the neighborhood. Today, 

besides the early owners of taxis and taxi plates, there are some new taxi owners still 

RHU settlers but from other city origins such as Giimii~hane and Sivas. There is even 

a taxi owner who was once a library employee at BU, who built his own apartment 

and bought a taxi and rented it to taxi drivers and at the same time early settlers of 

RHU and/ or their offspring. One of our respondents suggested the following about 

how he began driving taxis: 

After I shut down the shop I rented a taxi. Before that I worked as a 
driver. Then I rented plates. I bought a car. I was giving 2,8 million 
monthly rent to taxi. I had around 7-8 million income. Then that taxi 
helped me to buy my furniture, to build my house, to send my children to 
school. (Interview; male, married, age 43, RHU settler). 

There is another respondent whose father had managed to buy a taxi plate and his 

story is as follows: 

Of course. I was 24 when I married. My mother was pregnant as she 
came. When I married, my mother still went to domestic work as I was 
24 years old. And my father was working in Osmanh Bankas1, and he 
again worked with the taxi plate which he bought through borrowing 
money from Osmanh Bankas1. .. He was working in two jobs ... I began to 
work on the taxi right after I finished my military service. (Interview; 
male, divorced, age 43, RHU settler). 
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This respondent also began to pursue amateur photography while he was employed 

as a taxi driver in his father's taxi. He was mainly working at nights and had the 

opportunity to witness the night life around istanbul. In recent times he became a 

worldwide known photographer attracting much attention in the media. His works 

were exhibited in several art galleries in istanbul and can be seen on the Internet. He 

also explained how his family's first squat was built: 

The squat; first one room, then as you know one other room after earning 
some money, and then another. Expanding the squatter, together with the 
children. Formerly squats could only be built by parts. There was 
poverty. They first built one room and a toilet and then added another 
room. (Interview; male, divorced, age 43, RHU settler). 

Another respondent who owned a taxi began his employment in istanbul in a tea 

shop (9ayocagz) of an office block (i~ hanz) in Karakoy and through the money he 

earned as a 9ayocagz owner he built his house. Later through his clientelistic 

relations he was able to open a Tekel shop on the main road which had the license to 

sell alcohol. The Tekel shop was opened around 1996 and he also added chance 

games such as iddia to his shop. Through the money earned from the buffet he was 

able to buy a taxi and bought a summer house. He and his sons now operate the 

Tekel Shop in RHU and they employ three RHU settlers. Recently they opened a 

new branch on the same street, a few hundred meters away, across the main bus-stop, 

Hisar campus of BU and a touristic restaurant overlooking the Bosphorus and the 

Second Bosphorus Bridge. 
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Another form of employment was operating small cafes and tea shops 

(9ayocagz) around different business hans15 in istanbul. This profession is mainly 

favored by the ~ebinkarahisarh group. An example of this is a cafe owner in RHU 

whose grandfather began operating 9ayocagz in a large han. Later his father 

continued the profession of his grandfather in different places around istanbul. The 

grandson is the last one in the family operating a cafe mainly attended by males in 

RHU. There are other ~ebinkarahisarh settlers ofRHU who have operated tea shops 

around istanbul, and many have built their apartments with the money they earned 

from this business. 

One of our respondents was a truck owner and dealt with removal business in 

RHU, mainly servicing BU students. His grandmother, the mother of his father, was 

a doorkeeper in Bebek, and she had first settled in RHU by appropriating a plot of 

the land there while she was working in Bebek. The father of this truck owner was 

employed in Aksaray in a shoe manufacturing firm, his elder brother had graduated 

from the university and was employed as a Marketing Manager in a firm, and his 

sister was an employee at the BU in the Purchasing Department. His father is retired 

and opened a shoe repair shop in RHU and his mother is occasionally employed as a 

domestic worker. He told the story of the difficulty they encountered in building their 

small semi-apartmankondu through family solidarity as follows: 

Around 1990-92 at intervals ... formerly we had one storey .. .I was single, 
and my older brother was single too, ... we built our floor and inhabited 
it .. hardly, and then since we had no money, ... we were small, and did 
not work, my elder brother was studying at the university, then we were 

15 Large commercial buildings having a small commercial tea-making room in the basement of each 
of them in the business districts of the big cities from early fifties onward to cater to the beverage, tea 
and coffee needs of the businessmen. Usually these tea-houses were operated privately and the early 
squatter settlers were the operators of such 9ayocag1. 
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not working .... We were burdens for our mother and father, ... then .with 
debt a floor and then we built these floors during the election times, the 
municipality pressed us much while we built them, we have had troubles 
with the police, ... don't build, there are cotnplaints they said. In the next 
election, five years later we built another floor and then built an attic 
storey, and we had two floors, and then, upper storey two floors and the 
entrance one floor, father and mother live at the first floor, and we, I and 
my elder brother live in the second floor, and we struggle to make our 
living like that. (Interview; male, married, age 35, RHU settler). 

Primary Economic Transformation of the Squatter Settlers ofRutneli Hisariistii 

RHU in 1950s was known as Nafibaba squatter settlement due to the entombed saint 

Nafi Baba who is now within the BU premises nearby the helicopter airfield. Before 

the squatters settled in the region, there were several buildings that were rented to the 

American officers and sergeants, and houses in which middle class and poorer 

families lived. A group of low-waged workers from the Robert College were in 

trouble ·with the rising rents in Rumeli Hisar and for this reason they began to search 

for land to settle on. Then the first settlers of the RHU invaded the land within the 

region. These properties werelater sold to other people who either had a relation to 

them or heard the news regarding the invasion of RHU. The prices for this land were 

much lower than other land within istanbul and gave other migrants the opportunity 

to find a settlement at relatively low costs (Karpat, 2003, p. 136). The presence of 

relatives in the same settlement provided a kind of security against illness, 

unemployment, and other risks, for the squatter settlers. The settlements in RHU 

were dependent on the solidarity among, and the organizational capability, and 

harmony of the squatter settlers. These were reinforced through kinship, villager 

relations and through unifying around practical interest. In a short time the 
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population of the neighborhood became more heterogeneous with the dominant 

elements coming from Ktnntl, Yenikoy and Kayactk (Karpat, 2003, p. 137). 

RHU was in the close proximity to istinye, Rumelihisan, Bebek, Etiler and 

Levent, where employment opportunities became available when a series of 

apartments began to be built in the districts of Etiler and Levent whose residents 

were from the higher-income groups. Then two factories, drug and electrical 

appliance plants were established at Levent, and this was followed by the expansion 

of the shipyards at istinye on the Bosphorus. On the main road of Btiytikdere Caddesi 

today a sanayi c;ar~zsz (industrial city bazaar) consisting of car repair shops were 

established which also led to settlements lmown as Sanayi Mahallesi (Industrial 

Neighborhood) today. The other additional sources of employtnent for both men and 

women were at Robert College, the Baltalimant hospital and with wealthy families in 

the district of Bebek. When the Robert College (now BU) added a university section 

to its existing junior college section in 1955, it became a source of additional job 

opportunity for some 50 people from the Black Sea region (Karpat, 1976, pp. 78-79). 

Heper (1978) suggests that the average monthly income per household in the 

squatter area was about around 2000 TL. 20 percent of the households were earning 

around 1200 TL and 50 percent around 3500 TL. The average household income in 

the settlement was close or equal to the average income level for upper-middle-level 

civil servants. The permanent employment rate among men was 50 percent. Ninety 

percent of women were employed in domestic work. One third of children were 

employed as apprentices in different technical or repair jobs and thereby learned a 

vocation. Half of the household heads engaged in jobs related to the construction 

sector, some 20 per cent were employed in factories and around 5 percent were in the 
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service of the government. The remaining group was self-employed. Only a minority 

of women worked in factories (p. 51). Some minority of the population, around 2-3 

percent, were employed within the settlement in jobs such as storekeeper or worked 

in sewage and road construction. Factory work was hard to find but stable when 

compared to construction work. One of the respondents suggested that his father had 

found employment as a guardian and narrated the event as follows: 

He was initially working for Dogan Nadir in Hisar who had a sea side 
residence there. They told him that he should keep an eye on the 
neighborhood until the morning. After this his employment was turned 
into the guardianship ofHisariistli and became formalized. There were 
searching for a guardian for Rumeli Hisar. As he was doing this job he 
told himself, let me build a squatter there. (Interview; male, married, age 
50, RHU settler). 

This primary economic transformation process is also a process of expansion and 

enlargement. As their incomes increase and as their children come to the age of 

marriage new additions are made to their squatter settlements or new ones are built if 

they have enough land. Except the school-age children the entire family acts in 

solidarity in saving money. One of our respondents states the contribution of his 

mother to the family income during those times as follows: 

My mother too .. between 1968-70 ... began to do domestic work in 
Bebek, eventually ... so, all the three kids who came to _is!anbul hct.d 
started school, around 1970s, all are going to school, to Bebek, the kids 
of courses needed some sort of a daily allowance, there are the expenses 
of the house, so my mother also began to work to make a contribution, ... 
after the 1970s, she went to Bebek for five years. (Interview; male, 
married, age 49, RHU settler). 

There are other migrants whose families had arrived and settled in Bebek. Some of 

these people had found employment at the then Robert College. One of our 

respondents suggests the following: "So, for example, my father's ... how should I 
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tell.. his aunt..husband of his aunt .. he is in .. Bogazi<;i University .. most 

probably ... we called it American College. He was a gardener, he took my father to 

work with him ... "16 (Interview; female, single, 56 years old, e·arly RHU settler). 

Even the school-age children work in the breaks, weekends and in the after-

school hours to earn money. But since the land occupied and/or bought is limited and 

is fully occupied after sometime it becomes impossible to expand more. Some 

families who do not have enough land even begin to live with their married sons and 

daughters in the same squatter settlements. Besides, after the coup de etat in 1980 

there is strict control over the building of new squatter settlements or building second 

and third floors. This process continues until the second half of the 80s. 

The majority of the family income, around 75 percent, was spent for food 

since families were not able to grow their own food due to limitations on physical 

space. Only a few families could keep animals. Besides this, there was not much 

reliance on food sent from the village according to Heper, whereas Karpat (2003) 

gives a different explanation of the issue and suggests that squatters received some 

food from their villages and that this food was of much higher quality than food sold 

in the city shops (p. 140). Karpat (2003) even mentions the development of a food 

economy within the villages targeting the gecekondu market (p. 140). Squatters 

bought food from within settlement stores which sold the food at prices 1 0-15 

percent (Karpat, 2003, p. 139). Squatters spent little money on outside entertainment 

since the majority of families had a television set. Heper (1978) suggests that the 

16 "Boylece, ornegin, babamm... nas1 diim... halas1... halasmm kocas1.... 0... Bogazic;i 
Universitesi'nde .. muhtemelen .... Biz oraya Amerikan Koleji diyoruz. Bahc;ivan'd1, babam1 da 
kendisiyle birlikte c;ah§sm diye gotiirdU ... " 
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squatters had an average of 10 TL daily transportation cost per person and the yearly 

heating cost was around 2000 to 2500 TL per family. Store owners allowed 

customers to buy on a daily and pay on a monthly basis without any interest charges. 

The squatter settlement has a moderately well economic situation among other 

squatter settlements in Turkey owing to the presence of BU. 

Actually one respondent, a relatively early BU graduate, has been living in 

RHU since 1989 and gave a full account of the transformation process within the 

BU. He and his school and house-mates had the opportunity to live in RHU in the 

gecekondu houses before they were demolished and then in the apartmankondu when 

they replaced the gecekondu. During his education in BU he had the experience of 

entering the business life around the school in RHU through a photocopy business 

and had established close relations with the residents of the RHU. Before the 

apartmankondus were built, only some BU students had the opportunity to rent a 

house in RHU. He suggests that BUstudents had always the opportunity of earning 

their own money through private tutoring which gives them some degree of 

independence and economic freedom. Before 1990s BU attracted the majority of the 

affluent class member college students and the majority carne from within istanbul or 

the main cities around Turkey. But with the advent of the private universities the BU 

student profile changed. Thus, BU became a university with a student profile corning 

from all of Anatolia and other big cities besides istanbul. But the economic income 

level of the students' families was still high. For this reason, they still had the option 

of renting a house jointly with a few friends. In the early 90s during the final time of 

the primary transformation and after the dormitories were located within and around 

RHU, students tended to spend their time within the university campuses and ate 
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mostly from the dining hall of the university, which had not yet been privatized. 

Those staying in rented houses did not have to eat out and spend their money and 

saved it only for rental and other expenses, since eating out was not fashionable and 

in those times there were only a few restaurants in RHU which occasionally served 

BU students. In the open area between RHU and the gates of South Campus there 

were some buffets that were open at night and sold diiriim ("roll") and other meat-

based fast food. These buffets became popular among BU students as well as within 

istanbul. In a short time, they became very popular. Etiler high society and elite 

people began to eat durum here and to hang out, and a seedy night life grew in RHU 

that attracted some drug dealers and Mafioso-style persons. Due to problems with the 

BU students and the drug dealing activity, the BU Rectorate used its power to close 

these night buffets and end the lifestyle thus established. This coincided with the 

transformation of the RHU into an "apartmankondu" settlement with BU students 

being attracted to rental houses. Thus, the student activity within the school tended to 

spread through RHU and eating out became more popular among students and many 

restaurants were opened in the region. Our interviewee suggested the following: 

All meals are eaten in the school canteen. The school canteen was not 
headed by the private [sector]. The school had its canteen .... The number 
of students did also increase and restaurants began to become popular 
slowly. For example, there is a very popular food sector now. (Interview; 
male, single, age 39, RHU resident, BU graduate). 

But after 2003 and 2004 the university began to operate the campus in Kilyos and 

constructed dormitories and some of the YADYOK departments were shifted into 

this new campus. This changed the life in BU considerablY, A considerable majority 

of the new entrants to the university do not come to RHU but go directly to Kilyos 

and cannot participate in the life within and around the BU campuses in RHU. But 
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most of the students staying in dormitories in Kilyos tend to rent a house in RHU 

after they make a sufficient number of friends with whom they can share the rent. 

Actually, Kilyos campus is at a distant location to the city center and popular places. 

This is an important factor increasing the tendency to rent a house in RHU. 

Change in State Policies 

Transformation within the BU also had different aspects as narrated by a current 

employee of the BU Library who had been a resident of RHU until his family house 

was demolished by Karayollan (The Department of Highways). He was one of the 

last few inhabitants ofRHU who could find employment in BU through his 

acquaintances, a viable and frequently applied way for employment for RHU 

residents. But after the millennium, state policies regarding the hiring process of civil 

servants changed. One interviewee suggests the following: "Then we were the first 

who entered to the University with the Kamu Personeli Sec;me S1nav1 (KPSS) (Public 

Personnel Selection Examination) examination around four-five years ago. With 

these examinations around uc;-dort personnel come to the library each year."17 

(Interview; male, single, age 29, former RHU resident and BU library employee). 

One of the gatekeepers at the BU whose father owns a gecekondu in Armutlu 

and who was once a resident of Kuc;ukarmutlu and RHU and who later bought a 

titled flat of his own in Sultanbeyli with his and his wife's savings who was a 

domestic worker explained that in the past one could not be employed at BU without 

17 "0 zamanlar, dort-be~ yll once Universite'ye KPSS ile ilk girenlerdeniz. Bu smavlarla her y1l 
kUttiphaneye yakla~lk ti<;-dort personel gelir." 
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the presence of very special and strong contacts and references. The same respondent 

suggested that in modern times there were no such issues and any employee of BU 

was chosen through the KPSS examination. The gatekeeper suggested the following: 

In earlier times one needed strong references to gain employment at the 
BU. This person would tell your positive aspects to the hiring personnel 
at the BU and thereby you could get a job .... But nowadays this condition 
is changed and the hirers at BU look only at the KPSS score which 
should preferentially be over 80 or 90 points. (Interview; male, married, 
age 42, early RHU settler). 

The state began to carry out central examinations ofKPSS and choose civil servants 

according to their success in these examinations thereby reducing informal 

relationships and their impact on the hiring process with the aim of achieving a just 

system to provide equal opportunity to citizens in accessing state jobs. Our 

respondent suggests that after this policy began to be applied by the state the number 

of RHU residents employed in BU began to drop considerably since many of them 

were at retirement age and just a few or no new job entrants from the RHU were 

seen. Almost all of the new officers and civil servants are chosen through the 

examinations. Another change was in the services provided by BU and its personnel. 

The university began to privatize some of the services carried out by university 

personnel and permitted the ta~eron (sub-contracting) firms to carry out these 

services. The school cafeteria began to be operated by different private firms. Other 

than this, cleaning and gate keeping work once carried out by BU personnel were 

also assigned to ta~eron firms. Our respondent suggests the following about this: 

We entered [the university] four individuals as directly attached to the 
university. But the remaining individuals were attached to the ta~eron 
firms. There was difference in treatment during our period of 
employment. (Interview; male, single, age 29, former RHU resident and 
BU library employee). 
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But these firms were required to keep the personnel who formerly worked for the 

BU. Our respondent was able to enter the state examinations and pass, thereby 

preserving his status as a civil servant in BU. 

These were important steps in establishing ties with BU and commercial 

entities. These activities were also accompanied with the sponsorship of several 

university related events given to firms and allowing advertisements to be placed on 

billboards displayed throughout the university. The university has had sponsorship 

agreements with several private banks, firms and individuals. Today there are two 

banks within the university premises; Garanti Bank in South Campus, and Akbank in 

North Campus. In this way the university began to get more in contact with the 

business world and markets. After the establishment of the North Campus, radio 

broadcasts began under the name ofRadyo Bogazivi. This was actually a 

continuance of the radio broadcasting experience during the years ofRobert.College 

and had been re-started in 1992 along with the trends of establishing private radio 

and televisions in Turkey and through the opportunity of licenses being granted by 

the state. Radyo Bogazivi is popular among the BU students and broadcasts through 

an FM band thereby reaching very distant places around Turkey. Many local RHU 

businesses advertised on the radio which became a source of income for the radio 

and to increase their business proceeds. 

Path to Apartmankondu 

After Ozal came to power in 1983 and the multi-party system was resumed, the 

political atmosphere began to change. The neo-liberal policies of ANAP gave rise to 
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a new populist clientele relationship in politics. One of our respondents narrates this 

period as follows: 

Of course ... It changed with Ozal. .. this Ozal policy, which is criticized 
by everyone in Turkey, was a policy that led people to lose their 
intellectual abilities and to concentrate wholly on rent-seeking .. Ozal 
achieved this in Turkey. (Interview; male, married, age 50, RHU settler). 

At this point we shall give an example to the clientele relationships between RHU 

settlers and the leading parties of the period. These relationships were used to bring 

several services to RHU such as an extension to the primary school. One of our 

respondents suggests the following about the construction of the additional building 

to Tiirkan ~oray Primary School: 

We applied to the City Directorate of National Education to build a high 
school in our neighborhood but they told us that building high schools 
was the task of the Ministry and suggested to expand the primary school 
with a new building upon a ready-made project available in their 
office ... But while the school was about to be built and expanded, the 
Governor of istanbul opposed the idea stating that the region did not need 
a school. While we were making preparations for the additional building 
the governor did not give approval. Then, I, there was a deputy, I called 
him and stated that the governor of istanbul did not approve the 
construction of our school ... I had worked with this deputy formerly and 
consulted him frequently, we were of the same political opinion, so I 
explained to him that everything for the addition to the school was ready 
but the governor did not give approval. The deputy told me to call him 
one hour later. He had called the governor and told him that, a school and 
an additional building to Tiirkan ~oray Primary School in Rumeli 
Hisartistii would be be built, and asked at what stage was it? The 
governor did not tell him that he did not approve but told him that he 
would approve the budget in the coming week, and that the school would 
be started. (Interview; male, married, age 67, early RHU settler). 

In the local elections held in 29 March 1989, Sosyaldemokrat Halk91 Parti (SHP) 

(Social Democrat Populist Party) under the leadership ofErdal inonii, who was once 

a professor and department president at BU, became the leading party and won the 

municipalities of 39 cities including istanbul. ihsan Yalyin from SHP became Sanyer 
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Mayor and served as the mayor between 1989 and 1994. Adnan Bal, from amongst 

the leading figures in RHU, became the assistant mayor (Sanyer Belediyesi 

Haberleri, 2009). First a few two-storey masonry buildings were built in late 80s and 

the beginning of 90s. Then between 1991 and 1992 a massive "apartmankondu" 

building process began with the implicit approval of the mayor, and the settlers got 

the opportunity to build multi-storey apartments. A coordination committee 

composed of the leading figures of RHU was formed to supervise the building 

processes and to coordinate it with the municipality. One of our respondents tells the 

following about this event: 

My father-in-law suggested that we have to lay the foundation of the 
building. Come to me ... We came with the car. It was night if I am not 
mistaken. Around 9 o'clock. The mortar trucks arrived at the house. The . 
police arrived at this moment. They said that you cannot pour the mortar. 
There are complaints. But in the meanwhile all around the region mortars 
are poured out. But 5 tracks were waiting. They have some restricted 
time to wait. After four-five hours the mortar dries and you pay for it. .. 
Then there was one of our older acquaintances who was in the 
committee. He carne. I told him that there was complaint from them. He 
asked me, is this your place .. And I said that it 'vas the place of my 
father-in-law. He said, he didn't know that. He said, now go and tell 
those who stopped you. I went to the police car and then told the police 
to take me to the police station. That time the police station was in Hisar. 
I told them that I submitted the money to the relevant persons .. then, he 
said to me, 'there is no problem'. All right I said, ... but I gave no money 
or something else to anyone. (Interview; male, married, age 50, RHU 
settler). 

Monies were collected from the prospective apartmankondu owners by the 

committee for the organization of the building process, to be paid to the municipality 

as taxes, registration, etc. Some of the coordinators also got the opportunity to build 

their own apartmankondus from some of the money collected. One of our 

respondents suggested the following about this: 
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Most of the coordinators of the committee were idle men before the 
establishment of the committee but have seen the opportunity to obtain 
wealth through intermediating between the squatter settlers and the 
municipal police. They have coordinated the relationships and money 
flow between the municipality and the RHU settlers. Some portion of this 
money remained with them for their efforts as coordinators and this 
money enabled them to build their own apartments. (Interview; male, 
married, age 45, RHU settler). 

RHU almost became a widespread construction site arena and within a few months 

the landscape of RHU totally changed from a "gecekondu" into an "apartmantkondu" 

area. 

RHU squatter settlers had struggled a lot during their primary transformation 

to become a part of the city life. Migrating from their villages for a fortune in 

istanbul whose land was like gold (jstanbul 'un ta~z topragz altzn) in their eyes, it 

became a matter of death-and-life to have a gecekondu on a piece of land whether 

with a title, on a state land, or buying from the third parties. This trend was in line 

with the needs of businesses providing them a cheap labor reservoir in the squatter 

areas like RHU all over Turkey. This was in line with the official Turkish view on 

the gecekondu as is clearly expressed in an address of the Turkish government to the 

United Nations in early 70s regarding the request for assistance to rehabilitate the 

dwellings: 

Urbanization and its accompanying "gecekondus" are not considered 
today as an undesirable phenomenon in Turkey. Instead, the rapid 
growth of cities and the existence of gecekondu areas -planned or 
unplanned- are considered positive factors in national development, for, 
from them are to come the workers for the proposed massive 
industrialization.programme of the decade of the 1970s [italics mine]. In 
Turkey, urbanization, even as· a singularly demographic phenomenon, 
becomes a "vehicle of economic and social development" ... and 
"urbanization precedes industrialization" according to the Development 
Plan." (cited by Karpat, 1976, p. 65). 
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The same ideas are also expressed by I~tk and Ptnarctoglu (2009) who cite import 

substitution as the tactical and protective development path of the underdeveloped 

but industrializing countries and that this path was abandoned with the Second World 

War on and this processes was initiated in Turkey around 80s, right after the coup. 

The driving force behind the economic development attempts was obviously the 

construction sector and hence the urbanization process that accelerated from 60s 

onward in Turkey. The struggles on how to share the city rents became very 

important, especially for the lower classes it was the only means to ensure their 

existence in the cities (p. 127). 

In the first phases of settlement some settlers who confiscated acres of land, 

sold parcels of these lands to their relatives and villagers and- to the newcomers, thus 

becoming land speculators, making enough money to erect some apartmantkondus in 

early 90's for their later fortunes. Their children became wealthy landlords. Other 

settlers struggled on their own as a family and within communal village web 

solidarity where most of the women did daily housework (gundelik9i) or salaried 

work (aylzkcz) earning much more than their husbands who worked as construction 

and factory workers, as drivers of the wealthy businessmen in the neighboring areas, 

as restaurant servants, employees at the groceries and pharmacies, as gate keepers, in 

other similar jobs and as employees of BU. By avoiding rental payments they would 

be able to cope with the economic difficulties of earning their living on the outskirts 

of the city, raising their children and saving some money. As their children began to 

get older they built annexes to the gecekondus and their children began to contribute 

to the economic life of the family and the money saving process. It was also a 

process of primitive capital accumulation. Some of the early settlers from 
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Giimii~hane and especially its ~iran province had already gone to Germany as guest 

workers, leaving behind some relatives who both lived as squatter settlers in RHU 

and also kept an eye on the land and gecekondus of those who left for Germany and 

some other European countries. It was a sort of communal division of labor to benefit 

both sides since they were able to save enough money to build the apartmankondus 

in early 90s. The other densely populated group was the ~ebinkarahisarh community 

which had control of distribution of taxi plates and second-hand car dealerships in 

istanbul. Early ~ebinkarahisarh groups came to Ortakoy, Ulus, Kuruye~me and 

Bebek and bought titled land and built their houses. Those in RHU were their 

extensions. Thus, they handled and carried out the taxi and second-hand car trading 

business quite well and made significant amounts of capital accumulation which was 

then invested in the building of the apartmankondus in RHU. Those families who did 

not have the power of building the apartmankondus by their economic means and 

accumulations got into contact with the contractors and sub-contractors and shared 

the newly built apartmankondus with them. Some of them sold their extra lands and 
I 

built apartmankondus with those buying a portion of their land. Some others built the 

main skeleton of the buildings and completed the inside decoration as they earned 

and saved more money. This was a massive effort on the part of the RHU settlers to 

overcome marginalization and social exclusion and to organically integrate their 

socio-economic lives with the rest of the city through catalyst role of BU as their 

sources of income. This was a specific way of apartment/life formation in the case of 

RHU which would play a key role in 'the emergence of a middle class and the efforts 

of the once gecekondu dwellers to increase their welfare level as suggested by I~1k 

and P1narc1oglu (2009). On the other hand, this informal transformation created its 
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own negative consequences where those who did not have much economic power 

stayed in their gecekondus and still toil. 

The Change in the Composition and the Background of 
Bogazivi University Students 

This transformation process in RHU coincided with the transformation of BU as 

explained earlier. In line with the neo-liberal transformation of the Turkish economy 

with Ozal' s government in 1983 privatization efforts increased, and private 

universities began to spring up by early 90s. Until the early 90s BU students were 

mainly from the leading private high schools of istanbul, and some were coming 

from Anatolia. The BU dorms could accommodate those coming from Anatolia. As 

more students from istanbul began to enroll in private universities, BU's student 

composition changed. At the same time the number of students at BU increased 

steadily. More middle-class students coming from Anatolia began to prefer BU since 

its tuition was relatively low when compared to the private universities, and BU had 

a high quality education. With the increases in BU enrollment (see Appendix E) 

accommodation of students was becoming a serious problem. Partial solutions were 

sought with the building of the Hisar and North Campus and dorms, but their 

accommodation capacity was rather limited. The first and the second north dorms 

composed of five storeys where the first two storeys were for the boys and the 

remaining three storeys for the girls in the North Campus were established in 1985 

each with a capacity of 560 students. Later their capacities were increased and other 

dorms were established within course of time. On the other hand, a boy's dorm 

having a capacity to accommodate 200 students was established in BU' s Hisar 
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Campus one year after its transfer to BU from istanbul University in 1989. It served 

for a period of three years then closed down, opened again and then closed down 

permanently in early 2000 and was converted into new educational departments. 

Today the total capacity ofBU dorms is 2795 (see Appendix F) (Bogazivi 

Universitesi Yurtlar Mtidtirltigu, 201 0). In addition to the current dorms listed in the 

BU Dorms Directorate web page, a new dorm, third north campus dorm has been 

opened for the accommodation of the BU students with capacity of 510 students. 

Building of the fourth dorm began in the north campus in the summer and will be 

finished within a term or two (Bogazivi Universitesi Yurtlar Mtidtirliigii, 201 0). 

Besides the BU dorms, there is a private dorn1 in RHU near the mosque off the main 

square operated by jzim Yayma Cemiyeti that accommodates 120 students, of which 7 

of them are students of istanbul Technical University and the rest from BU. This 

place includes the mosque whose title was bought by a man from ITU and he had a 

masonry building erected on it. When a need arose for a mosque, the leading figures 

of RHU together with the RHU Association of the time bought this place from this 

man and converted it into a mosque. This mosque was not adequate for prayers. Our 

respondents stated that one of the sons of the Ulker group was a BU student coming 

for Friday prayers. Once he had to pray outside in rain and when contacted by the 

RHU settlers and representatives of the RHU Association he told the situation to his 

father and with an agreement made with the Ulker group the building was converted 

into a bigger and newly built mosque complex with a conference hall for the RHU 

settlers and a dorm for students. At this point building of apartmankondus by the 

RHU squatter settlers provided a solution to the problem by supplying more than 

3000 houses to the increased population ofBU students. 
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The accommodation needs of the BU students created the demand for the 

newly built "apartmankondu" giving rise to a new relationship between RHU and 

BU. While the BU was a source of employment and income for the early settlers of 

RHU, this time BU students became their tenants. During the primary economic 

transformation process, the squatters of RHU established their relations with the state 

and the society through BU, got accepted into the prevalent economic, social, 

cultural and political norms, received support both from the university administration 

and especially the students in their struggle to create their settlements in RHU. In the 

early times the settlers had even used the water facilities of the main gate which was 

a small cottage with a gatekeeper, who was also a RHU settler. In one anecdote the 

current Sanyer Mayor Siikrli Gen<;, an RHU settler, once a student of BU and then 

later an employee of BU library until he graduated as a civil engineer from istanbul 

Technical University, stated that Nispetiye Caddesi was built with the students and 

the RHU settlers together in solidarity, digging the muddy roads and paving the road 

with asphalt. In the later years this solidarity became interwoven, the students helped 

the settlers to build their "gecekondus", and pursued political and cultural studies in 

the squatter settlement, the settlers went to BU to watch films and live theater 

performances. Thus an interdependent and organic relationship formed between 

them. BU was a source of enlightenment for the RHU settlers, and both RHU 

settlers and the BU students were learning from each other. One of our respondents 

narrates this period as follows: 

Then Bogazivi University did not make direct contribution to the life in 
Hisariistii. But since the people of Hisariistti had gone beyond many 
things ... Bogazivi did not come to Hisariistti .. Hisariistii reached 
Bogazi<;i. They reached the political people in Bogazivi and established 
contact with them ... Because Hisariistii was conscious, well aware and 
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far-sighted regarding the political and economic situation and the future 
as I have said. (Interview; male, married, age 50, RHU settler). 

There have been also several RHU settlers who had entered the BU and graduated 

from its various departments such as Business Administration, Economics, Electrical 

Engineering, Chemical Engineering and Tourism Administration. Some of these 

people went to Europe and US for further study, most of them stayed there, and some 

returned to RHU. 

Since there is no research and no academic writing on the process and the 

results of this secondary economic transformation process, primary data is obtained 

from the in-depth interviews made with the squatter settlers ofRHU, BU students 

and graduates living in RHU, the headmen ofRHU, the mayor of Sanyer (himself an 

early RHU settler) and data supplied by the current administration of the newly 

established association of RHU, Rurnelihisan Mahallesi Sosyal Dayan1~rna ve Ktiltiir 

Dernegi" (HiSARDER) (Association of Social Solidarity and Culture for 

Rurnelihisan Neighborhood) and through the participant observation of the 

researcher who is himself a·RHu settler. 

Secondary Economic Transformation of the Squatter Settlers of Rurneli Hisartistti 

The secondary economic transformation process coincided with Ozal' s corning to 

power in 1983 and the resumption of the multi-party system after the coup de etat in 

1980. The neo-liberal policies of ANAP gave rise to a new populist clientele 

relationship in politics. The squatter settlers in various parts of istanbul had become 

important in terms of their political impact and electoral weight, which was 

disregarded by the liberal mayor of istanbul. Thus in the election of 1991 the social 
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democratic and the populist candidate Nurettin Sozen became the mayor. He had 

anti-globalization sentiments and during his tenure an implicit amnesty was granted 

to illegal housing and new migrations were encouraged. The governmental resources 

in many urban areas are shifted to the squatter areas. ihsan Y al91n from SHP became 

Sanyer Mayor, and between 1991 and 1992 a massive apartmankondu building 

process began with the complaisance and implicit approval of the mayor and the 

settlers got the opportunity of building multi-storey apartments. Thus, the secondary 

economic transformation process began. 

After the building of the apartmankondu BU again became a source of 

income for the squatter settlers, but this time not through employment at the 

university but by renting their new apartmantkondus to the BU students. Thus the 

nature of the relationship between RHU and BU was reversed and RHU's 

relationship to its neighborhood and the rest of the city began to change radically. 

With the building of the apartmankondus a new life and a process of 

secondary economic and social transformation for the RHU squatter settlers began. 

Apartmankondus became a vehicle to change status, to become wealthy, and to 

guarantee the future of their already grown-up children. The names given to the new 

apartmankondus and the business places owned by them reveal so many things 

regarding their economic, social, cultural and psychological conceptions. For 

instance, one of the leading markets in RHU is Kzlz9oglu Market, which is operated 

by early RHU settler and his grown-up sons and the name emphasizes the lineage. 

An Apartmankondu has the name Emek Apartmanz indicating the owner's laborious 

achievement as a butcher. This seven-storey apartmankondu serves as a residence for 

the family and their married children, and as a source of income with three rented 
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floors, one to a barber, one to a bookstore and one to BU students. Another relatively 

well-built and modern apartmankondu is named UfukApartmanz owned by a car 

dealer. One storey is occupied by the grandparents and the family, the rest are rented 

to businesses, to a painting gallery, to families and BU students. Ufuk is the eldest 

son of the apartmankondu owner studying at a private university. One other 

apartmankondu is named Karde~ler Apartmanz (Siblings Apartment). In RHU there 

are numerous such apartmankondus revealing different identities, aspirations and 

status. Thus, the phenomenon of apartmankondu in the case of RHU can be seen as 

the informal way of middle class formation, and when thought together with the 

changing BU and its catalyzing role, it provides us empirical evidence on the RHU 

settlers' socio-economic integration to rather than their social exclusion from the 

urban environment. 

The process of secondary economic transformation went hand in hand with 

the neo-liberal and individualistic ideology of the modern capitalist society. Getting 

wealthy was the catch word. In one case an early RHU settler, a taxi owner and 

second-hand car dealer operating in Laleli which was the centre of second-hand car 

dealerships in 80s named his apartankondu as "Emek Apartment". His sons, after 

growing up, began to work with their father. They have bought a few titled flats in 

Ulus and some in Akatlar and are currently living there. They have built a fancy 

apartmankondu with ten flats in RHU, rented it to BU students and the other city 

dwellers. Just to see their old neighbors they come to RHU on and off with their 

jeep. One of their daughters attended a private university and leads a luxurious life in 

the Ni~anta~I area. 
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The old solidarity-oriented communal relations gave way to the new 

individualistic relations where the economic and social relations began to be built on 

the level of wealth, and competition between family members, relatives and 

neighbors began to take root in the personal and social relations among the RHU 

settlers and became a norm over time. Still while building the apartmankondus some 

settlers sustained the solidarity as one of our respondents suggests following: 

I was the smallest among four kids. In 1992 while everybody demolished 
gecekondu and began to build apartments I began to demolish and build a 
new too. Firstly, I needed a house. I demolished for myself. But my 
brothers said they can also build one floor each there in our building. 'Our 
sons have also grown up', they said. Their sons had completed their 
military services and were at the point of marriage. They built one floor 
each for their sons. (Interview; male, married, age 50, RHU settler). 

Apartmankondu owners began to rent their newly built houses to meet the increasing 

demand from BU students and to share the proceeds among the family members. In 

the first instance houses were rented by the students without paying any deposits and 

directly from the families without a middleman or agent and from the family 

members and relatives in the case of those owners working abroad in Europe as the 

old informal ties between the BU students and the RHU settlers were still alive. 

Since there were so many houses to be rented and there was much demand from the 

BU students to rent, this situation created a sort of chaos. Besides, serious disputes 

and in some instances, as some of the respondents indicated, court cases and quarrels 

between the family members of the newly-built apartmankondus made things worse. 

In some regions religious families did not want their neighbors to rent their houses to 

students and/or to students to rent and share the apartments with female and male 

housemates. While some landlords acted on the basis of their ethical and religious 

principles, others thought that renting to students at higher prices would earn them 
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much more money. Thus settlers with conflicting approaches, economic and social 

attitudes began to confront each other. In a few years the power of money became 

dominant, and many conservative landlords began to change their attitude since it 

was really earning them money and their economic and social status was changing. 

Seeing the economic opportunity there and also to overcome this chaotic situation, 

some local business owners and unemployed settlers began to act as intermediaries 

and informal real estate agents. They began to create a customer pool of their own 

and became de facto real estate agents and amongst these the tnore professionally

acting few began to establish their own real estate agencies. Thus, the informal 

renting process began to change form. Our respondents, the real estate owners, have 

stated that certain negative events like tenants not paying their rents, not paying the 

utilities, or moving out without paying any money, or events like the landlords not 

paying back the deposits, disputes between the co-owners of the apartmankondus, 

whom to pay the rent to, etc. all facilitated the process of formalization and 

establishment of the real estate agencies as a profession in operation in RHU today. 

Thus the formal laws of the capitalist society began to slowly take shape within the 

real estate sector in its infancy and the newly established businesses in RHU began to 

have an impact on the socio-economic relations in the region thereby changing the 

prevalent economic norms and attitudes. Checks, promissory notes, contracts, etc. 

began to shape the economic relations between and among the settlers and the 

tenants. Money, money relations and their legal framework began to dominate over 

the informal socio-economic relations prevalent among the RHU settlers. The 

globalization process and Turkey's integration with the rest of the world, changing 

socio-cultural norms, new lifestyles in formation facilitated by neo-liberal policies, 
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advertisements on the TVs, already privatized radios and TVs and the 

telecommunications systems, the Internet, mobile phones, etc. began to reshape RHU 

together with the newly forming tenant-landlord-business relationships like in the 

other parts of the city, the country and the world. Through this adaptive acculturation 

as elaborated by Berry (1980), the dominant culture began to shape the settlers' 

attitudes and their socio-economic norms. Thus RHU settlers and their second and 

third generation off-spring began to find themselves in a rapid and at times arduous 

second-stage socio-economic transformation. This rapid process revealed the profit-

seeking motive of a certain section of the RHU settlers who used this radical change 

process as an opportunity to prosper very quickly, to guarantee the future of their 

children without any consideration of the ethics of their economic behavior. The 

main means in their hands was the apartmankondu they had. So they began to rent 

these flats at relatively high prices when compared with the better-off apartments in 

its vicinity like Hisar, Uc;aksavar and Akatlar. Some settlers even rented their houses 

near the road and lived in a cheap rental houses in another place in RHU as one of 

our respondents suggests: 

So, there are those who rent their houses on the main road and then shift into another 
cheap rental house in Hisarilstli. There are also those who have shifted to other 
neighborhoods and who sustain their subsistence like that. But if I talk about myself, 
we have built just one floor for our child and we live in another floor. Now I am 
going to retire. (Interview; male, married, age 49, RHU settler). 

On the other hand, there were those landlords who preferred to empathize with their 

tenants, most of whom were students. While those profit-seeking landlords were 

renting their flats at say 1 000 TL, they were asking 700 or even 600 TL for the 

nearby similar flats. As some of our respondents and apartmankondu owners stated 
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that they were even asking half of the going price and were trying to be of help to the 

students thinking back to their own difficult times, economic hardships and what 

they got from the BU, both employment-wise and culturally. But the number of these 

landlords was much less than the profit-and rent-seeking ones. As the majority began 

to act with the profit-and rent-seeking motive, apartmankondu owners' rents in RHU 

began to skyrocket, creating resentment, complaints and organized protests on the 

part of the BU students. One of our respondents expresses the profit seeking attitude 

of the RHU home owners in the following way: 

As we left [the house we rented in RHU] we didn't demand our $500 
deposit since we hadn't painted the house for seven years during our stay. 
So, I haven't thought to take the money back from the home owner since 
there were some needs of the house. But he called me and told that he 
made such, such and such expenses and that for this I had to pay 5 00 TL 
more. This was merciless. And we were depressed and stressed each 
January thinking about how much rent increase will be made by our 
landlord. Really our stress began three weeks in advance. (Interview; 
female, married, age 33, RHU resident and BU graduate). 

In a similar manner, the current rector of BU made complaints about the high rents in 

the RHU in the following way: 

There is the rent problem in RHU. People say that I have built five floors 
over my gecekondu and I have a five-storey apartment, and its second 
floor is 1700 TL. All right. Now I don't know its value is and let's 
assume that its value is 11 00 TL. There are three students, for this or that 
reason, undergraduate or graduate students, they say that they won't be 
staying in the dormitory, or they say they there is no dormitory for them 
at the university, if s/he is a graduate student, or say this or that, whatever 
they say. They say they will collect the rent and submit the 1700 to the 
houseowner .... So what are we going to do with the high rent in RHU in 
this situation? (Interview; BU Rector). 

With the current global financial crises, which interestingly originated as a real estate 

crisis in the US, and with the organized and unorganized protests of the BU students, 

the real estate sector in RHU in its infancy first began to reveal its artificial rent-
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seeking character and then its artificially high rents. Students began to rent houses 

from the nearby regions ofHisar, Akatlar, Giiltepe and even remoter places like 

Taksim leading to a decrease in the rents in RHU. To help ease the problem and to 

find a middle way, a panel was organized by Bogazi9i Universitesi Sosyal Hizmet 

Kuliibii (BUSOS) (Bogaziyi University Social Services Club) in cooperation with 

Sanyer Municipality. Among the participants were the Sanyer Mayor, RHU 

Mukhtar, HiSARDER, real estate agents ofRHU, BU students residing at RHU and 

the press. One of the BU students suggested the following about the high rents at 

RHU and about the possible solutions to this problem: 

We encountered problems in solving the high rent problem at the RHU. 
The apartment owners were not inclined to make any reductions in the 
rents even though there were complaints about the rents. The most 
important reason of this is that there are some groups of students who can 
afford the rents determined by apartment owners at the RHU. On the 
other hand there are those students who cannot afford these high rents. 
Thus, the students cannot establish solidarity against the apartment 
owners' high rents. So, we should raise consciousness about the rent 
issue and about the importance of establishing solidarity among students 
at the BU. (Interview; male, single, age 24, BU student). 

The tenant-landlord relations at RHU goes back to late 80s when some of the 

squatter settlers began to build new squatter settlements nearby the earlier ones or 

added the second floors to their already existing masonry gecekondu buildings to rent 

to the BU students to have additional income. However, such instances were 

exceptional since the majority of the gecekondus were inhabited by the first and 

second generation squatter settlers. There was no real estate agent then. After the 

mass building of the apartmankondu in early 90s hundreds of houses became 

available for rent by the BU students. 
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According to the figures provided by Hisarder and the interview with the 

current Headman ofRHU, <;etin Karayilan, the other interviewees, real estate agents, 

home owners, opinion leaders and the elderly living in the region, around one-third 

ofBU students live as tenants in the squatter settlers' apartmankondus which is said 

to number around 3000.* Together with the donns these apartmankondu flats provide 

a solution to the accommodation needs of the BU students. Students have the 

opportunity to share the house and the rent among themselves. While some students 

rent the flats by themselves, the majority rent the flat with two, three, four or more 

housemates. This is to the advantage of the students, the house owners, the real estate 

agents, as well as the university as each of the parties gain. However, it should be 

emphasized that the RHU settlers were well aware of the economic value of their 

flats and the rent they would earn them when the supply-demand relations and the 

scarcity of houses and dorms are taken into consideration. Thus, the new 

apartmankondus became a very important source of income for the RHU settlers in 

their secondary economic transformation and they together with the real estate agents 

enjoyed the rents arising from the mismatch of demand and supply. In the last two 

years rents of the flats which were earlier lOOOTL began to decrease to 750-800TL. 

Students renting the houses say at l,OOOTL began to leave those houses and rent the 

similar and vacant ones at 750-800TL. Thus the market began to regulate itself, 

albeit with some sort of organized protests and struggle rather than the invisible hand 

of the market. 

* RHU is administratively a part of the RumeliHisan Mahallesi together with Hisar. The headman is 
the headman of both Rumeli Hisar and Rum eli Hisariistli. Thus, it is almost impossible to have exact 
statistical figures solely for RHU as TOiK has the statistics for RumeliHisan Mahallesi as a whole and 
the figures obtained including the population of and numbers of houses in RHU are rough estimates. 
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Today RHU has a somewhat closed economy which revolves around a "local 

economy" with the provision of services to the BU students, supplying homes for 

their accommodation needs and providing the basic needs of the squatters ofRHU. 

While the photocopy, real estate, restaurant, removal, and taxi services are 

predominantly geared toward the needs of BU students, and the nalbur (hardware 

store), ironsmith, beauty shops, upholstery, cafe, car repair and tyre businesses are 

geared towards RHU settlers, the remaining business and services are shared by both. 

Over time as BU students became a part of the neighborhood, they began to share 

more of the economic services provided such as the barbers, plumbers, tailors, and 

beauty shops. Current BU students and some graduates began to earn their income 

through the services provided within the neighborhood. A good example to this is a 

current BU management student who opened a restaurant called Rumeli Pilavlistii 

and the other example is Wonderland, which is operated by BU graduates and mainly 

serves BU students. There are many more such examples. Although there is a 

dynamic local economy in the neighborhood, there is no bank in RHU at the 

moment. In the late 1990s there was a trial to operate an Akbank branch on the main 

street Nispetiye Caddesi and near the bazaar and the last bus stop, but it was not 

successful and was closed down after a few years due to inefficient operation and 

lack of demand. Today there is no bank in RHU, there are however a Garanti Bank 

inside the university premises in the South Campus and Akbank in the North Campus 

and they take care of the banking needs of the students as well as some of the RHU 

inhabitants. The Y ap1 Kredi Bank within the university premises was even closed 

down due to unprofitability. Both the RHU inhabitants and the businesses make use 

of these banks and the various banks in Etiler for their banking and financial needs. It 
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can be argued that the inhabitants of the area including the BU students can take care 

of their basic economic needs within the neighborhood. The distribution and the 

nature of the businesses across RHU indicate this (see Appendix G). 

When the interviewees were traced within the course of their primary and 

secondary transformation this integrative relationship becomes much more evident. 

One of the respondents began his work life through being employed as a server in 

various seaside restaurants in Istinye, Hisar, and Bebek and also in the elite 

restaurants ofEtiler. He worked in more than fifteen restaurants as a bus boy, waiter, 

dishwasher, cook, cashier, and waiter's coordinator. He had later opened an office 

cleaning business with family members but it wasn't successful due to lack of capital 

as well as capability and expertise in the sector. He then said that he would open a 

small cafe-restaurant for BU students in RHU. He managed quite well, accumulated 

some capital and began to employ dishwashers, cooks and outside food servers to the 

houses especially to the BU students. He managed to cope with the economic crises 

quiet well and stated that his experiences, his business ethics, and what he had 

learned from the earlier businesses on how to handle customers were important 

factors in his success. A majority of the other business owners in the food, 

photocopy, dry-cleaning, and hardware stores have fairly similar stories. They also 

state that they feel themselves of part of istanbul and its business life and that what 

happens in the economy in a broader sense· directly affects their business activities. 
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Changes in the Demographic Structure of Rum eli Hisariistii after the Apartmankondu 

Building of the apartmankondus created a big reservoir of flats to be rented within 

time by some of the new migrants from Eastern and Southeastern Anatolia fleeing 

from their villages due to 'forced evacuation', migrants from other cities of Anatolia, 

blue and white collar employees working in the nearby neighborhoods, single male 

servants, construction workers, house cleaners, tailors, lower level managers, 

students from other universities, families of the BU students, families of other 

university students, service sector employees, the urban poor, etc. besides the BU 

students. With the increased construction and opening to service of new BU 

Dormitories and with the impact of the global economic crises vacant houses began 

to increase and the rents began to decrease in RHU changing the features of the 

tenants of the apartmankondus as well. More non-BU residents began to rent the 

flats and this facilitated the deeper integration ofRHU with the rest of the city. 

To give a few examples, among the migrants coming from Eastern and 

Southeastern Anatolia, the majority work as construction workers and restaurant and 

cafe servers. For example, a family from East Anatolia directly migrated in 2006, 

settled near their relatives earning their lives as construction and house howers and 

frst renting a house in Armutlu and then the gecekondu of a BU gate keeper18 in 

18 The BU gatekeeper is an early RHU settler who used to work as a shoe-repairer in Bebek, and 
living there as a tenant. He was the neighbor of the researcher's family in Bebek. They came to RHU 
upon buying the land from the initial occupiers and building their gecekondus and settling there. Later 
this gecekondu owner began to work as a gatekeeper at BU, retired, built another two-storey 
gecekondu for his children and settled back in his hometown with his wife in Trace. There were and 
still are other gate keepers at BU residing at RHU. One of the earlier gate keeper heads at BU who 
retired in early 90s was also a tenant in Bebek in late 60s, his family was a gatekeeper at one of the 
apartments in Bebek, they bought land from the initial occupiers, built a gecekondu at RHU and 
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RHU in late 90s. The newly arrived family rented the gecekondu of an early Kurdish 

RHU settler. 19 The man of the family worked as a construction worker from his early 

20s going for work to izmir and other cities. Upon coming here he began to work 

with his relatives in the apartmankondu repair and other construction work at RHU 

and Armutlu. Later he moved out of the gecekondu and rented a flat of an 

apartmankondu and began to work with the subcontractor company working for BU. 

His elder daughter is working as a kitchen maid in the nearby Baltalimant hospital, 

his elder son is working at Wonderland - a cafe-restaurant on the main street in RHU 

operated by BU graduates renting an apartmankondu flat at RHU- since the family 

came to RHU, his second eldest daughter worked in various local shops including a 

coiffeur shop at RHU during her semester breaks and attends the nearby Beh9et 

Kemal high school, his wife worked as a cook for some time and his youngest son 

goes to Turkan ~oray middle school and works during the winter and summer 

breaks. I~tk and Ptnarctoglu (2009), mention of a similar migration pattern and 

working and living conditions in the case of their findings from Sultanbeyli squatter 

settlements (pp. 173-74). 

The second category of late!.. comer tenants at RHU comes from Anatolia, 

albeit indirectly, and are generally employed in the service sector in the city, 

indicating the potential to change the demographic structure of the settlement: 

settled there. He later became the mukhtar of RHU and bought a flat of an apartmankondu and still 
lives in RHU. 

19 This early Kurdish RHU settler worked as a server at various restaurants including the ones in 
Taksim, built his four-storey apartmankondu, sold two-stories and the early. gecekondu to his son-in
law, and bought a taxi plate for one of his sons. Two of his sons are now living in the family 
apartment. 
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In earlier years of my youth while I was living with my parents in 
Kayseri I worked as a waiter during summer holidays ... I had the talent 
of singing songs since I had a nice voice. In this way I began singing in 
tourist restaurants in Antalya ... After some years I found job in a 
restaurant in Beyoglu as a waiter again. Me and my friends began to 
search for a distinctive place to settle and got the information that the 
place around Bogazic;i University was somehow such a place. We rented 
a house in RHU. (Interview; male, married, age 56, new RHU tenant). 

This man first rented the apartmankondu flat by himself. But since he went out of the 

city a lot with his boss and due to the irregularity of his job, looking for company and 

being in need of extra money to send as alimony to his children and divorced wife, 

he began to share a room of his flat with the motorcycle shop operator who rented 

the first floor of the apartment for his business. 

Besides the motorcycle shop operator there are also a significant number of 

people who have settled in· the neighborhood for the purposes of establishing a small 

business of their own by renting the apartmankondu flats. One of them was a tailor 

from Urfa who settled in the neighborhood around fifteen months ago. Before 

settling in RHU he lived almost thirteen years in different regions of istanbul as a 

tailor after closing his shop in Urfa and finally settling in RHU: 

I took some training in tailoring .... I worked as a tailor in Urfa for six 
years and then came to istanbul, I worked in Beyoglu and in 
Mecidiyekoy. Afterwards I heard that there were many market 
opportunities around the BU and decided to settle in RHU and I rented 
this house in RHU as a tailor shop. Since that day I work and live 
here ... both home and office ... I applied low price policy to attract 
some customers since there are many tailors here. (Interview; male, 
married, age 36, tenant at RHU). 

The tailor's wife also does babysitting and domestic work for affluent people in the 

neighborhood and in the nearby regions of Etiler and Bebek. 
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Together with the change in the demographic structure ofRHU the variety of 

businesses began to change and the neighborhood, especially the main street along 

the BU main gate and the wall to the last bus-stop, began to resemble the main streets 

of the neighborhoods of istanbul. 

Economic Transformation and the Third Generation at Rumeli Hisarustil 

During the 50 years of economic transformation of the RHU from 1960 onward the 

squatter settlement has seen three to four generations. In this section the impact of 

the economic transformation on the third generation which does not have any direct 

affinity with the village(rs) of the prior generations will be analyzed. 

Unlike the prior generations ofRHU settlers, the third generation is totally 

RHU born and brought up like the children of the other squatter settlers· elsewhere in 

the city going through this economic transformation process in a somewhat similar 

manner. The first and the foremost distinctive feature of the economic attitude of this 

generation is that they do not have the idea and thought of saving money for the 

future. They live for the day, spend what they have and think of a luxurious life with 

overtones of consumption in mind. For this type, work becomes a hobby, a way to 

spend time and busy oneself: 

My family has an apartment with five stories. We have enough money 
from the rents we get. I can get my cash money and enjoy my life. Why 
should I work, money is coming from my father and grandfather's 
apartment. I am thinking about buying a BMW. (Interview; male, single, 
age 24, RHU settler). 

On the other hand, there is a significant section of the third generation at RHU who 

continue their family jobs: for example, the sons of the leading supermarket at RHU. 
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The three children of the supermarket owner work with their father and the other 

employees. Even the son of the mayor works as a director in his father's construction 

company. He also has a music studio of his own in the same flat as the business and 

engages with music professionally. In the case of the supermarket, the sons were all 

helping their father after school hours: 

I was in the elementary school when my father first converted his butcher 
shop into a grocery shop. After school me and my brothers looked after 
the shop in turns. During the vacation times we looked after the shop and 
earned our money. When the business enlarged the three brothers began 
to work at the shop full time. My brother was a teacher, he quit teaching 
and began to work with my father. (Interview; male, single, age 25, 
RHU settler). 

In another case, a third generation RHU settler began to work as an accountant in the 

Vakif(Foundation) at BU. Her father is an early RHU settler coming from Sinop, 

settling at RHU in late 60s and working as an employee at BU. He retired and went 

to Sinop with his spouse after a few years leaving their gecekondu to their youngest 

daughter, our respondent. One of her elder sisters works at BU infirmary and rents a 

house in RHU. The other elder sister is a housewife living in the cooperative house 

in Alibeykoy bought from BU with their indemnity payments. Our respondent is 

converting her father's gecekondu into a villa type of house. 

Another section of the young generation works in the businesses in RHU and 

outside in cafes, restaurants, banks, chain stores in malls, as drivers, hotel employees, 

as workers in the factories, employees in the private sector, etc. 

The lives of the second and especially the third generation RHU settlers have 

changed considerably through the transformations that took place in the country after 

the coup of 1980. The first generations ofRHU settlers were peasants who had a 

primary school education on the average and inherited a village culture. They were 
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able to retain some of the culture prevalent in their villages and form ties among 

themselves in RHU. As explained elsewhere, most of the early RHU settlers belong 

to a group of peasants from the same villages forming almost closed cultural 

networks and getting in touch with the city life and culture only in limited amounts. 

The second generations were either born in their villages and came to the squatter 

settlements in their early childhood or born in the city and were able to find better 

jobs than their parents and have integrated themselves into city life more than their 

parents. But it is mostly the third generations whose lives were completely different 

than their parents. Most of the third generations have acquired a prosperous living 

standard through the rental earnings of their families. They were able to have a 

university education and join the social and cultural life within the city. One of our 

respondents suggested the following about the life of the new generation RHU 

settlers: 

I am also from the new generation RHU settlers. I was born in 1974 and 
was able to attend school through the university level. There were only a 
few university graduates in the RHU before us. The number of university 
graduates was not as high in our generation. Most of them left the school 
either at the secondary or the high school level. But I was willing to 
continue my education and finished one of the universities in Anatolia. 
My father was working as an accountant at the B U and my mother was 
employed in the public sector at Tekel. We were able to build an 
apartment through the earnings of our family and my grandfather and 
uncle working abroad ... But before this my fathers purchased a house in 
Uc;aksavar and we shifted there. My life as an adolescent was highly 
colored and was not limited to the social and cultural life in RHU. I had 
friends who lived in different regions of the city and who came from 
different classes. I was interested in western rock music and in drawing. I 
learned drumming and received graphic education at the university. So I 
had a totally different cultural experience than my peers in RHU and 
from my own family. I completely belonged to one of the subcultures 
(Interview; male, married, age 35, RHU settler). 
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The third generation RHU settlers attained a prosperous life but this has had several 

adverse consequences. One of our respondents suggested the following about these 

consequences: 

The parents of these children have earned significant amounts of money 
from rent. Their families attained a certain life standard and the children 
no longer needed to bother to earn money. The parents also felt that they 
had to provide their children a high quality life standard which meant to 
provide them sufficient monetary support to buy anything they desire to 
and do whatever they wish to. This is the most irresponsible act of the 
families since they thought that they can give happiness to their children 
through money. For them, giving significant allowances to children was 
sufficient and they did not show any concern for the moral and 
educational development of their children. What was important for them 
was to have their children live in accordance with the principle of 
maximizing the pleasure of the children. Children living under this 
irresponsible environment easily began to get addicted to drugs. There 
appeared people around RHU who engaged in dealing with drugs. One 
time I had the opportunity to talk to several of these addicted children 
and saw them in depression and searching for ways to get rid of drug 
addiction. I persuaded some of these children to receive professional help 
and reached their fathers. I talked to the fathers and explained to them the 
problems of their children in an attempt to persuade them and receive 
their consent for their children's rehabilitation in a hospital. But the 
fathers were reactive towards me. They listened to me but denied the 
addiction problem of their children. They were not interested in the 
rehabilitation. I could not understand why but I think it was easier for 
them to give money to their children and deny any responsibility. Fathers 
were ignorant of the harms that drugs could do to their children and never 
wished to hear a story about it. They simply denied reality with the 
simple logic that "nothing would happen" to their children. (Interview; 
male, married, age 50, RHU settler). 

One other respondent suggested the following about his son who belonged to the 

third generation of RHU settlers: 

My son grew up under different conditions than me and my spouse. He 
was able to attend the university and then went for completing his 
military service. When he returned from his military service we were 
able to marry him off since we had built a flat for him and for his would
be wife. We were also able to support him in establishing a business of 
his own. We have never had the opportunity to get support from our 
families in attending the university, owning a flat or in building a 
business of our own. My son was able to appreciate his luck and used all 
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of his opportunities successfully. (Interview; male, manied, age 50, RHU 
settler). 

Then there was a female third generation RHU resident who told about her different 

lifestyle. 

My family built an apartment and earns some money from-the flats. 
Thanks to the earnings of my family I did not need to give up school to 
enter the labor market. Most of the second generations had to give up 
school at early ages. This had two reasons: there was no culture of 
education and the children prefened to continue the culture of their 
parents and followed them in job preference. But in our generation this 
rule and the confines of the local cultures changed. The third generations 
of RHU now feel themselves as part of the culture of the city and search 
for their path of life in this culture. They don't see education as 
something useless but as a very crucial thing in life. For this reason most 
of the third generations have attended a university or at least a vocational 
school. Most of them prefened schools in Anatolia and not in istanbul. I 
have also finished a university in Edirne. I am a girl but my parents gave 
their consent to send me to Edime and even stay at a rented house with 
my friends. They trust me. If it were past, families would not be giving 
consent to the education of their female children and especially in a 
different city. This shows that all the culture within RHU has radically 
changed. (Interview; female, single, age 20, RHU settler). 

One of the respondents belonging to the third generation RHU settlers suggested that 

he had a life which is completely integrated to the city life. He nanated his 

experiences as follows: 

I was born in an environment of village culture continued within the 
RHU. My relatives had close relationships among themselves that most 
of them were from their own villagers. We could see weddings that took 
place in the gathering center of the neighborhoods to which people from 
my village attended and socialized. But with the construction of the 
apartments which took place in our childhood, this kind of socialization 
tended to decline since the apartments were occupied by people who 
came from different parts of the country. The population was getting 
more heterogeneous. At the same time a global culture was emerging 
instead of the family culture in the country. Thus I began to develop 
interest in cinema and I had the opportunity to get training in this area. 
I feel completely as a part of the culture that is prevalent in the city and 
the world. I don't define myself as a villager and RHU settler as did my 
parents and their family. CU1Tently I am a movie director and reside in 
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RHU. I have my acquaintances in RHU. I see that all of my peers are 
engaged in activities and social relations outside the RHU. Our horizons 
are no longer confined to RHU as was previous generations. We, the new 
generation, are a part of the city culture and belong to it. (Interview; 
male, single, age 28, RHU settler). 

There are a couple of other third generation members who provided evidence that 

their lives have completely integrated with the social and cultural life in the city. One 

female respondent suggested the following: 

I am twenty-five and had education in one of the private universities in 
istanbul. I am currently finishing my master's degree in the department 
of cinema and television. In previous periods girls were not educated in 
RHU but this rule has changed in the new generation. Previously girls 
only had the opportunity to go until high school and then had to marry 
and stay within RHU or go to· Germany. Things have changed since then 
and currently almost all the girls have a university or vocational 
education and work at better jobs than their mothers. We are no longer 
restricted to domestic work. (Interview, female, single, age 25, RHU 
settler). 

The Advent of Consumer Culture and the Squatter Settlers 

In the case of squatter settlers, the acculturation process was not accompanied by a 

total disruption of the ties with their original culture. Rather, the squatter settlers 

adopted the consumer culture and the lifestyle of the city within the framework of 

their original culture, thereby establishing new and different ties with their own 

culture. It was like a redefinition and reformation of their own cultures. This is a 

situation that occurs in the same way in acculturation in many different contexts. The 

squatter settlers experience an integration process to the city at their first arrival and 

afterwards with the advent of the consumer culture, values attached to liberalism and 
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the new lifestyles that have spread throughout Turkey parallel to the spread of 

globalization around the world, and they go through a continuous transformation 

process. The squatter settler is able to earn money and get included in the system as a 

productive power satisfying his/her own interests. During the first part of the process 

of transformation, squatter settlers are able to accumulate their earnings by saving 

some considerable portion of their household income with the aid of getting rid of 

accommodation costs through their squats. At the end of their primary 

transformation, the squatter settlers are able to build apartments through their savings 

and by benefiting from the deficiencies in the construction law and the admissive 

policies of the authorities. This is the first and the necessary step that leads to their 

secondary transformation. Earning rents allow them to establish a different and new 

relation with city life by adopting the values of the new consumer culture. Their 

former close and collectivist relationships begin to weaken and gradually change to a 

culture of individuality, but without seriously severing the ties among the settlers. 

They do not lose their contact with their homelands which they retained throughout 

all of their city life. Some families begin to save money through rents and also invest 

some portion of their savings into the construction of villas20 in their villages. They 

obtain much spare time and can now spend more time in their villages in their own 

houses and villas. This is how they establish deeper ties with their original 

homelands. 

20 The word villa comes from Latin and refers to the large and luxurious houses built on country side. 
(Wikipedia, http:/ I en. wikipedia.org/wiki!Roman _villa). 
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Urban Restructuring and Rumeli Hisariistii: 

Past Experiences and the Prospects for the Future 

In 1983-84 RHU went through a very drastic demolition process with the building of 

the Second Bosphorus Bridge in 1985 just a couple of years after the RHU settlers 

had completed their primary economic transformation, and this very traumatic event 

had very adverse consequences for the early RHU settlers. With the building of the 

bridge 400 houses were demolished in RHU and 800 more from Alibeykoy, 

Tarlaba~1 and Okmeydan1 (Kaya, 201 0). The settlers organized meetings and 

protests against the building of the bridge in order to stop it. Among these three were 

especially worth mentioning. The first organized series of protests were led by the 

women with the motto of "Stop Squatter Demolishings" and the organizers infiltrated 

into a meeting held by the then mayor Bedrettin Dalan, opened posters they hid 

under their skirts and made us of the wooden clutches of a disabled friend of theirs 

and fixed the posters on it. Then on Septemer the first, on the World Peace Day, they 

have painted the fa<;ade of their squats with white paint to have their voices heard. 

The third protest was the most critical one where they have learned that the Head of 

the Military Junta, Kenan Evren, would come to istanbul. A group ofRHU women 

settlers waited in front of the military house for hours to see the president and 

resisted the police. At the end they returned to RHU. The men were waiting them on 

the bus terminal. One of the women said that Evren would be waiting for them in 

Ankara which then motivated the men. With this small lie they organized again and 

went to Ankara and also wrote 750 petitions to 5 different institutions with the help 

of the neighboring Bogazi<;i University students. They succeeded in meeting with the 

head of the military junta (Kaya, 2010). However, their efforts had its limits and 
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they had to come to an agreement with the municipality for the titled houses and land 

in Kay1~dag1 far on the Asian side of istanbul and a relatively deserted area which 

was called "Konutlar" by the migrants from RHU. With the demolition the middle 

section ofRHU, which was the backbone of the settlement area was wiped out. The 

settlers were removed like pulling a plant from its roots and planting it in a less 

fertile and foreign climate. This changed their future course of lives and led to a 

different path of secondary economic transformation on their part when compared 

with their fellow RHU settlers and their former social web of relationships. One of 

our respondents whose house was demolished explains the process as follows: 

There were rumors in '84 that another bridge would be built on the 
Bosporus and then in '85 the houses were sealed before demolition. 
Before the process of demolition as it was not certain whether they would 
give us a new place to go and settle on. For this reason some of the 
leading people in the community applied to the authorities and petitions 
were sent to the ministry in Ankara ... The petitions were written in order 
to get the right for another settlement in the city and to defend our 
rights ... Around hundred of the families were given houses which were 
previously built for the police. Since the police did not want to accept 
these houses due to reasons of small size, incomplete infrastructure and 
being remote to the city centre, the authorities decided to give the houses 
to the RHU settlers whose houses were demolished and we were 'forced' 
to leave our homes and settle there as soon as possible before organized 
protests developed. (Interview; male, single, age 36, former RHU settler). 

This story shows that the state was not even willing to provide the RHU settlers 

with new houses in return for their demolished houses unless the settlers themselves 

applied with petitions to the ministry. The other important thing that the interview 

reveals is that there was no policy and planned resettlement regarding the mandatory 

settlement of the RHU settlers to this new place which was almost outside the city 

limits at the time of resettlement. Protest against the demolitions was also protest 

against the ill-intentions of the local governments of the time. There were even 
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rumors that the location of the bridge was shifted to RHU just to demolish the whole 

settlement. 

The leading figures of RHU of the time got in touch with the leading local 

authorities, deputies and even went to Ankara to stop the demolitions. There were 

certain sections around the main bridge area which were also included within the 

demolition area. Meetings were held and a serious of discussions made regarding 

the intentions of the local governors on marking a wide area for demolition. The 

general feeling of the settlers was that the aim of the local government was to get rid 

of RHU as a squatter settlement. Thinking of this, those settlers whose houses were 

not affected by the demolition, united with the ones whose houses were in the 

process of demolition to defend their settlement. A web of solidarity was organized 

in a few months before the demolitions. Through the clientelistic relations they had 

developed all over the years of their settlement RHU settlers were able to stop 

further demolitions. 

The legs of the bridge were erected on the hill which was called Halim Pasha 

by the RHU settlers. There was a plain festivity area and a park on this hilly place 

overlooking the Bosphrous. This place was the meeting place for the RHU settlers. 

Footbal11~atches were played every weekend among teams from RHU, Hisar a_nc:l 

the nearby neighborhoods, films were shown, gatherings were organized for 

entertainment and for cultural purposes, young boys and girls met each other here, 

others sold basic foodstuff to the comers. In short, Halim Pasha was the centre of 

socialization for the RHU settlers. It was the first place that was removed from the 

lives of the RHU settlers and this further united the settlers against demolitions. 
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Some of the respondents struggled heavily against the demolition of their 

houses but their effotis were in vain since the building of the bridge was a decision 

made by the central government and was irreversible. Demolitions meant a total 

shock and an unbearable process for those subjected to mandatory resettlement to 

Konutlar as all their social processes and relationships would be turned upside 

down. One of our female respondents suggested the following regarding this chaotic 

and shocking development: 

In RHU we had an organized and ordered life. We had our close relations 
and all of our workplaces were located around our region. We were 
working as domestics and demolishing our houses and sending us to a 
distant place meant the corruption of our ties with the employment 
market. We had to find jobs around our new settlement and this was a 
hard task to achieve. For this reason we resisted against the demolition of 
the houses but could not find support from the civil society in Turkey or 
the given support did not suffice to stop the demolition process. As we 
shifted to our new settlements, some of the women employed as 
domestics tried to sustain their ties with their employers on the European 
side. But they faced many difficulties such as long commuting distances 
from the Anatolian side to the European side, increased transpotiation 
costs as many women did not use any means of transport other than 
walking to the house of the employer who were located in close 
proximity to their houses, hours and energy lost in the traffic and 
hopelessness. Other women were not willing to continue to work on the 
European side but sought employment on the Anatolian side which was a 
difficult process. They had no ties and acquaintances on the Anatolian 
side and had to search intensely for new relationships. (Interview; 
female, married, age 55, former RHU settler). 

As our respondent explicitly states, the move to Konutlar meant a similar process of 

migration when compared with their migration from their villages to RHU. They 

would leave all their established social and economic life in RHU behind and would 

have to begin a 'new life' in an isolated, far and foreign place with lack of basic 

infrastructure outside the city limits. 
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While the poor people around the Konutlar welcomed the migrating RHU 

settlers thinking that they were middle class families and their daughters and wives 

would find housework jobs with them, the new comers had to begin a new struggle 

to establish their livelihood in the new and totally foreign and isolated area with 

improper and unfinished infrastructure. One of our respondents who first went to 

Konutlar after their house was demolished and came back a few years later after 

building a two storey apartmankondu with his father-in-law on his land tells this 

ironic situation as follows: 

When the houses in Konutlar were built and RHU settlers began to shift 
there, the local people living around these building hoped that wealthy 
people would come to these houses which would need domestics for 
their housework. When we arrived in the region these people began to 
establish relationships with us asking us to employ their daughter and 
wives as domestics and we had to explain to them that they made a big 
mistake in expecting that they would find work as domestics in our 
houses. I told them that the RHU migrants to the region were 
themselves domestics. And this disappointed them. (Interview; male, 
married, age 50, RHU settler). 

Another respondent narrated how their life was completely changed after the 

demolition of their houses: 

We were shifted to the region called Kay1~dag1 where buildings were 
constructed for the police force that refused to live in these houses due 
to their being of small size, having incomplete infrastructure and 
being remote to the city centre. These building were allocated to us 
and to other squatter settlers from different locations in istanbul 
whose houses were demolished at the same time [emphasis mine}. So 
the population of the new settlement was mixed and many of the new 
settlers were foreign to us as we were to them. At initial stages and 
still today there are problems between our youth and their children 
and youth. Some of these people have very different cultures than 
ours. Their youth engage in fighting, pressuring our youth and their 
males bother our girls and that causes fights between our young and 
adult males and theirs. Life here is not as secure and comfortable as in 
RHU and all of the settlers of Kay1~dag1 who came from RHU miss 
RHU much. They are economically much worse off than the RHU 
settlers. From time to time they visit RHU and see their old friends 
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there and spend time with these people. (Interview; female, widowed, 
age 75, former RHU settler). 

Observations and evaluations of our respondent is quite striking since it reveals 

all of the major problems encountered as a result of this unwanted and 

unaccounted for migration. This reminds us the 'mandatory settlement' policy 

applied by the Ottomans as stated in the literature review.· Without thinking of 

the basic needs of those being resettled, they are just dumped in a deserted, 

unfinished and improper neighborhood that lacks infrastructure. The most 

striking thing is that the new settlers were longing for RHU and their socio-

cultural roots there. 

The activity of demolition continued in parts until today, and families whose 

houses were demolished were sent to different regions around istanbul. There are 

still certain houses around the evacuated region during the building up of the bridge, 

and their legal struggle goes on as of today. On the other hand, the resettled RHU 

inhabitants in Kay1~dag1 have followed a more drastic path of migration which 

continues today. One of our respondents currently living there tells her family's 

migration 'adventure' like a film series as follows: 

We came to RHU nearby our relatives from Black Sea when I was in 
my early 20s after trying to settle in some other cities. We built our 
gecekondu with the help of family, relative and fellow villager 
(hem~eri) solidarity. Most of the women went for domestics to Bebek, 
Etiler and ~i~li. In those years I was working at a factory and my 
brothers had to quit the university due to poverty ... But still we were 
happy in RHU. We would go to cinema on weekends, then in summer 
we would go the concerts in Hisar. With one bus we would go to 
Taksim, we could see the Bosphorus, we had trees in our 
neighborhood and gardens. We would do everything in solidarity 
when we lived in RHU. But with the building of the Second Bridge 
they wanted to disperse us. Even the military regime could not dare to 
enter into our houses ... Our struggle during the resettlement was to 
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stay and live together in the same neighborhood and that is how we 
managed to settle together in the police housing complex built in 
Ata~ehir imar-iskan Bloklan which the police did not want to move in 
due to lack of infrastructure. We became owner of our sixty-five 
square meter houses after paying our installments for ten years ... This 
place was far outside the city with no transportation system, no roads 
and we had to spend five-six hours to go to work ... I had my 
insurance when I was living in our gecekondu in RHU, but after 
resettlement I quit in order to earn more to pay our installments and 
had to go to domestics. I lost my health, but we created a new 
neighborhood ... Since the house we were given was small I rented it 
and I am renting a house somewhere else. But now our neighborhood 
is under the threat of urban transformation due to increased 
development of the region and the plan to move the Central Bank to 
Ata~ehir. We will do our best not to move out of here. We will not 
leave each other, we did our best during the junta times and struggled 
for our rights and we will do the same here (Interview; female, 
married, age 51, former RHU settler). 

This long story of our respondent together with the other 1,200 resettled squatters 

indicate that the state is attempting to integrate them into the system but is not in a 

position to create a viable solution. Similar secondary resettlements are under way 

in other regions of istanbul as part oftheurban transformation project of the AKP 

government. Lack of proper planning and temporary solutions prevents proper 

integration of the settlers into the urban environment, paving the way for further 

resettlements arising from the increased rent value of the land these people are 

settled on and due to increased capital concentration. This has of course created 

resentment and the neighborhood people organized against the new 'urban 

transformation project' signed between TOKi and Ata~ehir Mayor. The inhabitants 

including the mukhtar of the neighborhood are against such a transformation since 

they say that their neighborhood was a social mass housing complex built according 

to the 'Law on Prevention of Gecekondu', but that due to the increasing rent value 

of the region, shopping mall and other commercial complexes will be build by the 

big construction companies with the consent of the municipality and the government 
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and that their livelihoods and rights are not taken into consideration at all. If they do 

not accept the terms dictated then they are threatened (Y1ld1nm, 2010). 

What happened during the first 'mandatory resettlement' gives clues on what 

will happen in future resettlements of the RHU squatter settlers if and when a new 

urban restructuring plan is applied. It is also the expectation of the majority of the 

apartmankondu settlers of RHU that they will experience a similar situation in the 

future in case of demolition and/or urban restructuring. 

There are several rumors about the future demolition of RHU. Most of the 

RHU settlers could not get the titles to their land even today, and there is continual 

demolition activity carried out around the region due to reasons like road opening 

and expansion. Thus, demolition started before the constructi?n of the bridge was 

continued in parts until today. Today there are rumors that RHU will be totally 

demolished in the near future. Some of the respondents were asked their ideas, plans 

and strategies for the possible demolition of the region. The feelings of the 

respondents are mixed. As expected their approaches to the issue are directly related 

to their economic interests, lifestyles and expectations fron1 their fellow residents. 

While some are totally against such a new demolition, some others are ambivalent 

about it. Differences in attitudes toward a new demolition with the justification of 

urban restructuring is an indicator of the change in social behavior of the settlers to 

issues related to their community. The following quotations from different sections 

of RHU settlers reveal this quite clearly. 

One of the respondents suggested the following: 

I have not heard about the demolition of RHU yet but if that happens 
then I have nothing to lose because like in the past the state provides 
houses in tum of the demolished houses. Since I have built an apartment 
during '92 and the apartment had already paid back its construction 
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expenses and plus made me earn some significant amount of money to 
secure my future life I have no insecurity. So, if the state decides to 
demolish the apartments I am sure at least one residence will be provided 
to the apartment owners in another region of the city. (Interview; male, 
married, age 38, RHU resident). 

However, not all the RHU settlers were so optimistic and well-off when compared 

with the above respondent. As one respondent stated: 

I have heard that the squatter settlement will be entirely demolished. I 
have no idea how and why the state would do such a thing. But if that 
happens I think that some riot will take place in the region because 
people have invested all of their earnings to the apartments which is their 
only security. We will not let the state to demolish our apartmants and 
send us somewhere else. In this case all of their future will be damaged. 
It will be an event with no return. (Interview; female, married, age 40, 
RHU settler). 

In the case of poorer sections of the RHU, where settlers have only their gecekondus 

as their dwelling, their evaluation and expectations drastically change: 

I feel nothing about such rumors because I have only one squat and have 
not built an apartment. I have nothing to lose since I believe and know by 
experience that the state would provide new houses for the demolished 
squatters and apartments. So my future will not be influenced. 
(Interview; male, married, age 45, RHU settler). 

A widowed female respondent who was among the urban poor of the RHU suggested 

the following about the future demolition potential of the RHU: 

My husband and I have worked to buy this squatter. For a long time after 
our wedding we lived in rents and paid some significant portion of our 
earning to rent and saved some money at the same time. Then, some 
sixteen years ago, we bought this small squatter house from the uncle of 
my husband in return for all of our savings. A couple of years ago my 
husband suddenly died and I, with my two children was left alone. I was 
the only working person in the house. My son is a drop-out of the 
university and he was fulfilling his military service when his father died. 
My daughter is still a high school student and cannot work. After 
finishing his military service my son returned and began working as a 
security personnel at Metrocity but was later laid off after some tin1e. 
Since then he could not find employment and I am the only bread winner 
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in the house. My husband was retired from the BU and through his 
acquaintances I have found a secured employment at the university. 
Currently I am a BU personnel and do domestic work on the weekends. I 
have no other security than my squatter house. If they would demolish 
my house in the future I would face serious problems. But the usual 
procedure is that the state allocates a house in return for the demolished 
squatter house. So, I am sure that me and my children would not be left 
on the street but be given a house in some distant region of the city. The 
remoteness of the new dwelling would be the only problem for us. At the 
moment I am walking to my workplace but if the houses would 
demolished then I would be spending some significant time in the traffic 
of the city and would. have to make extra payments. (Interview; female, 
widowed, age 51, RHU settler). 

Some of the second and third generation residents of RHU whose families had built 

apartments have also expressed their concerns regarding the possible de1nolition of 

the settlement. There were different views regarding the issue. 

My fathers were able to build a four-storey apartmentkondu. We are two 
siblings and each of us has one of flat, the parents live in another flat 
while the remaining flat is rented and its rent is taken by the parents. 
Actually I was not much interested in education while I was young and 
began working in unqualified jobs. After the military service I married 
and began to live in my flat in our family apartment. My wife also works 
and we have two children. It is not certain whether the state would be 
willing to give a flat in return for all the flats within an apartment. They 
might provide just one house per apartment or pay some insufficient 
money in return for the construction expenses. In that case we would not 
be able to buy a house for us. My brother is in the same situation. None 
of us and none of our spouses have good earning jobs. We were able to 
gather some money in time but we are not willing to spend all of our 
savings to buy a new house and establish a new life. We have our plans 
for otir cliilufen-an:a wisli-to spend-tlie-Il1oney fortlie future of our 
children and for our own retirement. (Interview; male, married, age 40, 
RHU settler). 

Another respondent was in a better condition since her family was able to build a five 

storey apartment with two flats on each storey. The family had three children and 

two of them were married while the girl whom we interviewed was a university 

student at a private university. The family earned some significant income through 
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the rent and thereby they attained a certain life standard. The family had its cars, 

summer houses and was able to send their girls to the private university. The girl 

expressed her concerns about the future demolition as follows: 

If the apartments would be demolished then the residents of RHU would 
be sent to some distant location around the city and they would be paid 
only some of the construction expenses which would not suffice us to 
build another apartment in the same manner. Thus, if the apartments 
would be demolished then my family and I would be losing some 
significant amount of earnings. So, I am afraid of and anxious about the 
future demolition plans of RHU (Interview; female, single, age 21, RHU 
settler). 

However, the attitude of the leading figures ofRHU regarding the future and 

probable demolition process with the claim of a new urban restructuring process 

reflect more awareness. In the newly established neighborhood association 

HiSARDER various meetings were held on this issue. The new association has 

become a member of the associations' platform with eighteen other associations of 

Sanyer to defend their common rights and to act together regarding the problems of 

squatter settlements in Sanyer, especially regarding future demolitions. Besides this, 

HiSARDER is bringing in experts to analyze the settlement situation in RHU, is also 

cooperating with the new mayor of Sanyer regarding a viable solution to the 

improperly formed apartinankondu settlements in RHU. A few months ago the 

association invited the mayor of Sanyer to their opening ceremony where the mayor 

delivered a speech to the RHU settlers in front of the association together with a 

folkloric ceremony shared by the entire squatter settlers of RHU. 

The Mayor ~iikrii Gen<;, who is the son of the early RHU settler, himself a 

RHU settler in an apartmankondu of his own stated the following in the opening 

ceremony ofHiSARDER: 
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Our mothers and fathers had settled in RHU in the early 50s working as 
laborers, domestics and workers. Some of them have bought their titles to 
the land, some bought their lands from the occupying groups and the 
poorer settlers had to take refugee on the free-treasury lands building 
make-shift gecekondus to shelter their families for a hard living in the 
outskirts of istanbul. With the help ofBU and with the cooperation of 
BU students we have built our main road together and created a living 
neighborhood to benefit both sides. We were the first settlers of RHU and 
we must be its final settlers as well (Speech delivered in the opening 
ceremony ofHiSARDER, 2009). 

This speech of the mayor is actually the summary of the whole migration process and 

the 'adventure' of the squatter settlers ofRHU whose journey began in early 50s. 

While some migrated to Germany and became guest workers living there far from 

their homeland and hometowns, the majority settled in RHU as guest inhabitants, 

formerly in their gecekondus and now in their gunduzkondus/apartmankondus. They 

are waiting for decisions to be made by the ruling authorities for their future fate for 

a viable solution to the improperly formed squatter settlement mostly in the treasury 

lands of the state in RHU which later turned into an apartmankondu neighborhood 

lacking the basic city planning and order. 

The Transformation of the Rumeli Hisariistli Settlers' Economic Ideology 
from 1960 Onward 

The pioneers of the migrants settling in RHU in the early 50s were the migrant 

workers who came to istanbul as single gurbetc;i males working in manual jobs as 

masonry builders, construction workers, porters, coal loaders and off-loaders, 

gardeners and servants, and staying in the single male rooms (bekar odalarz) in 

various hans or in jointly rented houses such as the ones in Arnavuktoy, Ortakoy, 

Kuru9e~me, Bebek, Hisar and istinye. The majority aimed to earn enough money to 
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send back home to their families in their villages and if possible to bring their 

families to istanbul. They could earn this money only through hard and manual work. 

Thus they created their own solidarity web either through their relative and village 

hem~eri relations and/or through the new solidarity relations they created with the 

other gurbetc;is in the city. Thus for the majority, the lifestyle led gave rise to and 

was a catalyst for solidarity-oriented economic thought regarding production, 

consumption, saving money, investing and obtaining property. Hence, this economic 

approach was transferred to the newly arriving family members and the relatives 

when they formed the first gecekondus in RHU. However, it should be mentioned 

that some of the gecekondus were built on legally titled lands and some on treasury 

lands. It seems that on the part of those acting with the motive of appropriating the 

treasury land without payment, their poverty condition and lack of enough money to 

pay for the nearby titled lands was also a factor. The other factor was the new 

gecekondu formation trend in istanbul which was in1plicitly ignored and n1ight have 

been encouraged by the governments. With all these factors, the new treasury lands 

and the gecekondus were seen as the squatter settlers' new 'private properties' with 

communal protection by family, relative, acquaintance and village solidarity webs. 

The early RHU settlers were predominantly peasants and proto-workers. As 

I~1k and Ptnarctoglu (2001) emphasize, the first generation of gecekondus were built 

outside the formal real estate market and almost completely by the owners for their 

own use as a solution to their housing and accommodation needs neglected by the 

state. The gecekondus were built for use rather than as means of exchange to obtain 

wealth. When the first settlements were completed and settlers began to live in them, 

it became an area of habitation where the changing needs of the gecekondu settlers 
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were fulfilled. In line with the changing needs of the families living in the 

gecekondus, additions could be made to the gecekondus, chicken and cows could be 

raised, plants were grown and fruit trees planted both for fmnily needs and to an 

extent to sell to the nearby affluent people in exchange for money to supplement the 

family budget (pp. 112-113). In a similar manner, the majority of the squatters of 

RHU were leading a small peasant lifestyle with small plots to until and vineyards 

and orchards to plant vegetables and fruits in as extension of their peasant lifestyles 

and the economy back in their villages which required a family-based and communal 

lifestyle. Thus they had the economic attitude of acting in a communal way, working 

together within the family as well as with their fellow villagers and gecekondu 

dwellers in line with the self-exploitation hypothesis of Chayanov. Chayanov, as 

quoted in Bagchi (n.d., p.5), in his analysis of peasant fmnily farms, discovered that 

family farms could only survive under the conditions of self-exploitation of family 

labor in order to survive and to compete in the market (Chayanov, 1966). This 

situation is mentioned in a different way by Karl Marx who states that the major 

argument of political economy, which is the science of wealth and therefore 

simultaneously the science of renunciation, of want, of saving, is accumulation and 

that you have to sacrifice from your human activities and achieve a primitive capital 

accumulation process. Thus the less you are, the less you express your own life, the 

more you have, i.e., the greater is your alienated life, the greater is the store of your 

estranged being (Marx, 197 6, p.21 0). In the case of the first generation of squatter 

settlements, as in the case ofRHU, the early settlers have naturally carried over their 

village life habits and peasant ideologies with them and adapted this lifestyle and 

ideology to the socio-economic and geographic reality they became a part of. To be 
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able to first survive in the outskirts of the city, the early settlers had to act in 

solidarity within their families as well as with their fellow villagers. They continued 

this collective peasant production in their newly-built squatter settlements with 

overtones of self-exploitation by working extra hours and in additional jobs, with 

almost all the family members including their children above the age of ten 

participating in the effort. Some families had their own small barns near their 

squatter settlements. Thus, working in more than two jobs, most of the time the entire 

family living together in one room, teenager children working in the after-school 

hours, weekends and holidays, women of the family going to domestic work, raising 

cows and chicken, planting vegetables in their gardens, knitting sweaters, socks, etc. 

on a piece basis were different aspects of this solidarity and self-exploitation to cope 

with the family costs, and to save money to extend their gecekondus as well as to 

accumulate capital for their future investments. One early RHU settler told her story 

as follows: 

When we came to RHU in early 60s we continued our village life in our 
new small squats in RHU .... My husband had built just two rooms ... I 
came with my two sons ... I began to work as a domestic in Etiler ... 
Besides, I was looking after our four cows, collecting grass for them, 
collecting wood to burn, selling milk and eggs to the affluent people in 
the vicinity for whom RHU women worked as domestics ... My husband 
worked in construction works,--he also wo-rked in side jol5s and in 
building gecekondu ... When I went to work, my sons took care of the 
cows and sold milk .... We were doing it all together. (Interview; female, 
widowed, age 81, very early RHU settler). 

As the above story indicates, the families in general acted in a communal manner and 

made use of different sorts of labor to save money and expand their gecekondus. In a 

way, they exploited their own labor by working more and more hours, making use of 

their children's labor and engaging in 'primitive capital accumulation'. This was the 
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extension of their family peasant life in their villages. There was also a kind of 

communal cooperation and collaboration while building their houses predominantly 

based on the free provision of labor. The relatives and fellow villagers have built 

their houses with joint effort and in turns. When the gecekondu of one villager was 

built, others worked with them and the gecekondus were built in turns. A similar 

solidarity was applied in the building of extensions to the original gecekondus and/or 

for the building of the new ones in the spare gecekondu lands for the new family 

members and grown-up children. One respondent narrated how the family house 

was built through communal cooperation: 

The land on which our house was built was previously kept by the family 
of my wife, her mother, sisters, and brothers, but since some of them 
immigrated to England, the land was left to us. When we married, we had 
to stay in a rental house in RHU, in a location which is demolished 
before the bridge was built. In the first year of our marriage, we began to 
build our squat on the land which was left to my wife. There were fellow 
villagers and RHU neighbor settlers who were employed as construction 
workers, or masters in RHU with whom we had some acquaintance and 
who were willing to help us with their expertise in construction but with 
certain discounts. Our house was built through the effort of these people, 
who were of the same village as my wife (Interview; male, widowed, age 
62, RHU settler). 

The above shows how people from the same or close village of origin established a 

web of solidarity among themselves in RHU while building their gecekondus. First, 

the land was kept through family and rela~ive ties. In the above example, the land 

was kept by a villager family whose members were scattered around RHU. The 

family had many members, some of which were married and some were single, both 

male and female. Married members of the family kept land on different locations. 

The portion that was described above was kept by the mother and her two single 

daughters, and one married son. One of the daughters, after marrying, and the 
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married son of the family migrated to England and left some portion of the land to 

the remaining single daughter of the family who then married and built a house on 

the land with her husband. This is how the family ties worked in many parts ofRHU 

in the case of migration to Europe. The remaining portion of the land, where the 

initial temporary squat was built, was then rented to different people on behalf of the 

married male child of the family, who had migrated to England. In the case of this 

family and their relatives, the family which built their own squat on the land did this 

through the use of communal ties in every way. As the respondent suggests, the 

family needed help during the construction of their house since both him and his wife 

had to work. Through their communal ties, they found construction workers and an 

experienced person who was involved in almost all the phases ofbuilding the 

gecekondu, drawing the plan, managing the construction work, etc. The family had 

the opportunity to get construction materials at cheap prices, and received discounts 

from the workers and the master who built the house. 

Another respondent suggested the following regarding family ties and 
solidarity: 

My family migrated to the city due to poverty and inadequate 
employment opportunities in the village. We were a large family and the 
family land did not suffice for the family. When we arrived in RHU, we 
occupied a land since there-were·ma.n.y-persoris from our village who 
arrived in the city a couple of years ahead of us. Our villagers helped us 
to keep our land. Our family had many members both male and female. 
Through our communal ties we were able to build a squat in RHU. The 
same communal ties were also functional in finding employment of the 
members of our family. The women would go to house cleaning and 
male members found jobs either within factories in the city or at the BU 
which was then called Robert College. The jobs at Robert College were 
desired more by most of the RHU settlers since it was near the 
neighborhood and helped them to safeguard their gecekondus and aided 
in establishing other and more important social ties. However, jobs at the 
College were not easy to find and could not only be accessed through 
communal ties. Only relatives from the same village helped each other to 
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find jobs at the College (Interview; female, married, age 58, early RHU 
settler). 

As the above quotation indicates, solidarity vvas not only confined to the building of 

the gecekondus. A similar situation was seen in the case of finding employment, 

especially with regard to BU where before the KPSS, the majority of the non-

academic BU personnel came from RHU through family, relative and village 

solidarity and sometimes through being fellow RHU neighbors. 

Besides the dominant solidarity-oriented economic ideology attitude, there 

are cases where the lack of solidarity and at times disputes between the relatives 

regarding land and inheritance issues lead to struggles between the relatives and the 

family members taking refuge in other relatives' houses as migrants to istanbul from 

their villages. This was the case in some situations from the less fertile regions of 

interior black sea region ·where the ~ebinkarahisarh migrants came from. Regarding 

the land and property disputes before coming to RHU, one of our respondents tells 

the following: 

After my father died my mother had to take care of us. Among the 
seven siblings she was the only female. After a while we began to stay 
in the second floor of my grandmother's two-storey home and my uncle 
(dayz) stayed-in the first floor. One of my Uilcles had cheated my 
grandmother and got my mother's land shares in her wife's name and 
the other uncle was trying to get the home. So they did not want my 
mother to stay in that home and asked for rent. So my mother went to a 
nearby town to take out beet and potato root. She was going to work 
with my elder sister and was staying there for a week and was obtaining 
the money needed for our daily needs. But still they did not want her to 
stay in that home and to till the lands, and there were serious struggles 
between the siblings to obtain the inherited scarce lands and orchards 
from their father and mother, so we had to come to istanbul (Interview; 
female, married, age 54, early RHU settler). 
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After coming and settling in RHU and given their economic conditions, cost 

minimization and saving money was one of the pillars of their economic behavior. 

To do this, both the man and the woman in the family had to work. For example, one 

early RHU settler states the following regarding the financial difficulties, cost 

minimization, savings and building their gecekondu as follows: 

The squat was first built as a small one-room and one toilet shack in 
around twenty m2

• Almost eighty per cent of the monthly earnings of my 
father and my mother's daily domestics payments were put into building 
the gecekondu. I am not telling this as something specific to my father 
and mother. It was pretty much the same all over Hisaril.stil. [RHU]. For 
example, that month they would go to the nalbur21

, buy thirty or forty 
briquette, two bags of cement and put them aside and cover them in the 
garden to make up the second room. Since five-ten people lived in one 
room. Then after a year or so another room was built and this was a 
solution to overcome the financial burden. All those family members 
and/or relatives in the family would put the money they earn into a 
common fund controlled by the family head (man or sometimes woman) 
and it was used by him or her for the expansion of the gecekondu. (Male, 
married, age 50, early RHU settler). 

As in the case of this family, by building up their gecekondus and making annexes to 

it, they were able to save the money to be paid for rents to build up new gecekondus 

for the other family members. Here the individual interests were subordinated to the 

collective interest of putting their powers together to create a gecekondu for the 

whole family. To decrease their costs, a great majority of the squatter settlers 

obtained their basic agricultural needs from their villages, they planted their 

vegetables in their gardens, raised chicken and cows. They also sold their vegetable 

and dairy products to the nearby affluent families. Since their talents were limited in 

scope, they could earn their living through manual labor and by selling their labor 

21 Hardware store 
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power or by being employed at the then Robert College at various low level manual 

jobs like gate-keeping, plumbing, janitor, etc. Thus, in time, they became part of the 

informal working class sector. Their wives began to work as a domestic. All through 

this time period, the RHU squatters acted and had to act in solidarity with each other 

and developed various webs of communal social relations while building their 

gecekondus, in searching for employment, in bringing goods from their villages, 

building up the basic infrastructure of RHU like the sewage, water and electricity 

facilities. Regarding finding employment a similar solidarity web and collective 

economic ideology was at work. One respondent suggested the following: 

We built our squat through the help of our villagers who had settled in 
RHU previously and have also informed us about the region. When we 
arrived at the city with my family we have invaded a huge portion of land 
and then built our squat on it. My father was not a construction worker 
and therefore could not finish the house all by himself but his relatives 
and other acquaintances from the village helped him in the process of 
construction. We even bought the construction materials at relatively 
cheap prices and also paid nothing to the laborers and masters who 
worked at the construction process since all were our acquaintances from 
the village. Eveyone helped each other like this. At the same time my 
father began employment through the help of one of his villagers 
(Interview; male, married, age 46, early RHU settler). 

In the area of consumption, the settlers built various cooperatives to provide basic 

food stuff at its cost, one of which was on the main road and served the needs of 

various sections of the RHU until the coup de etat of 1980. The gecekondu times 

until the early 80s was predominantly marked by communal socio-economic 

behavior. The political make;.up of the neighborhood was another catalyst in the 

development of the communal and collectivistic relations in the neighborhood. The 

neighborhood was a stronghold of the left factions of different kinds from the second 
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half of the 60s until the coup de etat of 1980. Like in many other squatter areas of 

istanbul of the day, with the help of power vacuum on the part of the state, the 

neighborhood and the daily life were organized along the lines of marginal leftist 

ideology along communal lines and cadres were recruited for the leftist political 

factions. Shortly, the leftist and revolutionary ideology became a political weapon for 

the RHU settlers to defend their squats and their 'liberated' neighborhood, paving the 

way for a would-be revolution. This was in line with the rising leftist and 

revolutionary ideology in the squatter areas and the rural areas all over Turkey. The 

world conjuncture was also effective in the development of this collectivistic 

political and economic behavior since there was the so-called socialist camp and the 

ideological impact of the revolutions until the last Nicaraguan revolution in 1979 that 

provided a psychological motivation to the masses in RHU arid elsewhere. There was 

a leftist tide in the world and this coincided with the increasing organization and 

impact of revolutionary groups in Turkey. That is why the Nicaraguan revolution 

was affecting the revolutionary people in the neighborhood and it could be taken as a 

model for their revolutionary organization and for their revolution. The main dispute 

between the different revolutionary groups was on how the revolution would be 

made and which countries could be taken as a model for their revolutions. Some 

groups were adherents of the Soviet regime, some were advocates of the Chinese 

socialism, some others said Cuba was· a role model, etc. These disputes on how the 

revolution would be made could from time to time lead to serious disputes and 

sometimes to clashes between the different factions, but when it came to common 

cause of guarding their squatter settlements they could put aside their disputes among 

themselves and even their disputes with the minority religious sector of the RHU. 
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Thus, some sort of a communal town was formed where RHU was both being 

administered by the muhtar and the association and by some other committees. 

Although there were different political attitudes like the leading religious figures of 

RHU and those acting with individual interests, when it came to defending the 

common interests of the RHU settlers these political differences were easily put aside 

and the people mainly acted jointly, collectively and in solidarity with each other 

according to the motto of "birlikten kuvvet do gar" (acting together creates synergy). 

Those who insisted in acting according to their individual(istic) and self-interests 

were subjected to various social, political and economic sanctions to act in line with 

the dominant leftist economic ideology and the leftist groups organized the building 

of the houses, whom to give permission to go on building the gecekondu and whom 

not to go on building as well as building the gecekondus with the aid and work of the 

political groups. Then nightly and daily guarding duties were organized to defend the 

neighborhood against the outside forces including the rival rightist groups as well as 

the municipal police and the gendarmerie. One of our respondents even stated the 

following: 

The Turkish Workers Party (TWP) was organized in RHU too. I have 
also heard that Y Ilmaz Guney had a small film archive in one of the 
make~shift squatsinRHU ... Beforethe coup de etat o{sa,-:RH-u was a 
sort· of liberated zone and the squatter area was ruled by various leftist 
political groups through the association and some committees in 
addition to the rule of law enforced by the mukhtar ... In the media it 
was even labeled as "small Moscow" ... We were building the 
gecekondus of different people all together. I even recall one event 
where the revolutionaries were building the house of one family ... 
Generally the settlers acted in cooperation with the leftist groups and 
have organized themselves, but there were exceptions too. For instance 
in one case, while the revolutionaries were struggling against the police 
and the zabzta against demolitions, the head of the family was playing 
cards in the coffee house. But years after, when we came to the early 
90s and his gecekondu was turned into an apartmankondu he did not 
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even recognize us. (Interview; male, married, age 45, early RHU 
settler). 

As our respondent clearly indicates, there were different tendencies as well. While 

the majority of the settlers shared the collective attitudes of the leftist political groups 

and acted in concert with their organization and effort to build and safeguard the 

gecekondus together, there were others who usurped the collective efforts of the 

organized leftist groups. Even still, the period of primary economic transformation 

took place on the basis of this dominant collectivistic and solidarity-oriented 

economic ideology. It may also be argued that the way to wealth formation and 

capital accumulation was through the collective and solidarity-oriented economic 

ideology that found a fertile ground to develop within the given ideological 

conjuncture and the social setting as Mark Granovetter (1985), explaining how the 

economic organization is shaped by the social structures with the concept of 

"embeddedness" he adapted from Karl Polanyi, argues that the attempts at purposive 

action are embedded in concrete, ongoing systems of social relations. Hence, the 

driving force of economic action and the relationship of the social relations with it 

get tangled at the point of' social approval' and 'reciprocity expectations'. The web 

of reciprocal expectations that the migrants have established with each other is 

actually circumscribed with a second 'web of reciprocal obligations' that they have 

established with early comers and which was in line with their socio-economic lives 

and the de facto situations in the city. 

The period between the coup de etat of 1980 and the building of 

apartmankondus in the early 90s was the gradual transition period from the dominant 

community and solidarity-oriented, collective economic attitude to the 

individualistic, rent-seeking and self-centered economic ideology on the part of the 
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majority of the RHU settlers. From the time of the coup de etat in 12 September 

1980 until the national elections on 6 November 1983 the military junta was in 

power and totally controlled the political life of Turkey. The political strategy of the 

military regime was to take all the significant repressive measures to laminate the 

radical politics and struggles taking place in the public context and at the daily life 

level. First of all the ties between the community members began to break due to 

political pressures, searches and prison sentences as well as the big fear from the 

military regime since all the political parties, trade unions, etc. were closed down and 

many people in the neighborhood had to run away. The repressive measures were felt 

in detail in RHU as well. So, individuals began to pull themselves inward, to act by 

themselves and develop their family solidarity in order to cope with isolation. Second 

of all, the early socio-economic structures such as the cooperatives and the 

associations were either closed down or could not function at all under the military 

regime. Besides, there was a big ideological bombardment through the state media 

and organization, especially against the left and its ideology. However, it has to be 

mentioned that the political disputes and at times confrontations between the two 

leading factions in RHU in the last year before the coup created hesitance on the part 

of the masses regarding the ideals of socialism and collectivism. All these factors 

paved the way for the neutralization of the solidarity web among the settlers. With 

the elections in 1984 and Ozal coming to power the ideological vacuum began to be 

filled with the new neo-liberal ideology. Since the radical left was almost wiped out 

from the political and public scene and was marginalized, the liberal anti-statist and 

anti-bureaucratic political agenda of Ozalled his ANAP party to the victory in 1983 

elections. Hence, the vacuum would now be filled with the neoliberal ideology of 
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Ozal with the aim of integrating Turkey with the world economy without any 

political opposition on the part of the radical opponents and unions. What charmed 

the RHU settlers regarding their gecekondu was the gecekondu law number 2981 

which was put into effect eight months before the 1984 municipal elections. For the 

first time this law permitted distribution of title deeds to gecekondu settlers who built 

their gecekondus on treasury lands, lands of foundations or on municipal lands 

provided that they would pay for the land they have already appropriated. The 

private technical offices under oath began to award special certificates called tapu 

tahsis belgesi (title deed reservation documents) as the first step to the title deeds. 

The RHU settlers who did not have titled lands benefitted from this and obtained 

their tapu tahsis belgesi. Besides this, the law also contributed to the further 

commercialization of the real estate system in gecekondu settlements since 

permission was given for the construction of four-storey apartment buildings on the 

lands which were considered as appropriate to be given title deeds. So with this law 

and other laws issued between 1983 and 1988, the gecekondu settlements began to be 

legalized and began to be transformed into organized districts composed of 

apartment blocks (Demirta~, 2009, pp. 86-90) which began to be the case with RHU. 

Thus, the period of secondary economic transformation began to be predotninantly 

characterized by individualistic and self-centered economic ideology together with 

the development of state-sponsored neo-liberal ideology under the direction of Ozal 

government and various municipal rulings. 

The distribution of tapu tahsis belgesi was a turning point on the part of the 

RHU settlers. The majority of the RHU settlers began to think that their collective 

and communal struggles and the ideologies they followed gave their fruits and they 
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got the legal right to their squats. Although there was a very repressive regime that 

cut their earlier collective and organizational ties with each other and isolated them, 

they were able to cope with the military regime by giving their votes to Ozal who 

portrayed himself as an alternative to the policies of the military regime and the 
\ 

proponent of a liberal regime. Unlike the other squatter settlements RHU settlers 

acted in unity all throughout the military regime years. Their aim was to get the titles 

to their land and gecekondus. The difference was in the tactics to be used in line with 

the struggles between the strategical realm of the state vs. the tactical realm of the 

squatters as stated by Demirta~ (2009). One of our respondents suggested that the 

RHU settlers were forced to negotiate with the state in exchange for their squats: 

The government authorities came with a bargain. They told us that they 
could give us two-storey residences if we allowed them to demolish our 
squats to build luxury residences. These luxury residences would be a 
part of the urban renewal project to be carried out at the RHU with the 
aim of transforming the region. But the leading figures in the region 
sensed that they would be abandoning their rights on the land and the 
use of it, since they already imagined to build the apartmentkondus for 
their children and their own, and for this reason they reacted adversely 
and persuaded the RHU settlers to say 'no' to the bid of the 
government. I think that this was the most important opportunity for 
RHU settlers to transform the region by complying with the government 
and thereby obtaining their legal approval and title for the land. There 
was a similar mistake made previously as the governor ~nd the mayor 
of the city came to the region but was chased by some reactive RHU 
settlers. The -same-mayor Clotiated the rights to the title to other nearbuy 
squatter settlements during the same period but not to RHU. Thus, the 
RHU settlers used their last and most desired option and built their 
apartmankondus according to their wish. Actually the former reactivity 
towards the governor of the city had to do with the political dynamism 
around the region which was very reactive and did not compromise in 
any way with the state or its authorities. (Interview; male, married, age 
50, RHU settler). 

This event that took place before the building of the apartmankondu in late 80s and 

early 90s indicates that the majority of the squatter settlers ofRHU were influenced 
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by the individualistic, self-centered and profit-oriented economic ideology and also 

that they could not trust in the promises made and did not want to risk their future 

gains. It may also be argued that the two-storey luxury residences to be allowed like 

the ones in Etiler with their gardens would not suffice for the settlers and their family 

members and their children. Thus, the motivating behavior in their actions was to 

secure the future of their entire family including their children. This would only be 

possible through the building of apartmankondus when viewed from their 

perspective. The building of apartmankondu would also give them the opportunity to 

act together with their entire family, relatives and fellow villagers and neighbors in 

RHU in solidarity. From this perspective it seems 'inevitable' for the settlers to 

follow the path of building the apartmankondus. Since their settlement in RHU was a 

result of the process of chain migration and since their lands were limited they could 

not build new squats, but had to build apartmankondus instead. Thus it was both as a 

result of 'necessity' as well as a part of the logic of investing in profitable, real estates 

to become rich. The Ozal government's nee-liberal policies coincided with this need 

and they complemented each other. 

At the first instance, the process of apartmankondu formation broke the 

exfetided ·communal ties between the RHU settlers of different village and city 

origins. As apartmankondus were built with family and relative solidarity the 

property ownership and sharing of the flats in the new apartmankondus gave rise to a 

new form of family solidarity and collectivity, .which was a narrow form of the older 

communal and collectivistic peasant lifestyle. However, by time disputes between 

the family members began to increase regarding the rent sharing, ownership of the 

flats, and who would be getting the most out of the new rents obtained by renting the 
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flats to the BU students. In the meantime commercialization in RHU began to 

accelerate and the neighborhood began to rapidly integrate with the system. The 

shops opened to serve the BU students in restaurants, photocopy, markets, etc were 

at first operated in solidarity. In some photocopy shops the owner and his/her 

employees were from the same village. In a photocopy shop, newly established by a 

former worker of a stationary shop, several relatives work together. But the opening 

of this shop was not much appreciated by the other shops in the region and especially 

by the stationery shop owner who had abused his former employee who opened this 

new shop and criticized him of being a traitor and selfish person while not 

mentioning having exploited him continuously for years. But as the monetary 

relations began to deepen in the neighborhood and the capitalist commodity relations 

began to take shape the web of solidarity began to give rise to a new form of 

economic ideology. The settlers began to react to the developing individualistic and 

rent-seeking ideology and at times began to be a part of it internalizing the new 

ideology. Disputes between siblings regarding the sharing of the rents and ownership 

of the flats began to become more serious leading to various court cases. In one of 

the interviews our respondent told the following story: 

My sisters, who lived in Germany, began to ask for a share of the rents of 
the flats to which they had made no contribution in its construction. They 
sued me of expropriating their rights on the land which was the common 
property of the whole family members. But my sisters, while I built the 
apartmankondu here, had told me that they would not demand anything 
in the form of a rent. (Interview; male, married, age 51, early RHU 
settler). 

Those working as the employees of their fellow villagers began to leave those work 

places and open their own businesses and the trust between the settlers began to 
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erode. This erosion was first seen in the common ties of the RHU settlers. Since their 

association was closed down by the military regime and a new one was not opened 

village associations began to be established to create a joint platform to keep the 

same villagers together. But in these associations certain individuals began to use 

these platforms for their personal benefits and interests. Thus disputes within the 

same village associations began to increase and they became associations directed 

and controlled by a few persons. While some families were able to create family 

solidarity, in some others family members began to act against each other. Thus the 

logic of the market economy began to dominate and together with it the neo-liberal 

ideology began to take root in the neighborhood. In the meantime the unequal 

development of the business and the economic relations gave rise to different 

economic groups. Those having bigger apartmankondus were able to get enough rent 

to lead a middle and upper-middle class lifestyle while the others not able to build an 

apartmankondu had to stay in their gecekondus and lead a similar and sometimes 

even worse life than their past lives. This was reflected in the changing ideologies of 

the different RHU settlers. However, in general the economic attitude was to favor 

the capitalist relations and getting rich without considering the morality of their 

actions. They were acting in line with the attitude of the rest of the Turkish society 

where, as stated by I~1k and P1narc1oglu (2009, p. 178), even the opening ceremony 

of the new private Koc; University which was illegally constructed within a forestry 

area was made by the President. Thus the world view of scorning everybody else 

except oneself, seeing oneself totally innocent and not being inclined to pay any 

price spread to the whole society. In this world view the most sacred value was 

money and anything would be legitimate to reach the goal of obtaining more of it. 
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Thus the rents in RHU began to skyrocket and even the BU students began to engage 

in organized protests. With the global financial crisis beginning by the mortgage 

crisis in the US in 2006, Turkey also began to experience crisis and the rents began 

to decline significantly and this process still goes on. From the beginning of this 

crisis until today the economic well-being of the RHU settlers began to decline in 

general and this is reflected in their attitude towards the neo-liberal policies as well 

as toward the earlier individualistic and self-interest oriented economic ideology. 

Parallel with this, the settlers began to hear from different squatter areas of Sanyer 

and from the media that with the new urban transformation projects of AKP they 

could lose their apartmankondus and could once more begin their economic lives 

and struggles at a much lower status and disadvantageous position in istanbul. Thus, 

the recent urban transformation processes has created a sort of fear and this is 

reflected in their economic behavior of searching for a new collective action. At this 

point, they have established their new association, HiSARDER, in 2010 to unite 

them against the future demolitions of their apartmankondus with a new urban 

transformation project. Here, it is important to mention of the group ties and the sake 

of organization on the part of the association. Granovetter (1983) explains the 

process of formation of weak and strong ties as follows. There are groups who are 

knitted around some purposively selected individuals, who are called the Ego, and 

have both close and distant relations. Those belonging to the group establish strong 

ties with the Ego and take their social positioning within the group, while there are 

other group's members who have weak ties with this Ego of the other group with 

whom they are acquainted and the Egos of all groups establish a "bridge between the 

two densely knit clumps of close friends" (p. 202). In RHU there are groups formed 
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on the basis of religious and regional ties, fellow townsmen who almost totally 

occupied the settlement and have established communication through the process of 

first and second generation transformation of the region which involves both 

solidarity and competition. The most recognized groups are villagers from 

~ebinkarahisar, and ~iran and certain parts of Sivas. These social groups from these 

villages and towns actually communicate with each other through these Ego's and 

through both "restricted and elaborated codes of communication" as suggested by 

Granovetter (1983, p. 204). The same author suggests that "attempts at purposive 

actions are embedded in concrete and ongoing systems of social relations". People 

who get into contact in social relations are tied with one another and expect to get 

approved in the web of social relations which involves access to economic activity 

that is crucial for survival and participation to the society and which is based on 

expectations of reciprocity in all kinds of relations among the members who 

recognize each other. But this time, in addition to the fulfillment of the egos of the 

leading figures in the associations at RHU, their collectivity seems to be a means of 

defending and protecting their apartmankondu and accumulated wealth. Hence, from 

early 50s until the present day, by gradually transforming and integrating into the 

urban economy as a very specific university town with the catalyzing role ofBU, 

their economic ideology has shifted from the self-exploiting peasant ideology to the 

jointly acting, rent-seeking ideology with overtones ofRHU identity as a uniting 

ideology to bring them together to safeguard their properties and their collective and 

capitalized economic interests in line with the prevailing neo-liberal economic 

ideology. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION 

Squatter settlements are a direct outcome of industrialization which did not take 

place properly and of the 'modernization' of the capitalist world system. Among the 

reasons why they are mainly encountered in the so-called 'Third World' ·countries 

are the dependency of these countries on the developed world, the lack of proper 

government mechanisms in these countries, bribery, corruption and the lack of social 

housing policies. Although the squatter phenomenon was mainly absent and minor 

incidences were under control in the young Turkish Republic until the late 40s, with 

the populist policies of the Democrat Party and the changes in the rural economy of 

the country together with mechanization of agriculture, migratory movements to the 

cities began. The import -substitution model applied for integration with the capitalist 

world in the aftermath of WW II, the new Marshall plan that Turkey benefitted from, 

the choice of a capitalist mode of industrialization and modernization by setting aside 

the early planned economy, and with the emergence of a state-dependent bourgeoisie 

a new socio-economic system was created which was ready to integrate itself with 

the global capitalist system in formation, albeit with heavy overtones of dependency. 

Migrants arriving in istanbul in the early 50s began to search for a habitus of 

their own resembling their villages in Anatolia and found similar places at the 

outskirts of the industrializing cities, especially istanbul. RHU was one of them; 

besides, it had the unique advantage of being side by side with the well-off 

neighborhoods ofEtiler, Bebek and Hisar and BU, a leading Turkish university. 

Thus, the RHU settlers began to form a communal life of their own in the squatter 
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settlement and to adapt themselves to the lifestyles prevalent in the city going 

through an acculturation process. In Berry's (1980) conceptualization of evaluating 

acculturation as a linear process with four possible outcomes of assimilation, 

integration, marginality and separation, the squatter settlers of RHU experienced 

these outcomes one by one in different phases and at different levels of their 

transformation, finally integrating themselves into the macro system, becoming a 

sine qua non element of the system. 

The apartment phenomenon, as stated by I~tk and Ptnarctoglu (2009), played 

a crucial role in the emergence of the tniddle classes in the Turkish cities before 1980 

and their efforts to increase their welfare levels, thereby affecting the shaping of the 

urban environment. In the case ofRHU, as the later comers and with their 

apartmankondus, the settlers began their secondary socio-economic transformation 

process stepping into the sphere of middle class lifestyle. While the gecekondus 

played a basic role for the inclusion of the city poor within the political equations, in 

a similar manner, the apartmankondu formation began to play an important role in 

the participation of informally shaped and late-comer RHU middle class settlers in 

the political alliances of the period through their newly-forming middle class 

lifestyles and aspirations. In the recent municipality elections held in 29 March 2009 

~iikrii Gen9, an early RHU settler, an apartmankondu dweller, a civil engineer, the 

candidate of the Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi (CHP) (Republican People's Party) was 

elected as the mayor of Sanyer province of istanbul which may well be interpreted as 

an indicator of this informal integration process. 

Rum eli Hisariistii was among the pioneers of the process of squatter 

settlements widely seen all over the world and in Turkey after WW II and which 
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increased both in scope and size. When the economic transformation of RHU is 

analyzed from a socio-historical perspective it gives clues to the dialectical process 

of continual economic transformation of the squatter settlements and their integration 

with the macro system, creating new forms of hybrid socio-economic systems that 

are articulated into the capitalist mode of production in line with its rent-and-profit 

seeking motive of production and consumption patterns. In this sense RHU is an 

outstanding example to trace the formation and maturation of the relationship 

between the macro capitalist system and the micro squatter settlement area and their 

bilateral integration. 

The economic transformation story of RHU gives us clues on how a pre

capitalist socio-economic social formation gradually transforms into a capitalist one 

within a period of three generations. For RHU and I think elsewhere, what the 

occupied land and gecekondu was for the squatter settler at the beginning of his/her 

primary economic transformation, gundiizkondul apartmankondu is for the squatter 

settler in his/her secondary economic transformation. When combined with the 

ideological motive of rent-and-profit seeking apartmankondu becomes a crucial 

means of obtaining rent, becoming an integral part of the city life, changing status 

and completing the transformation of the agrarian lifestyle into a modern one. 

Apartmankondu is a symbol of wealth and an important means of cutting costs, 

increasing savings and sp'ending and capital accumulation for the squatter settler who 

has successfully completed his/her primary and secondary economic transformation. 

In the case ofRHU, the economic transformation, for the time being, has 

resulted in an integrative inclusion of the area into the neo-liberal·.system with the 

help of the nearby BU and its transformation. Most of the business owners in RHU 
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have gone through their primary and secondary economic transformation together 

with the settlers, each time amalgamated with the economic transformation of the 

country. In the case of primary economic transformation while the squatter settlers 

were creating a living area (habitus) of their own in the city, the country was going 

through a process of capital accumulation under Ozal' s liberal policies, supported by 

the preceding military regime. During the course of secondary economic 

transformation the settlers have become a part of the greater economic system, taking 

part in its division of labor, albeit with local tones and a somewhat closed economy. 

The primary and secondary economic transformation process of the RHU 

settlers marked by the building of gecekondu/giindiizkondu/apartmankondus brought 

many changes in the economic lives, saving and spending habits and styles, 

economic ideologies, lifestyles and perceptions of the RHU settlers, their children 

and grandchildren. The most drastic and significant impacts of the transformation 

process were seen on the third generation of RHU settlers who were at their 

childhood during the secondary transformation process and for this reason have 

experienced and witnessed the transformation from gecekondu life to an 

apartmankondu life, from deprivation, poverty and anxiety of subsistence to some 

degree or-economic security and abundance that paved the way for their immersion 

into a totally different consumption style and habits triggered by their families' 

increased economic power. This was a totally different way of social, cultural and 

educational life which integrated them more with that of the other affluent urban 

residents who could afford to benefit from education beyond the secondary and high 

school level to degrees at the university level. In this way, they could set for 

themselves a much different and more prestigious, desirable and voluntarily chosen 
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career path than was their parents' experience. The third generation, also with the 

impact of the neo-liberal policies at home and abroad and with the spread of global 

culture in the country, got the opportunity to integrate itself to the social and cultural 

life of the city deeper and more organically, which led them to avoid falling into the 

traps of the migrant peasant identity of their parents that isolated them from the 

remaining urban residents. The second generation, on the other hand, felt itself both a 

part of the village and the gecekondu life as well as a part of the city life and its 

modern institutions. This generation has mixed feelings regarding the economic 

transformation process since on the one hand they long for the communal life of the 

early gecekondu times but on the other hand they benefit from the fruits of the new 

city life brought by the apartmankondu. Shortly, they have double-identity which 

leads to crisis situations regarding their lifestyles and ties established with the 

neoliberal economic, social and cultural policies applied. The first generation still 

maintains its strong peasant identity and feels a part of their village life back in 

Anatolia, goes to their villages every year, builds homes and villas in their villages 

and are buried in their villages upon death. So, integration with the city life in all 

aspects was realized at the third generation level of RHU settlers. These young 

people grew up both in gecekondus and in apartmankondus, and the shift to the 

second type of residence helped them to get rid of the negative associations that were 

attached to the squatter settler identity, which facilitated their integration with the 

city life and the global economic culture which was spreading around. Now the third 

generation RHU settlers have their unique and much diversified identities and 

belongingness which creatively integrates their RHU identity with their modern 

urban resident identity. These young people have their ties both with their village of 
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origin through the culture of their parents and grandparents and with the city in 

which they live and they belong to both spheres. So, these people have passed 

beyond the developmental horizons of their parents and grandparents. As to their 

newly born or a few years old off-springs, they are just like the rest of the young 

children of the urban-born families. 

The building-up of the apartmankondus facilitated the economic 

transformation process and sowed the seeds of further economic differentiation of the 

RHU settlers in terms of wealth, and with different interests and concerns for the 

future. Those RHU settlers who were able to build apartmankondus have managed to 

accumulate some significant amount of money as to secure their lives for the entirety 

of their lifetimes. These people feel economically secure. Their children have also 

managed to either receive university degrees with better opportunities by attending 

private universities or by establishing a business that would help them to live in 

prosperous conditions. There are still those who feel insecure because they could not 

benefit from apartmankondus since they could only build a gunduzkondu and most 

of the time had only their early gecekondus to meet the needs of the family members. 

These people are not sure about their future conditions and about what kind of a 

compensation policy the state would be applying in a possible case of demolition. 

The economic transformation process of the RHU settlers also paved the way 

for the transformation of their economic ideologies to a great extent. While the 

dominant economic ideology of the settlers before and during their primary 

economic transformation was rather collectivistic and solidarity-oriented, in the 

course of their secondary economic transformation and thereafter, with the adverse 

impact of the then dominant neo-liberal ideology in Turkey and the world, it was 
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gradually transformed into an individualistic and self-interest centered one, albeit 

retaining its solidarity-oriented and collectivistic core within the context of the RHU 

identity that came into being all throughout this socio-economic transformation 

process. 
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Appendix A 

Interview Questions in Turkish 

MULAKAAT SORULARI 

1. istanbul' a nereden, neden ve hangi yilda geldiniz ve Rumelihisartistli'ne 

yerle~iminiz nasil oldu? 

2. Koydeyken ne ttir i~lerde yah~udiniz, nasil ge9inirdiniz? Rumelihisartistti'ne 

yerle~ince ge9iminizi nasil kazand1n1z? Ne ttir i~lerde yah~t1n1z? Bugiin 

ge9iminizi nasll kazan1yorsunuz? Evinizde ka9ld~i ya~1yor, kimler 9ah~Iyor 

ve ne i~ yap1yor? Ekonomik durumunuzda nas1l bir degi~im oldu? Bu yeni 

yaplla~ma sizin i9in ne getirdi, ne gotlirdii? Neden? 

3. Koyden ba~layarak bugiine kadar detayh olarak ekonomik hayat hikayenizi 

anlat1r mis1n1z? 

4. Oturdugunuz ev kendinizin mi kira m1? Arsan1z hazine arazisi mi yoksa 

tapulu mu? 

5. Egitim durumunuz nedir? 

6. Ka9 kath/daireli apartman yapt1n1z, kimlerle birlikte yaptln1z? Yapt1g1n1z ev 

i9in gereken paray1 nas1l temin ettiniz? 

7. Y apt1g1niz tasarruflan nas1l degerlendiriyorsunuz? Banka, do viz, emlak vb. 

Onceden nas1l degerlendiriyordunuz? 

8. Onceleri ayhk gelirinizin ne kadann1 glenceye harcard1n1z, ~imdi ne kadann1 

harc1yorsunuz ve neden? 

9. Y1llar ge9tik9e gecekondunuzu y1k1p yerine 90k kath bir bina yapma fikri 

nas1l dogdu? 

10. Binan1z1 bor9lanarak in~a ettiyseniz bu bor9lari nas1l odediniz? 
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11. 12 Eyliil darbesinin (ihtilalinin) size ve Rumelihisariistii'ne nas1l bir etkisi 

oldu? 

12. Apartman yapma f1rsat1 nasll dogdu? Binalar yeniden yap1hrken belediyenin 

tepkisi nasll oldu ve nasll izin ahnd1? 

13. Herkes belli bir donem i<;inde bina yapmaya nasll karar verdi? Birlikte mi 

karar ahnd1? 

14. Dairelerinizin sizin tarafln1zdan oturulma, kiraya verilme, 

yapilmadan/yapihrken/yaplldiktan sonra satllma durumu nedir, detayh olarak 

anlatabilir misiniz? 

15. Kirahk dairelerinizin doluluk oran1 nedir? Y1hn ka<; ay1nda, ka<; tane daire 

i<;in kirac1 bulabiliyorsunuz? 

16. Kiracllann1z ne tiir i~lerle i~tigal ediyorlar? Bunlann ne kadan Bogazi<;i 

Dniversitesi ogrencisi? 

17. <;ocuklannizin tahsil durumu nadir? Ge<;mi~te <;ocuklannizin egitilnine ayhk 

gelirinizin ne kadann1 harcard1n1z ve bugiin ne kadann1 harc1yorsunuz? 

18. <;ah~an <;ocuklann1z var m1 ve ne tiir i~lerde <;ah~maktalar? 

19. Kendi <;ah~tlg1n1z i~lerle <;ocuklannizin i~leri aras1nda ne tiir farkhhklar var? 

Beceri, bilgi, ve i~in rahathg1 bak1m1ndan kiyaslay1n1z? 

20. Eskiden nasll eglenirdiniz, ~imdi nasll egleniyorsunuz? 

21. Halen odenmemi~ bor<;lann1z var m1? Varsa, ne tiir bir bor<;lanma 

i<;indesiniz? 

22. Rumelihisariistii'ne ilk geldiginiz donemle ~imdiki durumunuzu 

kar~Ila~tirdiginizda sizce ekonomik olarak ne tiir farkhhklar var? 
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23. Koyiiniizle ili~kiniz Rumelihisariistii'ne ilk geldiginizde naslld1, zaman i<;inde 

nas1l bir degi~im oldu, ~u anda nasll? 
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AppendixB 

Interview Questions in English 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

1. Where did you come to istanbul from, why and in which year and how did you 

settle in Rumelihisariistii? 

2. When you were back in your village what kind of works/jobs did you engage in 

and how did you earn your living? When you settled in Rumelihisariistii how did you 

earn your living? What kind of works/jobs did you engage in? How are you earning 

your living today? How many people live in your home, who are working and with 

what kind of works/jobs are they engaged in? What sort of changes occurred in your 

economic situation? What kind of benefits did this new [building] structuring bring 

to you and what did you lose as a consequence? Why? 

3. Beginning from the time of your village life can you please tell us your economic 

life story in detail? 

4. Is the house you are living in your own house or rented? Is your land a treasury 

land or it has title deed? 

5. What is your educational situation? 

6. How many storey/flat does the apartment you built have, and with whom did you 

build it? How did you obtain the money required to build your home? 

7. How do you invest your savings? Bank, foreign exchange, real estate, etc.? How 

did you make use of your savings previously? 

8. How much of your monthly earning did you spend for entertainment previously, 

how much do you spend now and why? 
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9 0 How did you come up with the idea of demolishing your gecekondu and building a 

multi -storey apartment? 

100 If you built your apartment by borrowing n1oney how did you pay them back? 

110 How did the coup de etat (revolution) of 12 September affect you and 

Rumelihisariistli? 

120 How did the opportunity of building an apartmankondu emerge? While the 

buildings were erected how permission was obtained from the municipality and how 

was its attitude towards this? 

130 How did everybody decide to built their buildings together in a certain period? 

Did they decide together? 

140 How is/are your flat/s occupied by you, your family members, by rent, etc .. Did 

you sell any of your flats before/while building/afterwards, please tell in detail? 

150 How is the occupancy rate for your flats? In which month(s) of the year and for 

how many of your flats can you find tenants? 

16 0 How do your tenants earn their living? How many of them are Bo gazic;i 

University students? 

17 0 What is the educational status of your children, what percent of your salary did 

you spend for your children in the past and what per cent are you spending now? 

180 Do any of your children work, if so with what work/job are they engaged in?· 

190 What kind of differences are there between your work/job and your children's 

work/jobs? Please compare in terms of ability, knowledge and ease of work? 

200 How did you entertain yourself previously, and how do you entertain yourself 

now? 

210 Do you still have debts to pay? If so, what sort of debts do you have? 
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22. When compared with your first settlement times in Rumelihisariistli what sort of 

economic differences do you see between that time and today for yourself? 

23. How was your relationship with your village when you first came to 

Rumelihisariistii, how did it change by time and how is your relation today? 
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Appendix C 

List of Rumeli Hisarilstil and Bogazic;i University Respondents 

Age Occupation Gender 

35 Truck Owner/Transporter Male 

62 Retired Worker Male 

50 Municipal Police Male 

46 BU Personnel Female 

49 PTT Civil Servant Male 

39 Sales Director Male 

28 Psychology Student Male 

50 Retired BU Employee Male 

56 Pub Operator Female 

26 BU Master Student Male 

37 Ironmonger Male 

39 Cafe Owner Male 

67 Stationary Shop Owner Male 

39 Chemical Engineer/BU Graduate Male 

37 Housewife Female 

40 Physics Teacher Male 

41 RHUMukhtar Male 

56 Sanyer Mayor Male 

54 BU Rector Male 

28 Tekel Shop Owner Male 

39 Shop Owner Male 
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31 Repair Shop Owner Male 

54 Dried Nuts Sales Shop Male 

33 BU Grad. English Teacher Female 

51 Highschool Teacher Male 

44 Taxi Driver Male 

56 Waiter Male 

37 Sales Personnel Male 

55 Domestics Female 

75 Old Domestics Female 

45 Courier Male 

57 Retired BU Lecturer Female 

39 Photocopy Shop Owner Male 

50 Water Distributor Male 

54 Weldor Male 

34 BU Personnel Male 

36 Domestics Female 

46 Domestics Female 

29 BU Employee Male 

43 Plumber/Taxi Driver Male 

25 University Lecturer Female 

40 Hotel Employee Male 

25 Student Male 

22 Unemployed University Graduate Female 

51 Domestics Female 
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40 Unemployed Female 

28 Unemployed Male 

12 Student Male 

37 BU Grad. Chemical Engineer Male 

28 University Student Male 

50 Former RHU Imam Male 

37 Tourist Guide Male 

36 Tailor Male 

39 Photocopy Shop Owner Male 

32 Photocopy Shop Partner Male 

35 Graphic Artist Male 

21 BU Student Female 

22 BU Student Female 

22 BU Student Female 

56 Prev. RHU Muhktar/Ret. BU Gatekeeper Male 

58 Unemployed Female 

55 Housewife Female 

70 Retired/Housewife Female 

23 Unemployed Female 

21 University student Female 

75 Construction Worker Male 

42 BU Gatekeeper Male 

24 BU Student Male 

24 Not Working Male 
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25 Supermarket Owner Male 

20 Student Female 

28 Movie Director Male 

25 Grad. Student Female 

36 Ironmonger Male 

55 Domestics Female 

38 Sales Director Male 

40 Office Boy Male 

51 Factory/Dotnestic Worker Female 

81 Housewife Female 

54 Housewife Female 

46 Construction Laborer Male 

45 Servant Male 

45 Servant Male 

51 Plumber Male 
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Appendix D 

The Original Texts of the Quotations from the Interviewees 

Page 108 

Onceleri elektrigimiz yoktu. Dersimizi gaz lambas1yla yapard1k. ilkokulda, 1967-

1972 aras1nda, gaz lambas1yla 9ah~Iyoduk, sokak lambalan '72den soma geldi, 

oncesinde ka9ak elektrik kullan1yoduk, sonra elektrik saatleri tak1ldi, ve sonra da 

her~ey formaliteye bindi ... sonra her mahalleye 9e~me yaplld1, ama 9e~melerin 

ba~1nda hep uzun kuyruk olurdu, ... su kesik olsa bile kuyruk olurdu, ... hatta 

1976'da bile sular kesilirdi. .. sonra kuyulardan bile su ahrd1k. (Mulakat; erkek, evli, 

49 ya~1nda, RHU mukimi). 

Page 109 

Bi dozerci vard1. Sabahtan geceyans1na kadar <(ah~udl. Ana yolu da yapt1k. 

Etiler' den Hisarustu'ne. 0 yolu mahallenin ve BU'niln geli~tirilmesi i9in mahallenin 

demegi ve demek uyelerinin yard1m1yla yaptlk. (Mulakat, erkek, evli, 75 ya~1nda, 

erken RHU mukimi). 

Page 110 

Bir~ey oldugunda gecekondudakiler bize haber verirdi ve bizde onlann belediyeye 

kar~l direnmelerinde yardlmCl olurduk. Biz ogrenci dernegine iiyeydik ve bolgenin 

toplu ta~1ma ag1na dahil edilmesine yard1mc1 oluyorduk ve 43 ve 53 numarah 

otobusler bu ~ekilde geldi (Mulakat, kad1n, evli, 57 ya~1nda, eski BU ogretim uyesi). 
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Page 112 

Sonra iTO bu meseleyi 9ozmek i9in avukat tuttu. Bay Ercument ve Bayan Beyza. 

Onlar da bana tapular i9in insanlardan paray1 nas1l alacag1m1Z1 sordu. 0 zaman ben 

Osmanbey' de bir magazada yah~1yodum. Onu Osmanbey' den arad1m. A vukat Bey 

"insanlar i9in bunu nasll yapican?" dedi. Dedim ki:" Sen Ziraat Bankas1'nda bir 

hesap a91can ve bor9lann1 odeyenler makbuzlan getirecek ve sen de onlara tapulann1 

vereceksin." "Ooo hakkaten mi?'' dedi. "<;ok guzel bir fikir, tamam oyle yapahm." 

Daha sonra otomatik ~ifreyle Ziraat Bankas1'nda bir hesap a9t1k, ve [bana evraklan 

gostererek] "i~te bak makbuzlar ve banka muhurleri paran1n yat1nld1g1n1 gosteren. 

Borcunu bitirenler bankaya gidiyo, makbuzlann1 ahyo, avukata goturuyo, avukatta 

tapu kag1d1n1 yaz1p sonra dosyay1 gonderiyo. Sonra bankaya gidiyosun ve bir hafta 

sonra da tapunu ahyosun." (Mulakat; erkek, evli, 67 ya~1nda, erken RHU mukimi). 

Page 116 

Hi9biri Trakyah degildi. En once gelenler ~ebinkarahisarhyd1 ve yine 

Gumu~haneliler, ~iranhlar geldiler ... sonra biraz da Sivas'h vard1.. ama ilk gelenler 

~ebinkarahisarhlard1. Bizim bir arkada~1m1z vard1, "~ebinkarahisardan Hisariistune" 

ad1nda bir belgesel 9ekmi~ti. Film hem ~ebinkarahisar' da hem de Hisarustu'nde 

tamamland1 (Mulakat, kad1n, evli, 57 ya~1nda, eski BU 9ah~an1). 

Koyden d1~arda 9ah~maya gider ve ekmegini amelelikle kazan1rd1. istanbul' a 

geldikten sonra annem 9ah~maya ba~lar. Annem ev temizlik9i olarak 9ah~maya 

ba~lar babam da in~aat i~9isi. Sonra annem Etiler' de i~e ba~lay1nca evin kad1n1 

annemin kocas1n1 sorar ve 9ah~1p yah~amayacag1n1 sorar. i~9ileri Osmanh 
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Bankas1'nda c;ah~maktaduo Sonra babam da Osmanh Bankas1'na ~ofor olarak girer 

(Miilakat, erkek, evli, 44 ya~1nda, erken RHU mukimi)o 

Page 118 

Diikan1 kap1y1nca bi taksi kiralad1mo Ondan once ~ofor olarak c;ah~1yodumo Sonra 

plaka kiralad1mo Bir araba ald1mo Taksiye ayda 2,8 milyon veriyodumo Hemen hemen 

7-8 milyon gelirim vard1. Sonra o taksinin mobilyalanm1 almaya, evimi yapmaya, 

c;ocuklanm1 okula gonderrneme c;ok faydas1 oldu (Miilakat; erkek, evli, 43 ya~1nda, 

RHU rnukimi)o 

Tabio Evlendigimde 24 'iimdeydimo Geldiginde annern hamileydi. Ben evlendigimde, 

24 ya~1mdayken annern hala ev i~lerine gidiyoduo Ve babam da Osmanh Bankas1 'nda 

c;ah~1yodu, ve Osrnanh Bankas1'ndan ald1g1 borc;la ald1g1 taksi plakas1yla c;ah~tlo iki 

i~te birden c;ah~1yoduo 0 0 Askerligimi bitirdikten hernen sonra ben de takside 

c;ah~rnaya ba~lad1rn (Miilakat; erkek, bo~anm1~, 43 ya~1nda, RHU mukimi)o 

Page 119 

Gecekondu; once bir oda, sonra biliyosun biraz para kazan1nca bir oda daha, ve sonra 

bir oda dahao Gecekonduyu c;ocuklarla beraber biiyiitiiyosuno Onceleri gecekodular 

parc;a parc;a yapllud1. Y oksulluk vard1. Once bir oda yaparlard1 ve bir tuvalet ve 

sonra da ba~ka bir oda eklerlerdio (Miilakat; erkek, bo~anm1~, 43 ya~1nda, RHU 

mukirni)o 
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Page 120 

1990-92'lerde ara ara ... once bir kattl ... ben bekard1m, ve abim de bekard1, ... biz 

bizim kati yaptlk ve iyine geytik ... zar zor, ve sonra param1z olmad1g1 iyin, ... biz 

kiiyliktiik, ve yah~m1yoduk, biiyiik abim liniversiteye gidiyodu, o zaman biz 

yah~m1yoduk. ... Anam1za babam1za yiik oluyoduk, ... sonra borylanarak bir kat ve 

sonra seyimde bu katlan attlk, katlan atarken belediye yok zorluk 91kard1, polisle 

ba~1m1z belaya girdi, .. "Yapmay1n, ~ikayet var." diyolard1. Sonraki seyimde, be~ yll 

sonra bir kat daha attlk ve sonra da yatl kat1n1 yaptlk, ve iki kat1m1z oldu, ve sonra, 

list kat iki katta ve ilk katta, annemle babam kahyo, ve biz, abimle ben ikinci katta 

kahyoruz, ve hayatlm1z1 boyle kazan1yoruz. (Miilakat; erkek, evli 35 ya~1nda, RHO 

mlikimi). 

Page 123 

ilk once Hisar' da yahs1 olan Dogan Nadir' de yah~1yordu. Ona once "Sabaha kadar 

buralan bekle." dediler. Sonra da i~i Hisariistii'nlin bekyiligine donli~tli ve resmi hale 

geldi. Onlar Rumeli Hisar'1 iyin bir bekyi anyorlard1. Bu i~i yaparken, kendi kendine 

"Bari ben de oraya bir gecekondu yapim." dedi. (Miilakat; erkek, evli, 50 ya~1nda, 

RHU mukimi). 

Annemde ... sonunda ... 1968-70 aras1nda .... Bebek'te temizlige gitmeye ba~lad1. ... 

Boylece, istanbul' a gelen biitlin yocuklar 1970'lerin ba~1nda Bebek'te okula 

gidiyodu, tabi yocuklann hepsine de az yok haryhk gerekiyodu, evin de masraflan 

var, boylece annemde katk1 yapmak iyin yah~maya ba~lad1, ... 1970'lerden sonra, be~ 

yll boyunca Bebek'e gidiyodu (Miilakat; erkek, evli, 49 ya~1nda, RHU mukimi). 
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Page 126 

Buti.in yemekler okul kantininde yeniyordu. Okul kantinini i~letenler ozel [ sektor] 

degildi. Okulun kendi kantini vard1. .. Ogrencilerin say1s1 da arttl ve yava~ yava~ 

restoranlar popi.iler olmaya ba~lad1. Mesela, ~imdi c;ok populer bir yiyecek sektori.i 

var. (Mi.ilakat; erkek, bekar, 39 ya~1nda, RHU mukimi, BU mezunu). 

Page 128 

Onceden Bogazic;i'nde i~e girmek ic;in bayag1 guc;lu referans gerekirdi. Bu ld~i senin 

Bogazic;i'nde i~e ahnman ic;in sahip oldugun olumlu ozellikleri soylerdi ve boylelikle 

de i~e ahn1rd1n ... Fakat ~imdilerde bu durum degi~ti ve artlk Bogazic;i 'ne i~e alanlar 

sadece KPSS S1nav1yla i~e ahn1yolar, ve tercihen de 80 ya da 90 puan1n i.isti.i bir 

puanla. (Mi.ilakat; erkek, evli, 42 ya~1nda, erken RHU mukimi). 

Biz dort ki~i dogrudan [Universite'ye] universite yoluyla girdik. Fakat geri kalanlar 

ta~eron firmalara bagh olarak girdiler. Bizim c;ah~t1g1mlz donemde farkh muamele 

ediliyodu. (Mi.ilakat; erkek, bekar, 29 ya~1nda, erken RHU mukimi ve BU ki.itliphane 

c;ah~an1). 

Page 130 

Tabii. .. Ozal'la birlikte degi~ti. .. bu Ozal politikas1, ki Tlirkiye'de herkes taraflndan 

ele~tiriliyor, insanlann entellektual yetenelderini kaybettikleri ve sadece rant 

aramaya yogunla~t1g1 bir politikayd1. .. Ozal bunu Ti.irkiye'de ba~ard1. (Mi.ilakat; 

erkek, evli, 50 ya~1nda, RHU mukimi). 
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Mahallemizde bir lise yapmak i<;in Milli Egitim il Miidlirlligli'ne ba~vurduk fakat 

bize lise yapmantn Bakanhgtn gorevi oldugunu soylediler ve bize ellerinde mevcut 

olan bir projeye gore ilkokulu yeni bir bina ile geni~letmemizi onerdiler ... Fakat tam 

okul yapllacak ve geni~letilecekken, istanbul V aliligi bolgenin okula ihtiyac1 yok 

diyerek bu fikre kar~1 <;1kt1. Ek bina i<;in haztrhklar yaparken vali izin vermedi. 

Sonra, bir milletvekili vard1, onu aradtm ve istanbul valisinin okulumuzun 

yapllmastna izin vermedigini soyledim ... Bu milletvekiliyle daha once <;ah~mt~tlm ve 

ona s1k stk dant~Hdtm, ayn1 siyasal fikirlere sahiptik, boylece ona okula ek yapmak 

i<;in her ~eyin haz1r oldugunu ancak valinin izin vermedigini soyledim. Milletvekili 

bana kendisini bir saat sonra aramam1 soyledi. Valiyi aram1~ ve ona "Bir okul 

yapllacakt1 Hisarlistli'nde Tiirkan Soray ilkokulu'na bir ek bina yapllacakt1, durum 

nedir?" demi~. Vali tabi ona ben onay vermedim demiyor, haftaya biit<;eden onay 

verecegini, ve okulun yaptmtntn ba~layacag1n1 soyliiyor. (Miilakat; erkek, evli, 67 

ya~tnda, erken RHU mukimi). 

Page 131 

Kaytnpeder binan1n temelini atahm dedi. Bana gel ... Arabayla geldik. Yantlmtyosam 

gece 9 sulanyd1. M1c1r kamyonlan eve ·geldi. 0 anda polis de geldi. MtcHI 

doketnezsiniz dediler. Sikayet var. Ama burada etrafta heryerde mtcH kamyonlan 

m1c1r bo~alttyodu. Ama 5 kamyon bekliyodu. Zamanlan s1ntrhyd1. M1c1r dort-be~ 

saat sonra kurur ve odemesini de yapmak zorundas1n1z .... Sonra bir tantdtgtmtz 

vard1, komitede. 0 geldi. Ona ~ikayet oldugunu soyledim. Bana, buras1 senin yerin 

mi dedi. Ben de kaytnpederimin yeri dedim. Bilmiyodum, dedi. Simdi git ve seni 

durduranlara soyle ... Ben de polis otosuna gittim ve polise beni karakola gotlir 
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dedim. 0 zaman karakol Hisar' dayd1. Onlara ilgili ld~ilere paray1 verdigimi 

soyledim .. sonra o da bana 'sorun yok' dedi. Tamam dedim ... ama ben hi9 kimseye 

ne para ne de ba~ka bi~e verdim. (Miilakat; erkek, evli, 50 ya~1nda, RHU mukimi). 

Page 132 

Koordinasyon komitesindekilerin 9ogu komite olu~tuiulmadan once sagda solda 

gezen insanlard1 ama belediye zab1talanyla gecekondulular aras1nda arac1hk yaparak 

zengin olman1n f1rsat1n1 gormii~lerdi. Belediye ile Hisariistii'nde oturanlar armndaki 

ili~ki ve para ak1~1n1 koordine ettiler. Bu paran1n bir k1sm1 koordinatorliik yaptlldar1 

i9in onlarda kald1 ve bu para onlann kendi apartmanlann1 yClpmalanni saglad1. 

(Miilakat; erkek, evli, 45 ya~1nda, RHU mukimi). 

Page 137 

0 zamanlar Bogazi9i Universitesi Hisarlistli'ndeki hayata dogrudan katlo yapmad1. 

Fakat Hisarlistli'nlin insanlan 9ogu ~eyi a~m1~t1. .. Bogazi9i Hisarustu'ne gelmedi. ... 

Hisarustil Bogazi9i'ni buldu. Bogazi9i'ndeki siyasi insanlan buldular ve onlarla ili~ki 

kurdular ... Dedigim gibi Hisarustu siyasal ve ekonomik durum ve gelecekle ilgili 

olarak bilin9li, 90k farlonda ve uzun-goru~lii oldugundan. (Mulakat; erkek, evli, 50 

ya~1nda, RHU mukimi). 

Page 141 

Dart karde~ i9inde en kli9i1gi1 bendim. 1992' de herkes gecekondusunu y1k1p 

apartman yaparken ben de y1k1p yeniden yaptlm. Oncelikle, bir eve ihtiyac1m vard1. 

Ben kendim i9in y1kt1m. Fakat abilerim kendileri i9in de bizim binada hirer kat 
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yapabilecegini soyledi. 'Bizim vocuklanmlZ da hiiytidii' ,dediler. Onlann vocuklan 

askerliklerini yapm1~ ve evlenecek ya~a gelmi~ti. Onlann her biri de vocuklan ivin 

hirer kat yaptl. (Miilakat; erkek, evli, 50 ya~1nda, RHU mukimi). 

Page 143 

Yine, ana caddedeki evlerini kiraya verip Hisariistti'nde daha ucuza kiraya gevenler 

de var. Ayrca ba~ka semtlere gidip orada ya~ayanlar da var. Ama kendim hakk1nda 

soyleyecek olursam biz vocugumuz ivin sadece bir kat yaptlk ve biz ba~ka bir katta 

ya~1yoruz. Ben ~imdi emekli olacag1m. (Mtilakat; erkek, evli, 49 ya~1nda, RHU 

mukimi). 

Page 144 

[RHU'nde kiralad1g1m1z evden] v1ktlg1m1zda $500'hk depozitomuzu istemedik 

vfinkii kaldlglffilZ sure boyunca yedi y1ld1r evi boyatmam1~t1k. Y ani, paray1 ev 

sahibinden almay1 dti~tinmedim vlinkti evin baz1 ihtiyavlan vard1. Ama ev sahibi beni 

arad1 ve 'Boyle, boyle masraflar yaptlm ve bunun ivin de sizin 500TL daha odemeniz 

laz1m.' dedi. Bu ac1mas1z bir ~eydi. V e biz de her Ocak geldiginde ev sahibinin ne 

kadar kira art1~1 yapacag1n1 dti~tinerek s1k1nt1ya ve strese giriyorduk. Hakkaten, 

stresimiz liv hafta oncesinden ba~hyodu. (Mtilakat; kad1n, evli, 33 ya~1nda, RHU 

mukimi ve BU mezunu). 

RHU'nde rant sorunu var. insanlar gecekondum tizerinde be~ kat attlm ve be~-kath 

apartman1m var diyorlar, ve ikinci katl da 1700TL. Tamam. Simdi ben onun degerini 

bilmiyorum ve farz edelim ki degeri 1100TL. Dv ogrenci var, bu ya da ~u nedenle, 
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lisans ya da lisansiistii ogrencileri, yurtta kalmayacagiz, ya da iiniversitede onlar i<;in 

yurt olmadigini diyorlar, eger lisansiistii ogrenci ise, ya da dedikleri bir sebeple. 

Kiray1 toplay1p 1700'ii ev sahibine verecegiz diyorlar ... Peki bu durumda RHU'nde 

yiiksek kiralara ne yapacag1z? (Miilakat; BU Rektorii). 

Page 145 

RHU'ndeki yiiksek kira sorununu <;6zmede problemlerle kar~Ila~tilc Kii·alar haldmda 

~ikayetler oldugu hal de apartman sahipleri kiralan azaltma egiliminde degildi. Bunun 

en onemli nedeni ise RHU'nde apartman sahiplerinin belirledigi kiralan odeyecek 

gii<;te baz1 ogrenci gruplann1n oln1asiyd1. Diger taraftan bu yiiksek kiralan 

odeyemeyen baz1 ogrenciler var. Boylece, ogrenciler apartn1an sahiplerinin yiiksek 

kiralanna kar~I bir dayan1~ma kuram1yor. Y ani, yiiksek kira meselesine kar~1 ve 

BU'ndeki ogrenciler aras1nda dayan1~ma yaratman1n onemi haklnnda bilin<;lendirme 

yapmahy1z. (Miilakat; erkek, bekar, 24 ya~1nda, BU ogrencisi). 

Page 151 

Daha ilk gen<;lik yillanmda ailemle Kayseri' de ya~arken yaz tatillerinde garson 

olarak <;ah~Irdim ... Giizel sesim oldugundan ~arln soyleme yetenegim vard1. Bu 

~ekildle Antalya' da turistik gazinolarda ~ark1 soylemeye ba~lad1m ... Bir ka<; yil 

sonra tekrar Beyoglu'nda bir gazinoda garson olarak i~ buldum. Ben ve arkada~lanm 

oturmak i<;in farkh bir yer anyoduk ve Bogazi<;i Universitesi'nin etraflndaki bolgenin 

boyle bir yer oldugu bilgisini ald1k. RHU'nde ev kiralad1k. (Miilakat; erkek, evli, 56 

ya~1nda, yeni RHU kirac1 mukimi). 
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Biraz terzilik dersi aldun ... Altl y1l boyunca Urfa' da terzi olarak 9ah~t1m ve sonra 

istanbul'a geldim, Beyoglu'ndave Mecidiyekoy'de 9ah~t1m. Daha sonra BU 

c;evresinde iyi pazar imkanlan oldugunu ogrendim ve RHU'ye yerle~n1eye karar 

verdim ve RHU'nde ~imdiki evi terzi diild(an1 olarak kiralad1m. 0 gtinden beri 

burada yah~1yorum ve ya~1yorum ... hem ev hem i~yeri ... Baz1 mti~terileri c;ekmek 

ic;in du~uk fiyat politikas1 uyguluyorum 9iinku burada birc;ok terzi var. (Mulakat; 

erkek, evli, 36 ya~1nda, RHU'nde kirac1). 

Page 152 

Ailemin be~ kath apartman1 var. Kiralardan yeteri kadar para ahyoruz. Har9hk ahp 

keyfime bak1yorum. N eden 9ah~cam ki, para babamdan ve dedemin apartman1ndan 

geliyo. BMW almay1 du~unuyorum. (Mulakat; erkek, bekar, 24 ya~1nda, RHU 

mukimi). 

Page 153 

Baham ilk defa kasab1 bakkala c;evirdiginde ben ilkokuldayd1m. Okuldan sonra benle 

abimler suayla dukkana bakard1k. Tatil zamanlannda dtikkana bakar ve param1z1 da 

kazan1rd1k. i~ btiyuyunce ii9 erkek karde~ de duld(anda tum gun c;ah~maya ba~lad1k 

Abim ogretmendi, ogretmenligi buaktl ve babamla c;ah~maya ba~lad1. (Mulakat; 

erkek, bekar, 25 ya~1nda, RHU mukimi). 

Page 154 

Ben de RHU'nde oturan yeni ku~aktan1m. 1974 dogumluyum ve tiniversiteye kadar 

okula gidebildim. Bizden once RHU'nde universite mezunu bir kac; taneydi. 
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Universite mezunlan bizim ku~ag1m1zdaki kadar <;ok degildi. <;ogu, okulu ya 

ortaokulda ya da lisede terk etti. Ama ben egitimime devam etmek istiyodum ve 

Anadolu' daki iinivertiselerden birini bitirdim. Baham BU'nde muhasebeci olarak 

<;ah~1yodu ve annem de kamu sektoriinde, Tekel' de <;ah~1yodu. Ailemizin 

kazandlldanyla bir apartman yapabildik ve dedemle amcam da yurtd1~1nda 

<;ah~1yodu ... Fakat bundan once babamlar U<;aksavar'da bir ev satin aldllar ve oraya 

ge<;tik. Bir gen<; olarak hayat1m <;ok renkliydi ve RHU'ndeki sosyal ve kiiltiirel 

hayatla s1n1rh degildi. ~ehrin degi~ik bolgelerinde ya~ayan ve degi~ik s1n1flardan 

alan arkada~lanm vard1. Bat1 rak miizigine ve resme ilgim vard1. Davul <;almay1 

ogrendim ve iiniversitede grafik egitimi ald1m. Boylece RHU'ndeki akranlanmdan 

ve kendi ail emden tamamen farkh bir kiiltiirel tecriibem oldu. Ben tamamen 

altkiiltiirlerden birine aittim. (Miilakat; erkek, evli, 35 ya~1nda, RHU mukimi). 

Page 155 

Bu <;ocuklann aileleri kiralardan onemli miktarda para kazandllar. Onlar1n aileleri 

belirli bir hayat standard1na ula~tl ve <;ocuklann1n art1k para kazanmay1 dii~iinmeleri 

gerekmedi. Aileleri aynca <;ocuklanna yiiksek kalitede ya~am standart saglamalan 

gerektigini hissettiler ki bu da onlann istedikleri ~eyleri almalan ve istediklerini 

yapmalar1 i<;in onlara yeteri kadar para saglamalan anlam1na geliyodu. Bu, ailelerin 

yapt1g1 en sorumsuz ~eydi <;iinkii <;ocuklanna parayla mutluluk verebileceklerini 

dii~iindiiler. Onlar i<;in, <;ocuklanna onemli miktarda har<;hk vermek yeterliydi ve 

<;ocuklann1n ahlaki ve egitimsel geli~imi i<;in hi<; endi~e etmediler. Onlar i<;in onemli 

olan <;ocuklann1n ald1klan hazz1 maksimize etme prensiplerine gore ya~amalanyd1. 

Bu sorumsuz ortamda ya~ayan <;ocuklar kola yea uyu~turucu madde bag1mhs1. 
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olmaya ba~lad1. RHU'nlin <;evresinde uyu~turucu maddeyle ilgilenen insanlar 

tliremeye ba~lad1. Bir keresinde bu bagtmh <;ocuklann birka<;tyla konu~ma ftrsatlm 

oldu ve onlan depresyonda ve uyu~turucu ah~kanhgtndan vazge<;menin yollannt 

ararken buldum. Bu <;ocuklann baztlannt profesyonel yardtm almalart hususunda 

ikna ettim ve babalanna ula~ttm. Babalanyla konu~tum ve onlan ikna etmek ve 

<;ocuklartntn hastaneye rehabilitasyona yattnlmast i<;in nzalannt almak i<;in onlara 

<;ocuklartntn sorunlartnt izah ettim. Ama babalan bana reaksiyon gosterdi. Beni 

dinlediler ama <;ocuklanntn uyu~turucu bagtmhhgtnt inkar ettiler. Rehabilitasyonu 

istemediler. Neden oldugunu anlayamadtm ama hence onlartn <;ocuklanna para 

vermeleri ve herhangi bir sorumluluk almamalan kolay olan yoldu. Babalar 

uyu~turucunun <;ocuklanna yapacagt olumsuz etkiler hususunda bilin<;sizdi ve bunun 

hakktnda hi<; hikaye dinlemek istemiyolard1. Basit<;e, basit bir manttkla <;oculdanna 

'bir ~ey olmaz' diyerek ger<;egi inkar ediyolard1. (Mtilakat; erkek, evli, 50 ya~tnda, 

RHU mukimi). 

Oglum benden ve e~imden farkh bir ortamda yeti~ti. Universiteye gidebildi ve sonra 

da askerlik hizmetini tamamlad1. Askerden gelince onu evlendirebildik <;tinkti onun 

i<;in ve mtistakbel e~i i<;in bir daire yapmt~tlk. Onun kendi i~ini kurmastna da yardtm 

edebildik. Biz tiniversiteye gidebilmek, bir binada bir daire alabilmek ya da kendi 

i~imizi kurabilmek i<;in hi<; bir zaman ailemizden destek alma ftrsatt bulamadtk. 

Oglum ~anstntn degerini bildi ve btittin ftrsatlan ba~arth bir ~ekilde kulland1. 

(Mtilakat; erkek, evli, 50 ya~tnda, RHU mukimi). 
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Page 156 

Ailem bir apartman yaptl ve dairelerden biraz para kazanabildi. Ailemin sayesinde 

okulu buakmak ve <;ah~maya ba~lamam gerekmedi. ikinci ku~agtn <;ogunun okulu 

buakmast gerekti. Bunun iki nedeni vardt: Hi<; egitim klilti.iri.i yoktu ve <;ocuklar da 

ailelerinin ki.ilti.irlinli devam ettirmeyi tercih ediyolardt ve i~ tercih ederken de onlan 

takip ediyolardt. Ama bizim ku~akta bu kural ve yerel ki.ilti.irlerin stntrlan degi~ti. 

RHU'nlin ii<;i.incii ku~agt ~imdi kendilerini ~ehrin kiiltiiri.ini.in bir par<;ast hissediyo ve 

bu kiiltfude bir hayat yolu se<;iyolar. Egitimi faydastz bir ~ey olarak gormiiyolar 

tersine hayat i<;in <;ok onemli bir ~ey olarak goriiyolar. Bundan dolayt da i.i<;i.incii 

ku~aktakilerin <;ogu ya bir i.iniversiteye gitmi~ ya da en aztndan bir meslek okuluna 

gitmi~tir. ~ogu istanbul'da degil de Anadolu'da bir okula gitmeyi tercih etmi~tir. 

Ben de Edirne'de universite bitirdim. Ben bir ktztm ama ailem beni Edirne'ye 

gondermeye razt oldu ve hatta arkada~lartmla ev tutmama da. Bana gi.iveniyolar. 

Eger ge<;mi~teki gibi olsaydt, aileler ktz <;ocuklanntn, ozellikle de ba~ka bir ~ehirde 

egitim almalanna nza gostermezlerdi. Bu da RHU'ndeki biiti.in ki.ilti.iriin radikal bir 

~ekilde degi~tigini gosteriyo. (Miilakat, kadtn, bekar, 20 ya~tnda, RHU mukimi). 

Ben RHU'nde devam eden koy ki.ilti.iri.i ortamtnda dogdum. Akrabalanmtn kendi 

aralannda yaktn ili~kileri vardt ve bunlann <;ogu da kendi koyluleriydi. Mahallerinin 

ana toplanma merkezinde diigi.inler olur, koyiimden insanlar katthr ve sosyalle~irdi. 

Ama <;ocuklugumuzda ba~layan apartmanlann yaptlmastyla, bu tfudeki 

sosyalle~meler azalma egilimi gosterdi <;iinkii arttk apartmanlara ulkenin farkh 

yerinden gelen insanlar yerle~iyordu. Ni.ifus gittik<;e heterojenle~iyodu. Aynt 

zamanda iilkede de ailelerinin kiilti.irleri yerine global bir ki.ilti.ir ortaya <;tktyodu. 
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Boylece, ben de sinemaya ilgi duymaya ba~ladtm ve bu alanda egitim alma ftrsatlm 

oldu. Ben tamamen ~ehirde ve di.inyada hakim olan kliltliri.in bir paryast oldugumu 

hissediyorum. Ben ailemin ve onlann ailelerinin yapttklan gibi kendimi koylti ve 

RHU'lii olarak tantmlamtyorum. ~u anda ben bir sinema yonetmeniyim ve RHU'nde 

ya~tyorum. RHU'nde tantdtklanm var. Biitiin akranlanmtn RHU dt~tnda aktiviteler 

ve sosyal ili~kilerle me~gul olduklannt gorilyorum. Bizden onceki nesiller gibi bizim 

ufkumuz arttk RHU ile s1n1rh degil. Biz, yeni ku~ak, ~ehir kiiltlirilniln bir paryastytz 

ve ona aitiz. (Millakat; erkek, bekar, 28 ya~tnda, RHU mukimi). 
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Ben yirmibe~ ya~tndaytm ve istanbul'daki ozel ilniversitelerden birinde okudum. ~u 

anda sinema ve televizyon boliimilnde master derecesini bitiriyorum. Onceki 

donemlerde RHU'ndeki ktzlar okumazlardt ama yeni ku~akla bu kural degi~ti. Daha 

once ktzlann sadece liseye kadar gitme ftrsatt vardt ve sonra da eylenip RHU ivinde 

kahr ya da Almanya'ya giderlerdi. Arttk durumlar degi~ti ve ~imdi ktzlann 9ogu 

i.iniversite ya da meslek okuluna gidiyor ve annelerinden daha iyi i~lerde vah~tyorlar. 

Y apttgtmtz i~ler arttk ev i~leriyle stnuh de gil. (Mulakat; kadtn, bekar, 25 ya~tnda, 

RHU mukimi). 

Page 160 

84'de Bogaz'da yeni bir kopriiniin yaptlacagt soylentileri dola~tnaya ba~ladt ve sonra 

85'te de ytktmdan once evler miihtirlenmeye ba~ladt. Ytktmdan once bize 

gidecegimiz ve ya~ayacagtmtz yeni bir yer verip vern1eyecekleri belli degildi. 

Bundan dolayt bolgedeki onde gelen bazt insanlar yetkililere ba~vurdular ve 
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Ankara'da bakanhga dilek9eler verildi. .. Dilek9eler ~ehirde ba~ka bir yere yerle~me 

hakkt ve haklartmtzt savunmak i9in yaztlmt~tt. ... Ailelerin yakla~tk olarak yi.izi.ine 

daha once polisler i9in yaptlmt~ evler verildi. Kii9i.ik olduklan, altyaptst 

tamamlanmadtgt ve ~ehir merkezine uzak oldugu i9in polisler bu evleri kabul etmek 

istemedi, yetkililer de evleri ytktlan RHU yerle~imcilerine bu evleri vermeye karar 

verdi ve orgi.itli.i protestolar geli~meden once en ktsa zamanda evlerimizden 91kmaya 

'zorlanarak' oraya ikamet ettirildik. (Mi.ilakat; erkek, bekar, 36 ya~tnda, erken RHU 

mukimi). 
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RHU'nde orgi.itli.i ve di.izenli bir hayattmtz vardt. Y aktn ili~kilerimiz vardt ve bi.iti.in 

i~yerlerimiz bolgemizin 9evresindeydi. Biz ev i~lerinde 9ah~tyoduk ve evlerimizin 

ytkthp bizim uzak bir yere gonderilmemiz bizim i~ piyasastndaki baglanmtztn da 

harap edilmesi anlamtna geliyodu. Bizim yeni yerle~tigimiz yerin 9evresinde i~ 

bulmamazt gerekiyodu ve bu da ba~anlmast zor bir ~eydi. Bundan dolayt evlerin 

ytktmtna kar~t direndik ama Ti.irkiye'deki sivil toplumdan destek bulamadtk ne de 

verilen destek ytktmlann durdurulmastna yetti. Y eni yerle~im yeritnize dondi.ik9e, ev 

i~lerinde 9ah~an kadtnlann baztlart A vrupa yakastndaki eski i~verenleriyle baglannt 

korumaya 9ah~t1. Fakat Anadolu yakastndan A vrupa yakastna gidi~in uzun olmast, 

9ogu kadtn onceleri evlerinin yaktntnda olan i~verenlerinin evlerine yi.iri.iyerek 

gittikleri i9in hi9 bir ta~tma aract kullanmadtklanndan ~imdiyi durumda ula~tm 

maliyetlerinin artmast, trafikte kaybedilen zaman ve enerji ve sinir bozukluklan gibi 

bir 90k zorlukla kar~tla~ttlar. Diger bazt kadtnlar da A vrupa yakastnda 9ah~maya 

devam etmek istemiyolardt, tersine 9ok zor da also Asya yakastnda i~ anyolard1. 
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Anadolu yakastnda baglanttlan ve tantdtklan yoktu ve yo gun olarak yeni ili~kiler 

aramak zorunda kahyorlardt. (Miilakat; kadtn, evli, 55 ya~tnda, erken RHU mukimi). 
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Konutlara evler yaptldtgtnda ve RHU'ndekiler oraya yerle~meye ba~ladtklannda, bu 

binalann yevresinde oturan orantn yerlileri evleri i9in temizlik9iye ihtiyact olacak 

zengininsanlartn gelecegini timid ediyodu. Biz oraya gittigimizde bu insanlar 

bizimle baglar kurup bizden ktzlart ve kanlannt ev i~lerine almamtzt rica etmeye 

ba~ladtlar ve biz de onlann bizim evlerimizde gundelik9i i~i bulmayt limit etmekle 

biiyiik bir hata yapttklannt aytklamak zorunda kahyoduk. Ben onlara bolgeye gel en 

RHU goymenlerinin kendilerinin ev i~leri yaptlgtnt soyledim. Bu da onlan hayal 

ktnkhgtna ugrattt. (Miilakat; erkek, evli, 50 ya~tnda, RHU mukimi). 

Biz Kayt~dagt'ndaki polis giicli i9in yaptlan ama ki19lik olduklan, altyaptst 

tamamlanmadtgt ve ~ehre uzak oldugu i9in bu evlerde ya~amayt reddeden polislerin 

yerine buraya yaptlan evlere gonderildik. Bu binalar evleri aynz zamanlarda yzkzlan 

ve blzim gibi gecekondularz yzkzhp da jstanbul 'un degi~ik yerlerinden getir(t)ilen 

kimselere ayrzlan binalardz [vurgular bana ait].Yani yeni yerle~im yerinin niifusu 

kan~tktt ve yeni gelenlerin 9ogu bize yabanctydt, biz de onlara. ilk ba~larda ve buglin 

hala bizim genylerle onlann yocuklan ve gen9leri arastnda sorunlar var. Bu 

insanlann bir ktsmtntn bizden yOk farkh kiiltlirleri var. Onlartn genyleri bizim 

gen9lerle kavga ediyo ve onlara baskt uyguluyo ve onlann ogullar bizim ktzlanmtza 

sata~tyo ve bud a bizim yocuklarla onlannkiler arastnda kavgalara neden oluyo. 

Burada hayat RHU'ndeki kadar giivenli ve rahat degil ve Kayt~dagt'ndaki 
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RHU'nden gelen yerle~imcilerin hepsi de RHU'nu <;ok ozliiyo. Onlar RHU'ndeki 

ya~ayanlara gore ekonomik olarak <;ok daha kotii durumda. Zaman zaman RHU'nii 

ziyaret ediyolar ve oradaki eski arkada~lann1 goriiyolar ve bu insanlarla zaman 

ge<;iriyolar. (Miilakat; kad1n, dul, 75 ya~1nda, erken RHU mukimi). 
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Diger baz1 ~ehirlere yerle~meye <;ah~tiktan sonra ben 20'li ya~lardayken biz RHU'ne 

Karadeniz' den alaabalanmizin yan1na geldik. Gecekondumuzu ailemizin, 

akrabalanm1z1n ve koylii hem~erilerimizin yard1m1yla yaptlk. Kad1nlann <;ogu 

Bebek'e, Etiler'e ve Si~li'ye ev i~lerine giderdi. 0 ylllarda ben de fabrikada 

<;ah~Iyodum ve abilerim yoksulluktan iiniversiteyi terk etti. .. Fakat yine de biz 

RHU'nde mutluyduk. Hafta sonlan sinemaya giderdik, sonra yaz1n Hisar'da 

konserlere giderdik. Bir otobiisle Taksim'e giderdik, Bogaz1 seyrederdik, 

mahallemizde ve bah<;elerimizde aga<;lar vard1. RHU'nde ya~arken her ~eyi 

dayan1~mayla yapard1k. Fakat ikinci Koprii'niin yapllmas1yla birlikte bizi dag1tmay1 

dii~iindiiler. Askeri yonetim bile bizim evlerimize girmeye cesaret edemedi. .. 

Yeniden yerle~tirme esnas1nda bizim miicadelemiz ayn1 mahallede birlikte kahp 

ya~ama miicadelesiydi ve i~te polislerin alt yap1 yoklugu nedeniyle oturmak 

istemedikleri Ata~ehir imar-iskan Bloklan'ndaki polis evlerine boyle yerle~meyi 

ba~ard1k. On y1l boyunca taksitlerimizi odedikten sonra altm1~ be~ metre karelik 

evlerimizin sahipleri olduk ... Buras1 ~ehrin <;ok d1~1nda, ula~1m1 yok, yol yok ve i~e 

gitmek i<;in be~-alt1 saat harcamak zorunday1z ... RHU'ndeki gecekonduda ya~arken 

sigortam vard1, fakat yeniden yerle~tirmeden sonra taksitlerimizi odeyebilmek ve 

daha fazla para kazanmak i<;in i~ten aynld1m ve ev i~lerine gitmek zorunda kald1m. 
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Saghgtmt kaybettim, ama yeni bir mahalle yaratttk ... Bize verilen ev klic;uk 

oldugundan kiraya verdim ve ~imdi ba~ka bir yerde kiradaytm. Ama yeni mahallemiz 

bolgenin gittikc;e geli~mesi nedeniyle ve Merkez Bankast 'nt Ata~ehir' e ta~tma 

du~uncesi nedeniyle kentsel yeniden donu~um tehdidi alttnda. Buradan aynlmamak 

ic;in elimizden gelen her ~eyi yapacagtz. Birbirimizi buakmayacagtz, cunta 

zamanlannda her ~eyi yapttk ve haklanmtz ic;in mucadele ettik ve burada da aynt 

~eyi yapacagtz (Mulakat; kadtn, evli, 51 ya~tnda, erken RHU mukimi). 
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Ben RHU'nde ytlom olacagtnt daha duymadtm ama eger boyle bir ~ey olursa o 

zaman benim kaybedecek bir ~eyim yok ki c;Unku onceleri oldugu gibi devlet ytktlan 

evlerin yerine ev verecek. 92' de apartman yapttgtmdan ve apartman da arttk 

maliyetini <;tkardtgtndan ve bana da kayda deger bir miktar para getirdiginden 

gelecek endi~em yok. Y ani, eger devlet apartmanlan ytkmaya karar verirse eminim 

ki en aztndan ~ehrin ba~ka bir yerinde bir daire verirler. (Mulakat; erkek, evli, 38 

ya~tnda, RHU mukimi). 
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Gecekondu bolgesinin tamamen ytktlacagtnt duydum. Devletin neden ve nastl boyle 

bir ~eyi yapacagt hakktnda bir fikrim yok. Ama boyle bir ~ey olursa hence bolgede 

bir kan~tkhk olur c;unku insanlar butun kazandtklannt apartmanlara yatudtlar ve bu 

onlann guvencesi. Devlet evlerimizi ytktp bizi ba~ka bir yere surerse buna musaade 

etmeyiz. Bu durumda butun gelecek karanr. Bu donu~u olmayan bir yoldur. 

(Mulakat; kadtn, evli, 40 ya~tnda, RHU mukimi). 
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Bu dedikodular hakktnda hi<; bir ~ey hissetmiyorum <;linkli bir tane gecekondum var 

ve bir apartman da yapmadtm. Kaybedecek bir ~eyim yok <;linkli tecrlibemle 

biliyorum ve inantyorum ki devlet yktlan gecekondu ve apartmanlann yerine yeni 

evler verecek. Y ani gelecegim etkilenmeyecek. (Mulakat; erkek, evli, 45 ya~tnda, 

RHU mukimi). 

Bu gecekonduyu almak i<;in kocamla birlikte <;ah~ttk. Evlendikten sonra uzun bir 

sure kirada kaldtk ve kiraya olduk<;a <;ok para doktuk ve aynt zamanda da biraz para 

biriktirdik. Sonra, yakla~tk on altt ytl once, biriktirdiklerimizi vererek kocamtn 

amcastndan bu kii<;iik gecekonduyu aldtk. Birka<; ytl once kocam aniden oldu ve ben 

de iki <;ocugumla yalntz kaldtm. Evde <;ah~an tek ld~i bendim. Oglum liniversiteden 

terkti ve babast oldliglinde askerligini yaptyodu. Ktztm hala lisede okuyo ve 

<;ah~amaz. Askerligini bitirdikten sonra oglum geri dondu ve Metrocity' de guvenlik 

gorevlisi olarak <;ah~maya ba~ladt ama bi zaman sonra <;tkanldt. 0 zamandan beri i~ 

bulamtyo ve evde ekmek parast kazanan bir tek benim. Kocam BU'nden emekliydi 

ve onun tantdlldan vasttastyla universitede glivencesi olan bir i~ buldum. Su anda 

BU personeliyim ve hafta sonlan da temizlige gidiyorum. Gecekondum dt~tnda bir 

guvencem yok. Eger gecekondumu ytkarlarla ciddi sorunlanm olur. Ama genel 

uygulamaya gore devlet ytktlan gecekondunun yerine bi ev veriyo. Yani, benim ve 

<;ocuklanmtn sokaga attlmayacagtna eminim, ama ~ehrin uzagtnda bir yerlerde bi ev 

verilir. Bizim i<;in yeni yerin uzakltgt tek sorun olur. Su anda ben i~e ylirliyerek 

gidiyorum ama evler ytkthrsa i~ i<;in trafikte bayagt bir zaman kaybederim ve aynca 

da masraflanm da artar. (Mulakat; kadtn, dul, 51 ya~tnda, RHU 1nukimi). 
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Babamlar dart kath apartmankondu yapabildiler. Biz iki karde~iz ve her birimizin de 

bir dairesi var, atmemler bir dairede ya~1yolar ve geri kalan kat da kirada ve kiray1 da 

annemler ahyo. Ashnda ben egitimle o kadar ilgili degilim, gen<;ken kalifiye 

olmayan i~lerde <;ah~ttm. Askerlikten sonra evlendim ve aile apartmam1zda dairemde 

ya~amaya ba~lad1m. Kanm da <;ah~1yo ve iki <;ocugumuz var. Devletin apartman1n 

butlin katlan i<;in hirer daire verip vermeyecekleri belli degil. Belki apartman1n 

yerine sadece bir ev verirler ya da bina yap1m masraflan i<;in az bir para verirler. Bu 

durumda kendimize ev alamay1z. Abim de ayn1 durumda. Hi<; birimizin, e~lerimizin 

de iyi gelir getiren i~leri yok. Zaman1nda biraz para biriktirebildik ama param1z1n 

hepsini yeni bi rev almaya ve yeni bir hayat kurmaya harcamak istemiyoruz. 

<;ocuklanm1z i<;in planlanm1z var ve paray1 <;ocuklanm1z gelecegi ve emekliligimiz 

i<;in harcamay1 du~unuyoruz. (Mulakat; erkek, evli, 40 ya~1nda, RHU mukimi). 
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Eger apartmanlar y1kllusa o zaman RHU'nde ya~ayanlar ~ehrin <;ervesinde uzak bir 

yere gonderilecekler ve biraz bina yap1m masraflan verilecek ve bu da onlarn ayn1 

bir ~ekilde yeni bir apartman yapmalarna yetmeyecek. Boylece, eger apartmanlar 

y1kllusa o zaman bizim ailemiz ve ben de ciddi paralar kaybederiz. Y ani, RHU'nun 

gelecekteki y1k1m planlanna kar~1 biraz endi~eliyim. (Mulakat; kad1n, bekar, 21 

ya~1nda, RHU niukimi). 
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Analanm1z ve babalanm1z 50'lerin ba~1nda RHU'ne gelip yerle~tiler, renc;lerlik 

ettiler, ev i~leri yaptilar, i~c;i olarak c;ah~tilar. Baz1lan evlerinin tapulann1 ald1lar, 

bazilan i~galcilerden parayla arsa aldilar ve daha fakir olanlar ise istanbul'un 

varo~lannda zorlu hayat ko~ullanna kar~I ailelerini gec;indirebilmek ic;in hazine 

arazisine derme-c;atma gecekondu yaptilar. BU'nun yard1m1 ve BU ogrencilerinin 

elbirligi ile beraber ana caddeyi yaptik ve her iki tarafa da faydah olacak bir mahalle 

yarattik. Biz RHU'nlin ilk sahibiydik ve bunun ic;in de son sahibi olmahy1z. 

(HiSARDER'in ac;Ili~Inda yapilan konu~ma, 2009). 
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RHU'ne 60'larda geldigimizde RHU'ndeki yeni klic;iik gecekondulann11Zda koy 

hayatimizi devam ettiriyoduk ... Kocam sadece iki oda yapmi~ti ... iki oglumla 

gelmi~tim ... Etiler' de temizlige gitmeye ba~lad1m ... Y an1s1ra, dort inegimize de 

bak1yodum, onlara ot topluyo, yakacak odun topluyodum, RHU'le kad1nlann evlerde 

temizlige gittigi c;evredeki zenginlere silt ve yukarta satlyodum ... Kocam in~aat 

i~lerinde c;ah~1yodu, ek i~ler de yap1yodu ve gecekondu da yap1yodu ... Ben i~e 

gidince ogullanm ineklere bak1yodu ve silt satiyodu .. Rep barabar yap1yoduk. 

(Millakat; kad1n, dul, 81 ya~Inda, c;ok erken RH mukimi). 
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Evimizi yaptlgimiz arsa daha once e~imin, annesinin, lnz karde~leri ve abilerinin 

arsas1yd1, ama onlann bir kismi ingiltere'ye gittiginden arsa bize kald1. Biz evlenince 

RHU'nde kirada kald1k, kopril yapilmadan once y1kilan bir yerde. Evliligimizin ilk 
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ythnda e~ime kalan arsaya gecekondumuzu yapttk. in~aat i~<;isi olarak <;ah~an koylii 

hem~erilerimiz ve RHU'lii kom~ulanmtz vardt, ya da bize in~aatta biraz indirim 

yapacrak yardtm edecek ve <;ok tecriibesi olan ve bize yardtm etmek isteyen 

tantdtklar vard1. Evimiz e~imle aynt koyden olan bu insanlarn1 yard1m1 ve <;abastyla 

yaptld1. (Miilakat; erkek, dul, 62 ya~tnda, RHU mukimi). 
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Koydeki yoksulluk ve yetersiz i~ imkanlan yiiziinden ailem ~ehre go<; etti. Bizim aile 

biiyiiktii ve arsa biitlin aileye yetmiyodu. RHU'ne geldigimizde bir arsa <;evirdik 

<;iinkii biz gelmeden birka<; ytlonce koylimiizden ~ehre buraya <;ok insan gelmi~ti. 

Koyllilerimiz arsamtzi tutarken bize goz kulak oldu. Ailemizin hem erkek hem kadtn 

<;ok insan1 vard1. Akrabahk ili~kilerimiz yoluyla RHU'nde gecekondu yapabildik. 

Aynt akraba baglan ailemiz i<;in i~ bulmada da bayag1 faydah oldu. Kadtnlar ev 

i~lerine gidiyor ve erkeklerse ya ~ehirde fabrikada i~ buluyo ya da o zamanlar Robert 

Koleji dedigimiz BU'nde <;ah~tyodu. Robert Kolej 'deki i~ler <;ogu RHU'lii taraftndan 

daha fazla tercih ediliyodu <;iinkii mahallenin hemen yantba~tndaydt ve bu sayede 

hem gecekondularzmzza goz kulak oluyo hem de diger onemli sosyal ili~ldleri 

kurmamtza yardtmCI oluyodu. Ama, Kolej 'deki i~leri bulmak oyle kolay degildi ve 

sadece akrabahk ili~kileriyle olmuyodu? Kolej'de i~ bulmaya sadece ayn1.koyden 

akrabalar birbirlerine yardtmct oluyodu. (Miilakat; kadtn, evli, 58 ya~tnda, erken 

RHU mukimi). 
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Page 176 

Baham oldiikten sonra bize annem bakt1. Y edi karde~ i9inde tek lGz oydu. Bir zaman 

sonra annanemin iki-kath evinin ikinci katlnda kalmaya ba~ladt ve daytmda birinci 

katta kahyodu. Daytlanmdan birisi annanemi kandtrdt ve anneme dii~en tarlayt 

kanstntn adtna yaptlrdt ve diger daytm da evi iistiine almaya yah~tyodu. Y ani 

annemin o evde kalmastnt istemiyolardt ve kira istiyolard1. Boylece annem mecburen 

yaktndaki bir kasabaya patates ve pancar kokii sokmeye gitti. Biiyiik ablamla 

9ah~maya gidiyo ve bir hafta orada kahyo ve giinliik ihtiyaylanmtz i9in gereken 

parayt kazantyodu. Ama yine de onun o evde kalmastnt ve arsalan i~lemesini 

istemediler, ve annelerinden ve babalanndan kalan stntrh arazilerin ve meyve 

bah9elerinin mirast i9in karde~ler arastnda ciddi miicadeleler oluyodu ve boyle biz de 

istanbul' a geldik. (Miilakat; kadtn, evli, 54 ya~tnda, erken RHU miikimi). 
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Gecekondu once yakla~tk yirmi metrekare olarak bir oda bir tuvalet olarak yaplld1. 

Babamtn ayhk kazanctntn ve annemin giindeliklerinin neredeyse yiizde sekseni 

gecekondu yaptmtna gidiyodu. Buna sadece benim babam ve annemin yaptlgtnt 

soylemiyorum. Bu biitiin Hisariistii'nde [RHU] hemen hemen aynt ~ekildeydi. 

Ornegin, o ay nalbur'a gider, otuz ktrk pirket ahr, iki torba 9imento ve onlan bir 

kenara koyarlar ikinci odayt yapmak i9in bah9eye koyarlar iizerine de bir ~ey 

orterlerdi. <;unkii bir odada be~ - on ld~i ya~ard1. Sonra bir ytl falan sonra bir oda 

daha yapthr ve bu da maddi yiikii hafifleten bir ((Oziim olurdu. Ailedeki ve/ya aynt 

evde kalan akrabalar kazandtklan parayt ortak bir yerde tutar ve bunu da aile ressi 
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(adam bazen de kadtn) gecekondunun geni~letilmesinde kullantrdt. Miilakat; erkek, 

evli, 50 ya~tnda, erken RHU mukimi). 

Page 178 

Biz gecekondumuzu daha once RHU'ne yerle~en ve bizi de oradan haberdar eden 

koyliilerimizin yardtmtyla yapttk. Ailemle ~ehre geldigimizde biiyiik bir arsa 

<;evirdik ve sonra da iizerine gecekondu yaptlk. Babam in~aat i~<;isi degildi ve ondan 

dolayt da evi kendi ba~tna bitirmedi ama in~atta tantdtklan ve koyliileri ona yardtm 

ettiler. Hatta in~aat malzemelerini bile ucuza aldtk ve aynca hepsi de aynt koyden ve 

tantdtk olduklanndan i~<;ilere ve ustalara para bile odemedik. Herkes boyle birbirine 

yardtm ederdi. Aynt zamanda babam koyliilerinin yardtmtyla i~e ba~ladt. (Miilakat; 

erkek, evli,, 46 ya~tnda, erken RHU mukimi). 
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Tiirkiye i~<;i Partisi (TiP) RJ-IU'nde de orgiitlenmi~ti. RHU'nde derme <;atma 

· gecekondulann birinde Ytlmaz Giiney'in kii<;iik bir film ar~ivi oldugunu bile 

duydum... 80 darbesinden once RHU bir tiir kurtanlmt~ bolgeydi ve gecekondu 

bolgesi muhtara ek olarak dernek ve <;e~itli komiteler yoluyla <;e~itli sol gruplarca 

yonetiliyodu ... Hatta medyada "kii<;iik Moskova" diye ge<;iyodu ... Hep beraber 

farkh ki~ilerin gecekondulannt yaptyoduk. Hatta devrimcilerin bir ailenin 

gecekondusunu yaptlgt bir olayt hattrhyorum... Genel olarak gecekondulular so leu 

gruplarla birlikte hareket ettiler ve kendilerini orgi.itlediler, ama istisnalar da vardt. 
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Ornegin, bir olayda, devrimciler ytktma kar~1 polis ve zabttaya kar~1 miicadele 

ederken, aile reisi kahvede kagtt oynuyodu. Ama ytllar soma, 90'lann ba~tna 

geldigimizde onun gecekondusu bir apartmankondu olmu~tu ve o ise bizi tan1mad1 

bile. (Miilakat; erkek, evli, 45 ya~tnda, RHU mukimi). 

Page 184 

Hukumet yetkilileri bizimle pazarhga geldiler. Bize gecekondulanmtztn ytktlmastna 

musaade edip iki kath luks villa yaparsak bizi iki kath villa vereceklerini soylediler. 

Bu luks villalar bolgenin donu~umu amactyla RHU'nde yaptlacak bir kentsel 

yeniden do~umiiniin bir parc;as1 olacakt1. Fakat bolgedeki onde gelenler araziler 

uzerindeki haklannt ve onlann kullantmtmt kaybedeceklerini hissederek ve c;ocuklan 

ve kendileri ic;in apartmankondu yapmay1 du~iinduklerinden olumsuz davrandtlar ve 

RHU'luleri hukumetin bu teklifine 'haytr' demeye ikna ettiler. Bence bu fusat 

hiikumetin kurallanna da uyup arsalanntn yasal tapusunu ve onay1n1 almalan ic;in 

RHU'lulere sunulmu~ onemli bir f1rsatt1. Daha oncede de ~ehrin valisi ve belediye 

ba~kan1 bolgeye geldigind aynt hata yaptldt, kar~1 c;tkan RHU'luler taraftndan 

kovaland1. Aynt belediye ba~kan1 daha soma c;evredeki diger gecekondulann 

tapulann1 verdi, RHU'nunkini vermedi. Boylece, RHU'luleler en son ve en c;ok 

istedikleri tercihi yap1p kendi istekleri dogrultusunda apartmankondularznz in~at 

ettiler. Ashnda bolgedeki valiye kar~1 onceki reaksiyon bolgedeki siyasal dinamizmle 

ilgiliydi ve hie; bir ~ekilde devletle ya da yetkili makamlanyla bir uzla~ma 

istemiyodu. (Mulakat; erkek, evli, 50 ya~tnda, RHU mukimi). 
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Page 186 

Alrnanya' da ya~ayan ablalanrn, yap1rn1nda hi9 bi katkllanntn olrnadtgt dairelerden 

kira pay1 isterneye ba~ladtlar. Beni ailenin ortak rnlilki.i olan arsadaki haklann1 

aldtgtrn i9in rnahkerneye verdiler. Arna karde~lerirn, buradaki apartmankonduyu 

yaparken hi9 bir ~ekilde bir kira isterniceklerini soylerni~lerdi.(Mulakaat; erkek, evli, 

51 ya~tnda, erken RHU rnukirni). 
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Appendix E 

Total Enrollment Number of Students at Bogazi9i University 
from the Academic Year of 1971 -72 Onward 

Academic Year Total Enrollment 

1971-72 1015 

1972-73 1261 

1973-74 1433' 

1974-75 2002 

1975-76 2430 

1976-77 2759 

1977-78 3062 

1978-79 3265 

1979-80 3354 

1980-81 3194 

1981-82 3236 

1982-83 3618 

1983-84 3906 

1984-85 4902 

1985-86 5716 

1986-87 6583 

1987-88 7471 

1988-89 8317 
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1989-90 8813 

1990-91 9437 

1991-92 9961 

1992-93 10551 

1993-94 9628 

1994-95 9390 

1995-96 9551 

1996-97 9534 

1997-98 9332 

1998-99 ca.9500 

1999-2000 Ca. 9500 

2009-2010 11,500 

Source: Freely, John. (2000). A History of Robert College: The American College 

for Girls, and BU (Bosphorus University), YKY: istanbul, p. 559; 

http://www.yurtlar.boun.edu.tr/genelbilgi.htrn. 
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Appendix F 

The Total Capacity ofBogazi<;i University Dorms as of2010 

NAME OF CAPACITY CAMPUS 

THE DORM 

1. Boys Dorm 252 South 

2. North Dorm. 408 North 

Zeynep-Ay~e Birkan Girls Dorm 228 South 

1. North Dorm 454 North 

U <;aksavar Dorm 215 U<;aksavar 

First Kilyos Dorm 411 Kilyos 

Second Kilyos Dorm 341 Kilyos 

Superdorm (private) 486 U<;aksavar 

TOTAL 2795 

Source: http://www.yurtlar.boun.edu.tr/genelbilgi.htm. 
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Appendix G 

Local Businesses in Rumeli Hisartistli 

Today there are a total of 186 small businesses in RHU. Of these businesses 

97 are operated by the outsiders and the remaining 89 by the RHU inhabitants. 

However, the business properties are almost totally owned by the RHU squatter 

settlers. There are 13 grocery shops in the interior and lower parts of RHU and two 

on Nispetiye Caddesi and are all owned by RHU settlers, there is a BiM (Birle~ik 

Marketler /United Markets) and DiaSa market, 2 markets on the main road and 2 

supermarkets (Kllt<;oglu market and Mega market) across the main entrance ofBU 

and RHU, 4 pharmacies two of which are in the interior part ofRHU just across 

Turkan ~oray primary school and the nearby Health Clinic, the other health clinic 

being on Nispetiye Caddesi, 4 purified clean water dealers, 4 carpenters all of whom 

are RHU settlers, 4 real estate agencies among which Hisar Emlak is the oldest with 

its operations going back to the middle of the 80s, Gen<; Emlak established in the 

aftermath of giindiizkondu formation in early 90s, the remaining two are in operation 

for less than a decade, there are also a few informal real estate dealers, 42 restaurants 

of various sorts serving fast food, traditional and home-food mainly to the university 

students, the businesses, and the daily construction workers in the area, 12 photo 

copy shops, 2 computer shops, 1 photographer's shop, 3 internet cafes, 8 electrician 

shop, 3 plumbers, 1 electrician and plumber shop, 6 barbers and 6 beauty shops, 3 

shoe repairer shops and shoeshine parlors, 2 Turkcell mobile phone distributors, one 

carpet cleaning place, 1 first and second-hand household goods shop, one translation 

office, one bookstore selling the BU books, one bakery, 1 newspaper and magazines 
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sale shop, 1 taxi stand, 1 intercity autobus office, 1 fire extinguishers sales shop, 1 

tavern, 1 alehouse, 1 tiirkiibar, 1 newspaper distribution centre, 1 quilty maker, 1 

construction drawing and architectural office, one painting studio, J dentists, 1 

municipal bread shop (Halk Ekmek), 1 facade isolation works, 1 auto washing 

business, 3 hardware store, 2 nargile cafe, 3 billiard cafe, 2 Laundromats, 4 tailors, 2 

fashion tailor workshops, 3 natural gas service provider, repair, maintenance and 

distributors, 4 kiosks two also selling alcoholic drinks and tobacco, 2 ironsmith and 

welders, 1 flower shop, 1 phyllo dough shop, 2 upholsterers and 3 furniture 

distributor, sales outlet and dealers, 5 variety stores, 3 refrigerator and washing 

machine repair, maintenance and service shops, 4 household goods, curtain and 

furniture stores, 3 auto spare parts, repair and service shops, 1 second-hand auto 

dealer, 2 auto electric accessories shops, 2 tire repair and service shops, 2 fishing 

tools and clothes shop, 1 construction and earthmoving works, 2 construction 

materials sales shops, 5 coffee houses, 1 betting coupon sales shop, one horse racing 

betting shop, 3 glass seller or installer shop, 2 frame maker shops, 1 dry cleaner, 2 

green grocery, and 3 dried fruit sales shops. 

Of these businesses some of the restaurants are operated by BU graduates and 

current BU students. The businesses are concentrated on Nispetiye Cad, the main 

road, Cami sokak and 6. Sokak which are just across from the university and where 

the economic life revolves around these three streets and the main business centre is 

the square at the entrance of the main gate of BU. The detail of the breakdown of the 

businesses in RHU is given in the list below. 
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Businesses in Operation in RHU 

1.~iran Mobilya 

2. Filiz Bakkal 

3. Eczane ~eyma. 

4. Eczane Hisar. 

5. Pirdem Emlak. 

6. Ekin Cafe 

7. Beykoz <;ubuklu 

8. Gorkem Emlak. 

9. Giiney Elektrik 

1 0. Y avuz Tesisat 

11. T1naz Elektrik 

12. Kuafor Kas1m 

13. Bogazivi Lostra Salonu 

14. Arslan Elektrik 

15. Y organc1 Fikri Turgut 

16. Y akamoz Midye Kokore9 

17. Orta Kantin 

18. <;ama~uhane Adnan 

19. Terzi 

20. Kuafor Mesut 

21. Bereket Doner 

22. Tiirkwich Cafe 

23. Arkada~ Cafe 
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24. Duk Cam 

25. Kavuk <;igkofte 

26.ilhan Fotokopi-Ciltevi 

27. Urfam Ocakba~ll 

28. Urfam Ocakba~12 

29. Y azc;ek F otokopi 

30. Doga K1rtasiye 

31. Toros ileti~im Turkcell 

32. Burger Borsas1 

33. Huzur Motor 

34. Kibele Perde 

3 5. Koc;er Market 

36. Ayd1n G1da 

37. Di-Za G1da Pazan 

38. Bogazic;i Temizlik Hizmetleri 

3 9. Hamidiye Kaynak Suyu 

40. Bogazic;i Elektrik Su Tesisatl 

41. Minela Kaynak Suyu 

42. Kale Motor 

43. Kaya Spot 

44. Wailant 

45. A Yap1 Mekanik 

46. Di~ Hekimi Gonca Gokdemir 

4 7. Okaliptus Cafe/Restaurant 
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48. Giinel Copy 

49. Dialogue Terciime 

50. Hisar Kuafor 

51. Hayat Copy 

52. Book Store 

53. Elite internet Cafe 

54. Chefn Cafe 

55. Y Ildtz Elektrik 

56. Sevim Copy 

57. Hisar Unlu Mamiilleri 

58. KI119oglu Market. 

59. Damga <;igkofte 

60. Hisar Biife 

61. Oto Ytkama 

62. Tan ileti~im Tiirkcell 

63. Kampiis Copy 

64. Durak Copy 

65. Rum eli Hisar Borek9isi 

66. Gen9 Emlak. 

67. Emgi Erkek Kuaforii 

68. Bogazi9i Eczanesi. 

69. Mega Market 

70.0z Kervan l(uruyemi~ 

71. Rumeli Ttp Merkezi 
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72. Cafe Bu 

73. Halk Ekmek 

74. Gazete Bayi 

7 5. Hazal Ana 

76. Tantuni Diiriim Evi 

77. Bogazi<;i Taksi 

78. Giiven<; in~aat 

79. Kaan Kuruyemi~ 

80. Namh Kebap 

81. Tirkanh Kebap 

82. Hisar Fotokopi 

83. Rumeli Biife 

84. istikbal Mobilya 

85. Peler Ah~veri~ Merkezi 

86. Violet Model 

87. Metro Turizm 

88. itfa Yang1n Sondiirme 

89. Arn Bilgisayar 

90. Ta<; 

91. Di~ Hekimi Mete Oge 

92. Bakar Ocakba~1 

93. Poga<;ac1 

94. Yata~ 

95. Zengin Nalburiye 
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96. Fortress internet Cafe 

97. Altln <;iftlik 

98. Kahveci ~enol 

99. Murat Y ap1 Malzemeleri 

100. Kahveci Muarem 

101. Can Lastra 

102. Atak Dogalgaz 

103. Cook Grill Fast Food 

104. Tun9 Kuafor 

105. iMAGOSU 

106. iz Yap1 Nalburiye 

107. Eda Bayan Terzi 

108. ~im~ek Elektrik 

109. Marangoz Erdem Etem 

110. Sebahattin Bakkal 

111. Rima Dikim Evi 

112. Hayat Tuafiye 

113. Saghk Eczane 

114. Kanaat Cam Ticaret 

115. Bim 

116.<;ig Kofte Park 

117. Yunus Copy 

118. Bogazi9i Erkek Kuaforii 

119. Yenice 
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120. Ersin'in i~ yeri 

121. Dalyan Bahk 

122. Doydos 

123. Buket Fotokopi 

124. Hisar Emlak 

125. Kaya Tesisat 

126. Kay1k<;1 Elektrik 

127. ~ahin Bilardo 

128. ~u~u 

129. Ar<;elik 

130. Wonderland 

131. Oztlirk Oto Servis 

132. Diiriimcan 

133. Uzunlar Otomativ 

134. Terzi Bahattin 

13 5. Arzum Kuruyemi~ 

136. Kardelen Kahvalti Diinyasi 

137. Bat B 

138. Diasa 

139. Kuafor Hiisnii 

140. Kofteci Berdan 

141. Ko~e K1raathenesi 

142. Di~ Hekimi Giilseren Pirli 

143. Fashion Studios 
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144. Boluca 

145. Bizim Elektrik 

146. Gumu~ Kuafor 

147. Aygaz 

148. Bogazic;i Playstation 

149. Depar Huseyin isabetli 

150. Nature! Works 

151. Rlza Uzun Bakkal 

152. Camel Veli 

153. Bizim Bakkaliye 

154. Don Ki~ot 

15 5. Rum eli Pilav D stu 

156. Ganyan Park K1raathanesi 

157. ElifManav 

15 8. Model Do~eme 

15 9. Arslan Blife 

160. Onur Kuru Temizleme 

161. Bahc;e N argile 

162. Atolye Kanepe 

163. Kanaat Yufkac1 

164. Hisar K1raathanesi 

165. Bogazic;i iskender Kebap 

166. Taha Market 

167. Zeynom Bufe 
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1680 Murat Erkek Kuaforli 

1690 Bogazic;i Turk Konag1 

1700 Riiya Nargile 

1710 Hanedan Bilardo Cafe 

1720 Yaysat 

1 73 0 Zlilfikar Borek 

1740 Hisar Kofte ve Izgara 

1750 To & A Kuafor 

1760 Son Durak Ev Yemekleri 

177 0 Siemens Bosch Beyaz E~ya Y etkili Servisi 

1780 Terlemez in~aat 

179 0 Oz Oto Kaporta 

180o0z Sogutma 

1810 Oto lastik Sadettin 

1820 Glinel Oto R1za Usta 

1830 Has1rc1 

1840 Garanti Oto Elektrik 

1850 Demir Dograma Zafer 

1860 Bahk Adam Zeynel 

Source (Hisarder, 2010)0 
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